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FROM THE DIRECTOR
51P'
This report should reach you about one month before our semiannual meeting at the
Viscount Suite Hotel on April 22, It begins with brief summaries of progress and plans by each
of the eight faculty who continue to participate in ODSC: Armstrong, Falco, Kostuk, Leavitt, Li,
Mansuripur, Milster and Zelinski. Fifteen appendices follow the summary reports. Many are
preprints of papers presented at the recent ODS '92 meeting in San Jose, where approximately
10% of the papers were presented by ODSC faculty and students. Several of these students
expect to complete their graduate studies by the end of the summer: Roger Ha]jar, Andy Zhou,
Bruce Bernacki, Ron Roncone and Mark Shi Wang. We and they are very grateful to our
sponsors for continuing support during their four- to five-year research program. That is the kind
of support that is needed to do the research necessary to eam the doctoral degree.
I had hoped to have been able, in this report, to provide you with ODSC's financial plans
for the next fiscal year. Unfortunately, neither the data nor the decisions are available at this
time. We have been informed by the President of the University that there will be a 6% budget
cut for the fiscal year beginning July 1. An additional 3% cut will fall on some University units.
We do not yet know how these axes will fail. President Pacheco also has announced a
reorganization of University management effective July 1. How OSC, and therefore ODSC, will
fit into the new structure, has apparently not been decided. I hope, but cannot promise, that
these uncertainties will be resolved by the time of our meeting.
Although three organizations have given us some indication that they wish to become
sponsors of ODSC, none has yet sent a letter of intent. We will do the best we can with available
resources. Our current sponsors remain AMC, EK, IBM and NASA Goddard.
:m
We look forward to seeing you next month in Tucson.
Jim Burke
March 15, 1992
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SECTION 1. SUMMARY REPORTS

MAGNETO-OPTIC SUPERLATTICE THIN-FILMS:
FABRICATION, STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION
C.M. Falco, B.N. Engel, R.A. Van Leeuwen and J. Yu
PROGRESS
This past quarter we have greatly enhanced our ability to study the structural influences
on interfaclal magnetic phenomena. We have constructed a computer based image capture
system for quan_tative analysis of RHEED and LEED patterns. This system allows us to digitize
the electron diffraction patterns observed on the phosphor screens of our MBE with a high
sensitivity CCD camera. The evolution of diffraction features can be followed easily during
growth of epitaxial films and changes of intensity maxima positions caused by changes in lattice
constant can now be measured with high precision.
We have used this system to search for coherent epitaxiai strain in the Co/Pd system.
From x-ray diffraction measurements reported eadler, we found the (111) oriented superlattices
to be essentially unstrained (< 0.5%) while the (001) oriented films displayed a significant (8%)
in-plane expansion of the Co layers. Preliminary measurements of the RHEED patterns of Co
growth on ortented Pd buffer layers confirm these results.
In Fig. 1, intensity profiles of the RHEED patterns for 2A and 6A Co films deposited onto
a Pd (111) buffer layer are shown. A change in diffraction maxima spacing between the two films
180 ,
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Rgure 1. RHEED Intensity line profiles of Co deposited on Pd (111).
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is evident. From the larger distances between maxima for the 6A Co film, it is clear that the Co
is relaxing to its smaller bulk lattice spacing (larger distances in the reciprocal space of the
diffraction pattern indicate a smaller lattice spacing in real space). From these measurements
it appears that the2A of Co is strained to the bulk Pd lattice. However, we cannot conclude this
from these data alone. The first atomic layer (- 2A) of Co is probably not continuous; hence, the
RHEED beam will diffract from both Co islands as well as the underlying Pd substrate. Thus, the
maxima will result from a convolution of diffraction from these surfaces. We are now working on
separating these effects. We can conclude, however, that the Co relaxes to the bulk spacing by
at least 6A for crystals oriented along the (111) direction.
In contrast to the above case, Co deposited on Pd (001) displays coherently strained
growth. Figure 2 is the RHEED intensity profile of a 2A and 6A Co film deposited on a Pd (001)
surface. It is evident that there are no changes in lattice constant between these two films as
indicated by the alignment of the diffraction maxima. This strained growth continues up to a
thickness of at least 10 A without signs of relaxation. This Is consistent With our x-ray diffraction
studies of our epitaxiai (001) Co/Pd supedattices. We are now performing experiments to
determine at what thickness the Co relieves the epitaxlal strain.
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Figure 2. RHEED Intensity line profiles of Co deposited on Pd (001).
The above measurements demonstrate the power of using an image capture system for
analyzing our electron diffraction information. Using this capability with our in situ Kerr rotation
vMagneto-optic Media: Modefing/Design/Fabdcation/CharacterizatiorVTesting
apparatus allows us to probe in detail the mechanisms responsible for perpendicular interface
anisotropy.
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PLANS
During the next quarter we will begin studying a new material system and will continue our
effort on the Co/Pd interface. In our second MBE (Riber 1000) we now have the capability of
depositing Bi. During the next quarter we will add an effusion cell with Mn to study MnBi alloys.
MnBi alloys display an enhanced Kerr rotation of greater than one degree and, therefore, are of
great interest for magneto-optic recording. These alloys are only ferromagnetic for a particular
crystallographic phase. To date, workers on this system have concentrated on creating this
phase by post-annealing polycrystalline Mn/Bi multilayer films under certain conditions. Our
approach will be to use the MBE to "co-deposit" Mn and Bi onto single-crystal substrates to
directly create epitaxial alloys with the proper crystallographic and stoichiometric phase for
studying magneto-optic phenomena.
V

CHARACTERIZATION FACILITY FOR MAGNETO-OPTIC MEDIA AND
SYSTEMS
M. Mansuripur, H. Fu' H. Su-kedal R. Hajjarl _B. Bernackil F.L. Zhou, T.H. Wu and
J.K. Erwin
OBJECTIVES
To measure the hysteresis loop, Kerr rotation angle, anisotropy energy profile, Hall
voltage and magnetoresistance of thin-film magneto-optic media using our loop-
tracer. This instrument has a maximum field capability of 21 kOe, and can
measure the temperature-dependence of the media's magnetic properties in the
range 77K to 475K.
To measure the wavelength-dependence of the Kerr rotation angle, 0,, and
ellipticity, c_, for thin-film media using our magneto-optic Kerr spectrometer
(MOKS). The spectrometer operates in the wavelength range 350 nm to 1050 nm.
To measure the dielectric tensor of thin-film and multilayer samples using our
variable-angle magneto-optic ellipsometer (VAMOE). This device measures (at the
HeNe wavelength of 633 nm) the complex reflection coefficients of the samples at
angles of incidence ranging from 26 ° to 88 °. A computer program then estimates
the dielectric tensor from the measured coefficients of reflection.
To measure the hysteresis loop, coercivity, remanent magnetization, saturation
magnetization, and anisotropy energy constant for thin-film magnetic media using
vibrating sample magneto-metry. The temperature range of our VSM is 77K to
1000 K, and it has a maximum magnetic field capability of 12 kOe.
To observe small magnetic domains, and to investigate their interaction with
defects using magnetic force microscopy.
7
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To perform static read/write/erase experiments on thin-film magneto-optic media
using our static test station. The test station is a polarized-light microscope,
modified to include a laser diode, electromagnet, temperature-controlled stage, and
a television camera, all under computer control.
To perform dynamic read write erase experiments using a Nakamichi OMS-1000
test station.
To integrate the existing models of magnetization, magneto-optic effects,
coercivity, and anisotropy in an interactive and user-friendly environment. To
analyze the characterization data obtained in the various exporiments, using this
modeling package.
To measure focusing- and tracking-error signals on a static test-bed; to determine
the "feedthrough" for various focusing schemes, investigate the effects of
polarization, and compare theresults with diffraction'b_ased Calculations. The test-
bed has a HeCd laser (_, = 442 nm), a series of high-NA objectives (0.5-0.8),
piezoelectric actuators (with better than 0.1 _ positioning accuracy) for driving
the sample, CCD camera emulating multi-element detectors, several
interchangeable focus-error modules, and in-built shearing and Twyman-Green
interferometers for ascertaining beam quality and/or calibrating the focus position.
PROGRESS
Magnetic Force Microscopy
Our magnetic force microscope is now operational. We have been experimenting with
various needle designs, trying to improve the resolution. We also are interested in finding ways
to ma_n'ipulate the recorded_'domainS with _he-_magnetic:fieldof the needle. _F_ure l(a) shows a
picture of domains obtained With this MFM on a Co/Pt sample. Figure l(b) shows the same area
of the sample, scanned with the needle in contact; here, instead of magnetic domains, the
physical structure of the surface is imaged (grooves are clearly visible).
8
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Figure 1. MFM Images from a small region of a Co/Pt disk. The magnetic
domains in (a) are about 1 IJ.min diameter. The Image In (b), obtained with
the needle In contact with the sample, shows the grooves.
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Analysis of F_ocus//'l"rack sew0 signals ....
We measured track-crossing signals on a static test-bed. The influence of track-crossing
on the focus-error-signal was analyzed to understand "feedthrough." The data were obtained for
various amounts of sample defocus, different focus-error-detection schemes, and different
polarizations. Figure 2 shows a typical set of data obtained on a standard 1.6 p.rntrack-pitch disk;
the two curves in Fig. 2(a) correspond to linear polarization vector parallel and perpendicular to
the grooves. Figure 2(b) shows the feedthrough signal for the astigmatic focus-error-detection
scheme. This work is in progress and we shall report our latest results at the ODSC meeting in
April.
With the experimental work, extensive computer modeling was carded out using
DIFFRACT. The results were presented at the ODS meeting in San Jose, and are reproduced
here as Appendix A. An interesting outcome of the work so far has been the discovery (by
B. Bernacki) of a modified version of the astigmatic focus-error-detection scheme, which is fairly
insensitive to cross-talk from the tracking channel. Appendix B is a document disclosing this
invention.
Variable-Angle Magneto-Optic EIIipsometry
The ellipsometer has been_used to determine the refractive indices and dielectric tensors
of a large number of metal/dielectric/magnetic thin-film samples. The results were reported at the
ODS meeting in San Jose, and are reproduced here as Appendix C.
Measurements of Anisotropy Constant K.
Our latest measurement results on TbFeCo samples were presented at the ODS meeting
in San Jose. Both in-plane and rotating fields were used to measure the temperature
dependence of the anisotropy constant. Information concerning the deviation of magnetization
from the easy axis was carded by the extraordinary Hall signal and the magneto-optic Kerr signal.
Appendix D documents theresults--of t_is-work_ ..........
tO
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Figure 2. Measurement results on s section of s pre_rooved disk surface, showing the
push-pull trsck-crosslng signal, (S_-S_)/(Si_). In (s) the solid curve Is for polarization
parallel to the grooves, while the dashed curve represents the perpendicular polarization.
The relative shift of the curves along the horlzontsl axis is probably due to drift of the
plezo-actuator between measurements. The FES curve In (b) shows the feedthrough
signal. (_ = 442 nm, NA = 0.5, trsck-pltch = 1.6 IJm, grooves V-shaped, astigmatic focus-
error-detsction scheme used.)
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Other Activity
We explored the possibility of creating large data storage systems by integrating small
drives in a parallel architecture. A computer simulation showed the tremendous potentials of this
approach. Our preliminary results appear in Appendix E.
PLANS
In the months ahead we plan to use the magnetic force microscope to investigate the
interaction of magnetic domains and domain walls with defects and structural features on the
sample. These measurements are expected to provide guidance for our computer simulation
effort aimed at understanding the origins of coercivity.
The static tester will provide information on focus/track error signals, their polarization
sensitivity, and relative medts of the various focusing schemes.
We are looking into the initial magnetization curves of the magneto-optic films, using the
loop tracer and the polarization microscope. This work is intended to provide insight into the
nature of wall coercivity, and will be a major focus for our micromagnetic effort in the next period.
For three of our students this is the last semester at the Unive-rsity of Arizona. Roger
Hajjar will graduate by the end of May; Bruce Bernacki and Fenglei Zhou are expected to
complete their dissertations before the end of August. We will be looking for new students to
replace them.
12
DYNAMIC TESTBED LABORATORY AND MICRO-OPTICS
T. Milster, C. Curtis, C. Campillo, K. Erwin, J. Kann and M. Wang
OBJECTIVE
Our objective is to advance understanding of optical systems in data storage devices for
better data rate, capacity, and form factor.
PROGRESS
This has been a fruitful quarter in terms of our research results and papers/presentations.
In this report, we concentrate on discussing noise in super-resolving systems and a new
magneto-optic readout technique called magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) detection. Other
activities include applying our ray-trace/diffraction code (Appendix F), transfer-function analysis
of super-resolving systems (Appendix G), a computationally efficient method for calculating
diffraction patterns from high-NA systems (Appendix H), modeling and measurement of the micro-
optic beam deflector (Appendix I), and understanding the effects of residual higher-order
aberrations in our optical data storage testbed (Appendix J).
Theory
Our super-resolution work continues with trying to understand how noise affects the
system response. We start by making some simplifying assumptions about the form of the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), as given by
SNR = , (Z)
Pd=+ c,h=_> + c.=<P_=> + c,,_<P,_> + c_<P,,=>
where Po= is the electronic noise power, P,umis the sum electrical power, and P,_ is the signal
power. Brackets denote average values over the frequency band. Multiplying constants c,,=, c=,
c_=.k,and Cxyare factors that relate to shot noise, laser noise, disk noise, and depolarization noise,
respectively. Po=, C,,otand c= are straightforward to calculate or measure experimentally. Disk
noise, Cd,,k,and depolarization noise, c., are not as easy to determine.
13
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Disk noise is defined as the variation in reflected light amplitude due to defects in the disk
reflectivity. Disk noise is illustrated in Fig. la, where the change in the length of the electric field
vector is shown for an erased state of the track. Notice that the amplitude of the change in
detector currents, _/, and _/b, are approximately equal, and they change in phase with respect to
each other, that is, they both increase or they both decrease. The differential detection channel
will reduce most of this noise contribution, since it is common mode. If the electric field vector
is biased at exactly 45 ° and there is no Kerr effect, the disk noise is perfectly canceled. However,
a small amount of disk noise will propagate through the channel because of the Kerr-signal
imbalance in detector currents.
Depolarization noise is due to a fraction of the bias polarization (polarization direction
emitted from the laser diode) that is rotated into the signal polarization. This could be due to
diffraction off groove structures on the medium. Depolarization noise is illustrated in Fig. lb,
where the change in the angle of the electric field vector is shown for an erased state of the track.
The amplitude of the changes in the detector currents, 6ia and _ib, now change out of phase with
respect to each other, that is, when 8io 1"5i,, $ and visa versa. This type of noise is not canceled
by the differential detection channel because it looks like the signal. Therefore, even a small
amount of depolarization noise can be detrimental to the system.
The problem occurs when one tries to experimentally determine the relative contribution
of disk noise and depolarization noise. They both appear as variations in the individual detector
currents. One can block alternate detectors to estimate the amount of noise canceled by the
differential channel, but the distinction between disk noise and depolarization noise can't be made
without a more sophisticated experiment. The distinction is important because, as illustrated in
Eq. (1), the diSknoi_s_e_isproportional_t_ the signal current, io-/b, while the depolarization noise
is proportional to the sum current,/,, +/_.
We propose an experiment to determine the relative contributions of disk noise and
depolarization noise. We will measure the joint probability distribution function of the two noise
sources. A positive correlation will be measured in the case of disk noise, and a negative
correlation will be measured in the case of depolarization noise. Although the experiment sounds
complicated, the implementation is very simple and straightforward. Outputs from the two data
detectors are converted to digital signals via fast analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The ADCs
]4
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Figure 1. a) Disk noise Is Illustrated as a change in the length of the electric field vector
for the erased (0) state of the medium, b) Depolarization noise Is Illustrated as a change
In the Kerr angle of the electric field vector of the erased (0) state of the medium.
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are triggered so that valid data are recorded at the same instant in time. Data points are
accumulated in a histogram fashion by using the ADC outputs as addresses to a two-dimensional
memory. Each time a par_dcular memory location is addressed, its contents are incremented by
one unit. Note that, if we assume that the signals are ergodic, there is no need to sample at
extremely high frequency. Sufficientstatisti_ can be compiled by using a moderate-speed ADC
and associated electronics. The output from such a measurement might look as displayed in Fig.
2 for positively correlated, negatively correlated, and uncorrelated noise.
0
0
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
CORRELATION
DETECTOR A
Figure 2. Correlation measurement output showing result for positive
correlation, negative correlation, and uncorrelated noise.
Modeling
We have been pursuing several modeling activities this quarter to help us understand the
optical system. Appendix F describes an application of our modeling code that uses a
combination of ray-trace and diffraction analysis. Our hypothetical problem concemed the effects
of tilting the objective lens in a data storage device. Appendix G describes transfer-function
analysis of super-resolving systems. The full manuscript of our paper that was accepted by
Applied Optics is available upon request. An interesting outcome of the modeling is shown in Fig.
16
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3, where we display the two-point response for several optical systems. Curve A is simply the
bit pattem on the medium. Curve B is the response from optical systems the way they are
commonly configured. Curve C represents the response from the Sony self masking medium.
Curve D represents the response from a simple shading band in the collection optics. Note that
curves C and D are very similar, which suggests that super resolution may be obtained without
the complicated self-masking medium. Appendix H describes a new technique for modeling
extremely high numerical aperture systems with a greatly reduced computational overhead. The
caveat is that we must observe around the axis in the image plane. (This approximation is okay
for data storage.)
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Figure 3. Two-point resolution of several systems: A) bit pattern on disk
plane consists of two 1.56 m long marks separated by 0.52 m; B) reference
system response; C) response from Sony self-masking medium; D) response
from system with shading band In the collection optics.
Static Expariments
An interesting project that concems magneto-optic readout has been investigated during
the pastsix montflS, in our study, We_i_r_vestigatedt_e detection of MCD' Major advantages of
this technique include insensitivity to birefringence and depolarization noise. An additional benefit
17
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is that the readout optics are extremely simple and that laser-diode feedback noise is suppressed.
Figure 4 illustrates the optical system, which is exactly the same as those used in write-once
devices. The advantages of simplicity and power throughput are obvious.
MCD detection works by sensing the change in ellipticity from the disk. A figure of merit
(FOM) for MCD detection is given by
FOM = r=ksia(=) (2)
where r is the bulk reflectivity of the medium, k is the tangent of the Kerr angle, and _¢is the s-p
phase difference upon reflection from the medium. Note that the dependence of FOM on K goes
as sin(K), where, in differential detection, the FOM goes as cos(K). Therefore, to use MCD
detection efficiently, the thin-film structure of the medium must be modified slightly. Given the
potential benefits of MCD detection, we feel that this modification is justified.
PBS
HUB
DISK
DETECTOR
x/¢
i OCT¢CTO, 
..... LENS
"_ COLLiMAt0R
& CIRCULARIZING
OPTICS
LASER DIODE
Figure 4. Optical system used with MCD detection.
C. Campillo has completed an initial study of this technique. He has cons_ucte d as tatic
tester and has evaluated several samples.i A detailed theoretical analysis of the technique also
was performed. An example of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance of MCD detection
[8
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compared to differential detection is shown in Fig. 5. Note that, for increasing values of
depolarization noise, MCD detection appears to have a significant advantage over differential
detection. The complete analysis is documented in Campillo's Master's Report, which is available
to sponsors upon request. (Incidentally, Campillo is seeking employment.)
A series of experiments have been conducted on the micro-optic beam deflector. Our
progress to date is documented in Appendix I.
4O
0
SNR for MCD _d D1]L=IFdellctioe
lnCensity V=rtamoe A
Figure 5. Plot of theoretical signal-to-noise ratios for MCD and differential
detection as a function of the Intensity variance, A. The depolarization noise
component, _ Is shown at 0%, 10% and 20% of A.
Dynamic Testing
In the December 15, 1991, ODSC Quarterly Report, we described discrepancies between
measured diffraction pattems and modeling results. Discrepancies took the form of energy
redistribution on the focus-error detector. Through wavefront measurement and scalar diffraction
modeling, we discovered that the energy redistribution is due to residual third-order and fifth-order
spherical aberration of the objective lens and cover-plate assembly. The amount of residual
19
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aberration is small, and the beam would be considered diffraction-limited by several criteria.
Since the detector is not in a focal plane, even this small amount of aberration has a significant
effect on the energy distribution. In Appendix J, M. Wong has completely analyzed this problem.
We are preparing the manuscript for submission to Optics Letters.
2O
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MeV ION-BEAM ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL DATA STORAGE FILMS
J.A. Leavitt, L.C. Mclntyre Jr. and Z. Un
OBJECTIVES
Our objectives are threefold: 1) to accurately characterize optical data storage films by
MeV ion-beam analysis (IBA) for ODSC collaborators; 2) to develop new and/or Improved analysis
techniques; and 3) to expand the capabilities of the IBA facility itself.
Using 1H+, 4He* and 15N"* ion beams in the 1.5 to 10 MeV energy range from a 5.5 MV
Van de Graaff accelerator, we determine film thickness (in atoms/cm2), stoichiometry, impurity
concentration profiles and crystalline structure by Rutherford backscattering (RBS), high-energy
backscattering, channeling, nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and proton induced x-ray emission
(PIXE). Most of these techniques are discussed in detail in the ODSC Annual Report (February
17, 1987), p. 74. The PIXE technique is bdefly discussed in the ODSC Annual Report (March
15, 1991), p. 23.
PROGRESS
Film Characterization
From March 1, 1991, to March 1, 1992, we provided a total of 140 equivalent
backscattering analyses of thin films provided by ODSC collaborators; Table 1 indicates the
distribution.
Table 1. Numbers of analyses of thin films for ODSC
Period Falco Mansuripur Zelinski Armstrong Totals
3/1/91-6/1/91 39 - - 39
6/1/91-9/1/91 1 4 36 41
9/1/91-12/1/91 3 14 20 37
12/1/91-3/1/92 6 8 5 4 23
Totals 49 26 61 4 140
For Falco (with Engel and Van Leeuween), we performed extensive axial and planar
channeling studies on two Pd/Ag/Co multilayers on crystalline GaAs, 17 RBS runs on these films
as well as one NRA run to detect B.
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For Mansuripur (with Wu and Shieh/IBM), we performed 26 RBS runs on
SiN/TbFeCo/SiN/AIfilmsto determinethe stoichiometryand "thickness" of the layers.
For Zelinski (with Weisenbach), we performed 61 backscattering runs on SiOz/'l'iO2
waveguide films to determine stoichiometry, thickness and the percent of C present.
For Armstrong (with England), we performed four RBS runs to determine the stoichiometry
and thickness of TbFeCo, "rbFeCoTa and TbFeCoPt films.
Technique Development
We have continued our program of developing techniques for increasing sensitivity for
quantifying light elements in/on heavy matrices. In this connection:
1)
2)
3)
4)
We report measured 4He-I°B, 4He JIB backscattering cross sections for incident 4He
energies 1-3 MeV (see preprint: Appendix I, ODSC Quarterly Report, September 15,
1991). _
We report development of a technique for quantifying _°B and I_B in thin films using ((x,p)
nuclear reactions for incident 4He energies near 3 MeV (see prepdnt: Appendix H, ODSC
Quarterly Report, September 15, 1991).
We describe development of a technique for quantifying C in near-surface materials using
the strong non-Rutherford resonance at 4.26 MeV in the 4He-_2C cross section (see the
detailed discussion in ODSC Quartedy Report, September 15, 1991, p. 23).
We have attacked the problem of quantifying _Be in thin films using ion-beam analysis.
We have made extensive measurements of both 4He-gBe and _H-gBe backscattedng cross
sections. This work is discussed in ODSC Quarterly Report, December 15, 1991, p. 25.
We also have spent a considerable amount of time developing the PIXE technique for
trace-element analysis dudng the past year. We obtained our first PIXE data on March 1, 1991,
and have since concentrated on apparatus improvement and calibration to increase the accuracy
and reliability of the results. Brief descriptions of this work are contained in ODSC Annual Report,
March 15, 1991, p. 23; Quarterly Report, June 15, 1991, p. 23; and Quarterly Report, September
15, 1991, p. 26.
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Facility Development
We have committed ourselves to installing a nuclear microprobe facility. The goal of this
project is to produce an analysis beam (either 1H or 4He) of diameter about 1 p.m. This
microbeam is to be rastered over the sample to determine the lateral distribution of trace
elements in features more than a few microns in size. The project is a collaborative effort
involving Q. Femando (University of Arizona, Department of Chemistry) and is partially supported
by funds from an NIH Superfund grant. We have completed design of the overall system, and
have ordered and received necessary components such as the object slits, the quadrupole
doublet lens and the power supply. We are currently working on the design and construction of
the beam-line and target chamber. We expect to be in rudimentary operation by June 1992. A
figure showing the layout of the microprobe facility is contained in ODSC Quarterly Report,
September 15, 1991, p. 27.
PLANS
During the next year, we plan to: 1) continue characterizing optical data storage films for
ODSC collaborators; 2) acquire further experience with the PIXE trace element analysis
technique; 3) continue measuring non-Rutherford cross sections for scattering of '=He and I H on
the light elements for analysis beams in the 1-5 MeV range; first priority is completion of the work
on 9Be; and 4) complete construction of the nuclear microprobe facility and learn how to use it.
PUBLICATIONS
1. J.A. Leavitt and L.C. Mclntyre Jr., "Non-Rutherford 4He Cross-Sections for Ion Beam
Analysis," Nucl. Instr. Meth. B56/57, 734 (1991).
. L.C. Mclntyre, Jr., J.A. Leavitt, M.D. Ashbaugh, Z. Lin, and J.O. Stoner, Jr., "Cross
Sections for 170.5 ° Backscattedng of 4He by the Isotopes of Boron for 4He Energies
between 1.0 and 3.3 MeV," Nucl. Inst. Meth., in press (1992).
. L.C. Mclntyre, Jr., J.A. Leavitt, M.D. Ashbaugh, Z. Lin, and J.O. Stoner Jr., "Determination
of Boron using the B(a,p)c Nuclear Reaction at Incident Energies Near 3 MeV," Nucl.
Instr. Meth., in press (1992).
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CHARACTERIZATION FACILITY FOR MAGNETO-OPTIC MEDIA AND
SYSTEMS
P.A. Lee, C.D. England and N.R. Armstrong
OBJECTIVES
The commercial availability of TbFeCo materials has not diminished the fact that they tend
to oxidize under most atmospheric conditions, both wet and dry. Overcoating with both metallic
and dielectric materials has been seen to slow down the process but not stop it. Fourth metal
modifiers also have the same effect. The goal of this research is to study the reactivity of these
materials to water and oxygen and determine what effect it is having on the composition of the
near surface region that may lead to a more active or passive film.
In the last quarter we have studied two systems in which either Pt or Ta has been added
as a fourth element modifier at concentrations of 1% to 5% which were supplied by 3M. Our
approach to studying these material by XPS, AES and RBS has been documented elsewhere. 1
Some of this research was presented at the Optical Data Storage Symposium at the SPIE
meeting in San Jose, California, Feb. 9-13. A prepdnt of the paper is attached as Appendix K.
CURRENT RESEARCH
Our current research focuses on the stability of FeTbCo materials that have been modified
by adding Ta of Pt. We have come to expect metals like Ta, Ti, Zr and Nb to form protective
oxides in the presence of oxygen. Oxides also can form by exposure to water but the reaction
is somewhat slower because of the slow kinetics for the dissociation of H20. Addition of these
metals in low concentration to TbFeCo slow the oxidation and corrosion of the media in moist and
dry environments. 2 Pt, on the other hand, is a noble metal and is not very reactive towards
oxygen or water. The effect of adding Pt to the TbFeCo matrix has been expected to be primarily
an electronic effect or surface work function change. At this time the role of Pt is not clear. It is
important to note that oxidation and corrosion processes, while they are slowed by adding these
types of modifiers, can and do still occur.
The importance of studying these materials is: 1) to assess the protective nature of the
additive; 2) to determine whether suface modification of the film occurs and how it affects further
oxidation; and 3) to try to predict how a modifier will affect the reaction pathway.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Our results for Ta modified materials indicate that the Ta will migrate to the surface and
oxidize to form a barrier oxide that will slow further oxidation of the media. Relative atomic ratios
of Tb to Fe, calculated from XPS data, indicate that migration of all metals is still occurring but
rediffusion or migration of Fe into the near surface region after oxidation of the Tb is diminished
in both oxygen and water exposures. The Ta modified thin films also indicate that the Fe is more
protected in the case of oxidation by 02. Initial results also indicate that lower amounts of Ta
afford more protection. This last observation may be the result of oxide film disruption due to Ta
migration to the surface that may open up defects where oxidants can enter the film to produce
oxide at the metal/oxide interface.
Pt modified materials also show a protective effect. Even though Pt, as a metal, doesn't
oxidize to anygreat extent in air, it mayalter the oxidative pathwayfor oxygen and water. Pt
exhibits a protective effect at concentrations of 5 to 10 atomic percent (at. %).2'3 It is unclear now
how the Pt affects the oxidation pathway. Detailed studies on Pt modified materials are now
underway. Initial results indicate that at oxygen exposures below 500L To still appears to migrate
to the near surface region without subsequent reaction of the Fe. Past this level the Fe appears
to be rediffusing towards the surface. Pt appears to be increasing in concentration relative to Fe
in the near surface. The nature of the interaction with oxygen is currently under study.
REFERENCES
1. P. Lee, K. Stork, B. Maschhoff and N. Armstrong, "Oxide formation on rare earth/transition
metal thin films," Materials for Magneto-Optic Storage, T. Suzuki, C. Robinson and C.
Falco, eds., vol. 150, 227-232, Materials Research Soc., New York, 1989.
,
.
F. Kirino, N. Ogihara and N. Ohta, "Corrosion resistance of TbFeCo-M magneto-optical
Films," J. Electrochem. Soc., 138(8), 2259-2262 (1991).
D. Majumbar and T.K. Hatwar, "Effects of Pt and Zr on the oxidation behavior of FeTbCo
magneto-optic films: x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy," J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 7(4),
2673-2677 (1989).
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APPLICATION OF HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENTS TO
MAGNETO-OPTIC READ/WRITE HEADS
R.K. Kostuk, E. Campbell and C. Haggans
OBJECTIVES
Our objectives are to determine the theoretical and practical performance limits of
holographic optical elements (HOEs) formed in different recording materials, and to evaluate the
application of these components to magneto-optic read/write heads.
PROGRESS
Rlgorous Hologram Modellng and Verlflcatlon
We completed a model based on rigorous coupled wave theory that allows both the
average refractive index and the index modulation to vary with depth in the emulsion layer. This
actually exists in many recording materials such as dichromated gelatin and photopolymers. It
should significantly improve our ability to design holographic optical elements in these materials.
We are currently using this model to Investigate the theoretical limits of polarization-selective and
non-selective holographic optical elements, and to experimentally verify the results. The findings
from this analysis and set of experiments will be summarized in a research paper.
A different mathematical approach was taken in this model that reduces the size of the
matrices used to describe the diffraction process. This also reduces compilation time. This
approach also is being investigated as a means to improve the surface relief model's
performance.
Grating Fabrication
We investigated the change in the average refractive index of holograms formed in
dichromated gelatin. This was performed to understand some anomalous shifts in the Bragg
angle that could not be explained by changes in emulsion thickness. This creates problems when
trying to design polarization elements. Different methods were investigated for measuring the
index including a Brewster angle and a Fabry-Perot comparison technique. These measurements
show that the index at the emulsion surface and interface with glass are apparently higher than
the index in the bulk of the film. Results by other researchers also have shown that the effective
refractive index can be less than that of water due to the formation of air vacuoles in the emulsion
2?
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during processing. Understanding this phenomenon should significantly improve design
capabilities with this material.
A special fixture for recording surface relief gratings in photoresist was designed and built
with the help of L. Li. This mount has been used to fabricate a high spatial frequency photoresist
mask pattem on a dielectric substrate. This mask then was coated with 0.2 IJ,m of silver to form
a metal grating. Illuminating this grating with a substrate mode reflected beam rotates the state
of polarization of the TIR beam. This element is now being investigated for use in the magneto-
optic sensing device described in the preprint of a paper presented at the Data Storage meeting
in San Jose (Appendix L).
The first set of masks have been designed for fabricating lithographic binary phase
gratings. We evaluated several mask writing formats that interface with standard mask writing
foundaries. The masks have been used to form two-level gratings in photoresist and to produce
on-axis focusing gratings that have efficiency and imaging performance near the predicted
theoretical limits. We are currently working on making four-level gratings etched in glass using
an ion beam etching machine in Li's lab. These elements should improve diffraction efficiency
by a factor of 2.
Several beam splitting HOEs also have been fabricated for use in the tester built by
Dr. Fujita. The design efficiency for the p-polarized beam in this element is 70% and 30% for the
s-polarized beams; however, we have not yet formed a component with these specifications.
PLANS
During the next quarter we will concentrate on several problems including: 1) fabricating
the components described in Appendix L on a substrate-mode magneto-optic head; 2) complete
and summarize the magnitude and effects of index change in dichromated gelatin holograms; 3)
fabricate the desired efficiency and phase properties of a holographic beam splitter for use in the
tester; and 4) verify the index profile and use it to improve HOE designs.
W
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SOL-GEL WAVEGUIDES AND GRATINGS: FABRICATION,
CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING
B.J.J. Zelinski, R. Roncone, L. Wiesenbach, J. O'Kelly, J. Morreale and J.J. Burke
OBJECTIVES
The overall goal of this research is to develop wet chemical techniques to synthesize low-
loss dielectric planar waveguides and planar waveguides with surface relief structures. To
achieve this goal three sub-objectives are being pursued: 1) development of coating solution
chemistries and processing techniques that will reliably produce quality planar waveguides; 2)
investigation of the theoretical and experimental aspects of loss in these waveguides; and 3)
development of suitable solutions and techniques for embossing surface features into planar
waveguides.
CURRENT STATUS
As a result of the reduction in industrial support of ODSC, the current activity for this
program is almost entirely supported by the University of Arizona's Department of Materials
Science and Engineering. Additional support is provided in the form of R. Roncone's fellowship
administered by the Optical Science Center. Two proposals have been submitted to NSF that
would provide support for this work. In addition, individual companies are being solicited for
support.
Wavegulde Synthesis
Research efforts this quarter have focused on the development of good quality optical
films having a wide range of refractive indices. Within the SiO2-TiO2 system the range of
investigated film compositions has been broadened and now includes 13, 35, 45, 50, and 90
mole% TiO2 films. The refractive indices of these films range from 1.49 to 2.2. In addition, we
have fabricated thin films of aluminosilicate alkaline earth-based glasses using wet chemical
techniques. These films have low indices and so require greater thicknesses to confine the
propagating mode. To achieve these thicknesses we have improved and standardized our
processing procedures for fabricating multilayer sol-gel structures. For example, we have recently
fabricated a crack-free, 15-layer film that is 1.8 wn thick and has an index of 1.464. This film was
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made using the synthesis techniques developed for the aluminosilicate alkaline earth system.
Initial coupling results with these new waveguides have been interesting and encouraging.
Current efforts are aimed at documenting and understanding the structural development and loss
characteristics of these new films as a function of processing using the techniques of FTIR, UV-
VIS, TEM and SAXS.
Sol-Gel Derived Single Leakage Channel Grating Couplers
The investigation of additional compositions in the SiO2-TiO 2 binary, and the exploration
of films in the aluminosilicate alkaline earth system has been motivated by the need to develop
high quality films for use in optical component fabrication, including fabrication of single leakage
channel grating couplers (SLCGC). Details of the design and operation of this device are
reported in Appendix M.
During the past quarter we have successfully fabricated SLCGCs using wet chemical
techniques. For example, a SLCGC consisting of a five-layer reflective stack has been fabricated
using the 90% TiO2 (SiO2) solution as the high index layer, the 13% TiO_ solution for the low-
index and buffer layers and the 35% TiO2 solution for the waveguide layer. The index, thickness
and loss characteristics of each of the layers used in the SLCGC are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Measured layer parameters for sol-gel SLCGC
Layer Index Thickness (A) Loss (dB/cm)
High Index 2.1 613 <12
Low Index 1.49 869 1-2
Buffer 1.49 6500 1-2
Waveguide 1.65 2300 <1
This SLCGC exhibited a branching ratio of 78% at 0.5145 wn, which is very close to the
predicted value of 83%. We also have fabricated another SLCGC that possesses a branching
ratio of 80.3% at 0.488 p.m. Both of these devices used soda-lime slides as the substrate. We
also have successfully fabricated an SLCGC based on a silicon substrate.
3O
Optical Heads: Integrated Optics
We are now making more efficient SLCGCs by increasing the number of layers in the
reflective stack. This required us to focus on improving our ability to make thicker crack-free
multilayer structures.
Wavegulde Scatter
The next three months will see the culmination of the waveguide scatter modeling, and
model validation. The computer models predict surface and volume-induced waveguide
attenuation when given film index and thickness, wavelength, substrate index, rms roughness and
correlation length of the film and substrate surfaces, and the (film volume) rms refractive index
inhomogeneity and its correlation length. Work now is focused on experimental validation of
these models.
Surface Scatter Model. By intentionally and "controllably" roughening both sides of
polished pyrex substrates through either acid or base-etching, we aim to generate a variety of
measurable roughnesses and correlation lengths upon which sol-gel films will be deposited. The
optical characteristics (film Index, thickness, and propagation loss) will be measured using guided-
wave techniques. The surface statistics of the film and substrate will be measured at WYKO on
an atomic force microscope. The experimental parameters then will be entered into the computer
model and the predicted and actual propagation losses will be compared. Results of this work
will be presented at the spring lAB meeting.
Volume Scatter Model. We are investigating two techniques, small angle x-ray
scattering, and transmission electron microscopy, with an image processing technique, to
experimentally detect and measure the (volume) rms refractive index inhomogeneity and its
correlation length. These two parameters are critical to validation of the computer model.
Embossing
Recent efforts on embossing have focused on the development of an in-house capability
for fabricating first-generation nickel replicas of masters using electroplating. Each master would
then generate several replicas and each replica would be used to emboss gratings into
waveguides. The ability to generate identical replicas will greatly enhance our efforts to establish
suitable embossing conditions and solutions.
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GRATINGS AND WAVEGUIDES
L. Li, K.A. Bates, N. Ramanujam, R.L. Roncone, and J.J. Burke
OBJECTIVE
Our immediate objective is to understand the limitations of guided-wave and grating
coupler devices in their application to optical data storage. Our long-range goal is to develop and
validate design codes for integrated optic devices.
PROGRESS
Our accomplishments in the past quarter have been documented in the three preprints
appended to this report (Appendices M, N, O).
V
Single Leakage Channel Grating Couplers (SLCGC)
The work on the SLCGC was briefly reported at the last ODSC lAB in October and at the
Optical Society of America annual meeting in November. Since then, further progress was
made. Using sol-gel materials made by Weisenbach and Zelinski as buffer layers and the
waveguiding layers on top of evaporated high-reflectivity dielectric stacks (ordered from an outside
vendor), we achieved a branching ratio of 97.1%. The theoretical value is 96%. For details, see
Appendix M.
Without any doubt; the design concept has been successfully demonstrated
experimentally. To reduce the design concept to practical applications, the design pdnciples and
numerical models need to be carefully validated. We are currently collaborating with the
integrated optics group of Kodak (John Brazas) on this project.
Modal Method of Lamellar Gratings In Conical Mountings
Li completed the writing of a theoretical paper (Appendix N) on the modal method for
solving diffraction problems of rectangular-grooved gratings when the grating vector is not
contained in the plane of incidence. Such a theoretical tool and its numerical implementation are
indispensable in the study of diffractive optical elements where polarization conversion takes
place. For example, see Appendix D of ODSC Report, December 15, 1991.
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Grating Theory, Convergence Study
At last year's OSA meeting, U (in collabortion with C. W. Haggans) briefly reported some
numerical evidence that the =popular coupl_-wa.ve method _oes riot converge very well for
metallic gratings in TM polarization. This report met with disbelief by the odginal authors of the
coupled-wave method and some of their followers. After the meeting, Haggans and Li did further
study and confirmed their earlier findings. Appendix 0 is a summary paper to be given at the
First Topical Meeting on Diffract re Optics this Apdl in New Orleans.
PLAN
Since the ODSC funding to our integrated optics group has stopped, our future work will
shift toward the short wavelength laser project.
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Diffraction analysis and evaluation of several focus- and
track-error detection schemes for
magnet0 ptieal disk systems
Bruce E. Bernacki and M. Mansuripur
Optical Sciences Center, University o/ Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
ABSTRACT
A commonly used trackingmethod on pre-groovedmagneto-optical(MO) media isthe push-
pull technique,and the astigmaticmethod isa popular focus-errordetectionapproach. These two
methods are analyzed usingDIFFRACT O, a general=purposescalardiffractionmodeling program,
toobservetheeffectson the errorsignalsdue to focusinglensmisalignment,Seidelaberrations,and
opticalcrosstalk(feedthrough)between the focusingand trackingservos.Using the resultsof the
astigmatic/push-pullsystemasa basisforcomparison,a novelfocus/track=errordetectiontechnique
thatutilizesa ringtoriclensisevaluatedas wellas the obscurationmethod (focuserrordetection
only).
1. INTRODUCTION
To achievethe highestrecordingdensitiespromised by MO storagetechnology,itisessential
thatthe axialpositionof the focusinglensthatforms the opticalstylusfor thermo=magneto=optic
recordingand readoutbe heldwithintighttolerances.These tolerancesresultfrom the compromise
between the high numericalaperture(NA) requiredtoproduce thesmallestdiffraction-limitedspot
sizefor high arealrecordingdensities,and the low NA desiredfor a largedepth of focus. Adding
to thischallengeisthe requirementto move the opticalhead acrossthe rotatingdisk to seek the
desiredtrack,and then,to maintainthe head positionon the correcttrack.
Although the tasksof focusingand trackingseem daunting,thereisa plethoraof focuserror
detectionand trackingschemes from which to choose. In thispaper,the astigmaticfocus error
detectionmethod isstudiedindepth,alongwith the push=pulltrackingmethod used on grooved MO
media. The study isfurtherbroadened toincludea novel focuserrordetectionmethod usinga ring
toriclens,which may be used inconjunctionwith thepush-pulltrackingmethod. Additionally,the
obscurationmethod for focus error detectionis studied and comparison made with the other
techniques.
2. METHODOLOGY/TOOLS
Each system is first modeled in its ideal form. The system is then perturbed to examine the
effects of third=order aberrations, focusing lens misalignment and feedthrough. For this study, we
define feedthrough as the unwanted focus error signal (FES) that is detected when the optical head
is crossing the tracks, with the head held in nominal focus. The astigmatic/push-pull system is
examined first since it is more familiar.
The computer tools used in this study have been described in detail elsewhere 1. DIFFRACT c
is a diffraction modeling program written in FORTRAN that was created as a general-purpose tool
for optical data storage research. The user has a palette from which many types of lenses, polarization
optics, media, and detectors encountered in optical data storage may be selected. DIFFRACT °
permits the user to choose a uniform or truncated Gaussian amplitude distribution produced by a
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collimatedlasersturce,and then propagatesthisbeam through the opticalsystem by plane wave
decomposition and Fourier methods. The polarizationstateand the intensitydistributionof the
propagatingbeam, as wellas variousdetectoroutputsareavailableanywhere along the opticalpath
during thesimulation.The right=handedCartesiancoordinatesystem isused throughout thisstudy,
with the propagationof lighttaken tobe inthe +z direction.Positiveanglesare measured counter=
clockwisewith respecttothe positivex-axis.
3. SYSTEM LAYOUT
In common with allthe focusing and trackingtechniquesstudied,the initialamplitude
distributionisa collimatedGaussian laserbeam with _,= 800 nm, I/e radiusof 3.2 mm and zero
curvature. This beam istruncatedby a 0.55 NA objectivelenswith focallength3.76 mm: the
truncatedbeam radiusis2.07ram. A pre=grooveddiskwithrectangularcrosssectionliesinthe focal
planeof the objectivelenswith groove geometry as follows:1.6pm pitch,80 nm groove depth,0.6
pm groove width,and 1.0pm landwidth. The focusedspotisreflectedfrom the disksurface,and,
20 mm from the objective,the focus/trackerror detectioncomponents are positioned, For
simulationsof thenon-idealsystem,aberrationswere introducedintheobjectivelens.Aberrations
with angularpupildependence were orientedtoproduce worst=caseeffects:coma was oriented90°
tothetrackdirection,and astigmatismwas orientedsuch thatthesagittaland tangentialfociwere 45*
tothe trackdirection.Misalignmentswere treatedby simulatingthe movement of theobjectivelens
perpendiculartothe groove direction.
4. SYSTEM SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1 Astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method
The theoretical background is well
documented in the literature =,s, hence, the
technique, shown in Fig. 1, will only be described
schematically. Light reflected from the disk is
collected by an astigmat, i.e., a lens with two
orthogonal line foci. A quadrant detector is placed
between the two foci. For these simulations,
f1=19.75 mm and f2=20.25 ram. The quadrant
detector is treated as an ideal device with no dead
zone between the quadrants. The orientation and
numbering of the quadrants are as shown in Fig. 1.
The operation of the servo is readily
understood using geometrical optics. ¢ When the
disk lies in the focal plane of the objective lens, the
circle of least confusion coincides with the position
of the quadrant detector, and light falls
symmetrically on all four quadrants. However,
when the light returning from the disk surface
begins to diverge or converge due to disk movement
ASTXGMATXC
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FigureI. Layout for astigmaticfocusing=
push-pulltrackingmethod showing geometry
of quadrant detector.
in the ±z=direction, the location of the circle of least ............
confusion changes, and the intensity pattern on the quadrant detector becomes elliptical, with the
major axis of the ellipse corresponding to the nearer line focus of the astigmat. The error signal is
obtained from the following combination of detector signals:
FF_,.- (1,_-(_+_ (1)
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Its ultimate sensitivity depends inversely x on the separation of the astigmatic loci. The result is a
4O
bipolar error signal as shown in the solid curve of Fig. 2. Here, we define defocus as the amount of
disk displacement from the focal plane of the objective lens along the ±z-direction. The focal plane
coincides with the z=0 position. The gain G is the figure of merit for focus error detection systems
and is defined here as the slope of the FES curve.
To understand the _ri'_ct of' Seldel aberrations _on the FES, conslderthe nature of aberration
present: Is it even or odd? Odd aberrations, e.g. coma, mimic the off-track condition and do little
to degrade the FES since they produce a common mode signal on the quadrant detector. Even
aberrations, such as spherical aberration, behave like defocus, causing the FES to be offset, as can
be seen in Fig. 2. In practice, the offset caused by the even aberrations is hulled electronically or
optically as part of a calibration procedure. The figure of merit, G, for this system is 0.16.
The operation of push-pull tracking can be understood by considering the disk surface as a
reflective grating and observing its far-field diffraction pattern, s When the focused beam is exactly
on track, diffraction from the edges of the land is symmetric, causing the far-field diffraction pattern
to be symmetric. However, as the spot moves across the track, light from the 0 and el orders is
diffracted unequally from groove/land edges and destroys the symmetry of the far-field pattern,
skewing the intensity distribution perpendicular to the groove direction. The orientation of the
astigmat also causes the intensity distribution t0 be rotated 90". The result is a bipolar track error
signal (TES) as seen in Fig. 3 that is obtained from the quadrant detector using the relationship
T_ - (;._'_-(n*t_ (Z)
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Figure 2. Astigmatic FES. No aberrations
(solid), +0.25 _ spherical aberration (dash),
+0.25 _ astigmatism (dash-dot), and +0.25
coma (dot).
Figure 3. Astigmatic TES. No aberration
(solid), +0.25 ,_ spherical aberration (dash),
+0.25 ), astigmatism (dash-dot), +0.25 ,_ coma,
(dot), and +l _, defocus (+).
For the push-pull TES _, defocus reduces the siop¢ of the signal, seen above in Fig. 3. Since
the grating structure produces interference between the 0 and ± 1 orders, it is a grating-type lateral
shearing interferometer 4. Therefore, an even aberration like defocus will produce a system of straight
line fringes where the 0 and ±1 orders overlap, which reduces the contrast at the detector, and
diminishes the slope of the TES. For the odd aberration studied, coma, the comatic tail was oriented
in its worst-case orientation: perpendicular to the track direction. Its effect is to produce an offset
in the TES, while maintaining the slope. -As was_the case with the FES, the reduced slope of the TES
could be compensated by increasing the gain of the serve or adding some defocus to minimize
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sphericalaberration,while the offset of the zero crossing due to coma can be nulled by a
corresponding electronic offset in the servo circuitry.
The fine adjustment of lens positioning used in tracking (usually accomplished using a voice
coil arrangement) causes the lens to be displaced from the optical axis of the input beam by as much
as +50 _m. The effect of this operation on the TES was investigated by displacing the lens 0, 10, and
24 ,Xfrom the optical axis of the system along a line perpendicular to the groove direction. Then, the
disk was scanned ±l ,Xabout the center of the original system, and the TES calculated. Moving an
even number of waves puts the beam on a land center for this disk geometry. The results of the
simulations, seen in Fig. 4, show that fairly good track error signals result for these amounts of lens
decentering. No effect on the FES could be detected using these decentering values.
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Figure 4. Astigmatic TES with lens
decentering of 0 (solid), l0 ,_ (dash), and 24 ,X
(dash-dot) perpendicular to track direction.
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Figure 5. FES feedthrough for astigmatic
method. No aberrations (solid), +0.25 ,X
spherical aberration (dash), +0.25 ,X
astigmatism (dash-dot), and +0.25 ,X coma
(dot).
Feedthrough is the unwanted FES that is detected when the optical head is seeking a new
track. Ideally, the TES and FES should not be coupled. The reality of the situation is shown in Fig.
5. The focus error was calculated by determining the slope of the best fit line to the linear portion
of the solid FES curve in Fig. 2_defined as G, and then its reciprocal was used to determine the error
in the focus servo that results due to feedthrough. For feedthrough measurements, _t focus was
found to maximize the Strehl ratio for spherical aberration. In this case, the Strehl ratio improved
from 0.81 uncompensated, to 0.98 with defocus added. The maximum 0.25 _ peak-to-peak error in
the case of no aberration, coma, and spherical aberration could be tolerated by a well-designed
control system, and any DC offsets in the signal can be hulled electronically. However, the 3.5 _,
peak-to-peak focus error due to +0.25 _, of astigmatism oriented such that the astigmatic foci are 45"
to the track would be intolerable, and therefore must be avoided in practice.
4.2 Ring torlc lens/push-pull method
A focus- and track-error detection scheme has been described s that employs a ring toric lens
and a four cell 0 detector, shown in Fig. 6. The • detector takes its name from the shape of the
Greek letter suggested by the segmentation of the detector. The ring toric lens is the optical
equivalent of a lens-axicon s'7 combination. Collimated light is focused to a diffractlon-limited ring
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in the focal plane of the ring toric lens.
When the objective lens is in focus, the ring focus is centered on the dashed circle of the 4,
detector. Diverging light returning from the disk surface shifts the ring focus outside the dashed
circle shown in Fig. 6, while converging rays shift the ring focus inside the dashed circular area of
the • detector. Unlike the astigmatic FES method, the ring toric approach is diffraction-limited,
and its FES would approach a step function in the geometrical optics limit. Its slope is finite due to
diffraction, however. The FES for the ring toric method, shown in Fig. 7, has G-0.42 and is
obtained from the four-cell 4_ detector by the following relation
,,
n l÷ll÷lll÷lV "
(3)
_SER
RING LENS
DISK
Figure 6. Ring toric lens method showing
four-cell @ detector. Focal length 25000 ),,
inner ring radius 50 _, outer ring radius 2750
_, radius of ring in @ detector 100 _.
As was the case with the astigmatic method,
the even aberrations have the greatest effect on the
leES, since their behavior is similar to defocus, and
offset the zero crossing. Also, since the gain G of
the ring toric method is diffraction-limited, the
presence of small amounts of even aberrations
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Figure 7. Ring toric FES. No aberrations
(solid), +0.25 _ spherical aberration (dash),
+0.25 A astigmatism (dash-dot), and +0.25
coma (dot).
reduce its sensitivity as well as causing an offset.
Push-pull tracking is accomplished with the ring toric lens by summing the following regions
of the • detector
Iz .- (4)
The performance of the TES produced by the ring toric, including the effects of focusing lens
displacement, is indistinguishable from that developed by the astigmatic lens approach.
With the exception of astigmatism, to which the astigmatic method is understandably more
sensitive, the focus feedthrough signals are nearly equivalent in the two methods. However, since the
focus error produced is proportional to l/G, the greater gain of the ring toric method reduces the
magnitude of the focus error due to feedthrough, as can be seen in Fig. 8. Best focus was also found
to maximize the Strehl ratio, as was done for the astigmatic method.
4.30bscuratlon method
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Figure 8. leES feedthrough for ring toric
method. No aberrations (solid), +0.25 ),
spherical aberration (dash), +0.25 ),
astigmatism (dash-dot), +0.25 ), coma (dot).
In this technique (a variation of the Foucault
knife edge method) an obscuration is placed against
the secondary lens which produces the focus error
signal, l's A split detector placed in the focal plane
of the secondary lens produces a differential signal
that is highly sensitive to movement of the centroid
of the focused spot. Fig. 9 shows the schematic
layout for this technique.
_ns
Edge I _ __ Quad I
Detector
Figure 9. Layout for obscuration focus error
detection method.
An out-of-focus condition causes the spot on the detector to move perpendicular to the
orientation of the obscuration edge. In the limit of geometrical optics, the FES response approaches
a step function, as was the case for the ring toric _.-Tfi_s]_ _of ihe COmputed _ curve shown
in Fig. 10 is due to diffraction, A drawback of this method is the loss of 50% of the light reflected
from the disk due to the obscurafion in_e retur-n path, _ _ =_ ........... _'_
Since the obscuration method is diffraction-limited, its performance is similar to the ring toric
method with regard to the Seidel aberrations, as can be seen in Fig. 10. Because of its high value of
G = 0.32, it appears to be nearly as resistant to feedthrough as the ring toric lens method, as is seen
in Fig. I I. Note, however, the greater peak-to-peak feedthrough signals in the cases of no aberration,
coma, and spherical aberration. Push pull tracking may be done with this method if two Fresnei bi-
prisms are employed to split the exit pupil of the secondary lens, or a double wedge-roof prism
arrangement s is employed, but these variations were not investigated.
5. SUMMARY _ .....
Three focus/track error detection systems were examined in detail in this study:.
astigmatic/push-pull, ring toric/push-pull, and obscuration method for focus error detection only.
The astigmatic focus servo has a geometrical optics performance limit in the FES, which is
degraded by tim even Seidei aberrations, but insensitive to odd aberrations. The effect of the even
aberrations is to offset the zero crossing of the FES response curve while maintaining nearly the same
gain of G-0.16. With the exception of astigmatism, peak-to-peak error in the focus servo is less than
0.25 A. However, +0.25 ), of astigmatism oriented such thai the sagittal and tangential loci are at 4Y
to the track direction i_ndu_cesa focus erro r_of ne_!y 4 A peak-to-peak. : : =
Push-pull tracking is degraded by both even and odd aberrations, including defocus. The
even aberrations reduce the slope of the TES, but do not shift the zero crossing. The odd aberrations
shift the location of the zero crossing, but the slope is preserved. Displacement of the objective lens
from the optical axis, which occurs during tracking, was shown to have a small effect on the "YESfor
the aberration-free, in-focus case.
The ring toric focus error detection method has dlffraction-limited performance, which
produces a steep FES curve and high value of G=0.42. It is much less prone to feedthrough than the
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astigmatic/push-pull method when astigmatism with worst-case orientation is present. The
performance of push-pull tracking with the ring toric lens is identical with that of the astigmatic
approach.
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Figure 10. FES for obscuration method. No
aberrations (solid), +0.25 _ spherical aberration
(dash), +0.25 3, astigmatism (dash-dot), and
+0.25 _ coma (dot).
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Figure 11. FES feedthrough for the
obscuration method. No aberrations (solid),
+0.25 3, spherical aberration (dash), +0.25 ,_
astigmatism (dash-dot), and +0.25 3, coma
(dot).
The obscuration method is also diffraction limited, and with G-0.32, performs similarly to the ring
toric method for focus error detection with regard to its behavior in the presence of aberrations, but
performs somewhat worse than the ring toric method with respect to feedthrough. However, its use
of the light returned from the disk is inefficient, since half of the lens must be blocked, unlike the
astigmatic and ring toric methods, which use all of the available light. Push-pull tracking is possible
only in the Fresnel hi-prism implementation of this method.
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IMPROVED ASTIGMATIC FOCUS ERROR DETECTION METHOD
Bruce E. Bernacki
Optical Sciences Center. University o/Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721
All easy-to-implement focus- and trackrerror detection methods presently used in magneto-
optical (MO) disk drives using pre-grooved media suffer from a side effect known as feedthrough.
Feedthrough is the unwanted focus error signal (FES) produced when the optical head is seeking a
new track, and light refracted from the pre-grooved disk produces an erroneous FES. Some focus-
and track-error detection methods are more resistant to feedthrough, but tend to be complicated
and/or difficult to keep in alignment as a result of environmental insults. The astigmatic focus/push-
pull tracking method is an elegant, easy-to-align focus- and track-error detection method.
Unfortunately, it is also highly susceptible to feedthrough when astigmatism is present, with the worst
effects caused by astigmatism oriented such that the tangential and sagittal foci are at 45" to the track
direction.
This disclosure outlines a method to nearly completely eliminate the worst-case form of
feedthrough due to astigmatism oriented 45 ° to the track direction. Feedthrough due to other primary
aberrations is not improved, but performance is identical to the unimproved astigmatic method.
..... The new method works as follows: Light returning from the pre-grooved disk is split by a
polarizing beam splitter into two equal halves when no MO signal is present. One path contains an
astigmat oriented such that its axis is +45" to the track direction. The other astigmat is oriented with
its axis -45°to the track direction and 90" with respect to the first astigmat. Quadrant detectors are
positioned midway between the two astigmatic foci in the usual manner. Figure 1 depicts the scheme.
The enhanced improvement over the common implementation is caused by the 90" rotation in the
intensity pattern on each detector. As the head is moving across the tracks in the presence of
astigmatism, the intensity pattern on the quadrant detector becomes elliptical in symmetry, with its
major axis rotating 90" as the beam scans across the land and groove. One adds the quadrant signals
in the following way
(q./_-(//+/V))_z _ (q÷m)-(//+/_)m
q÷//+///+/;_al q÷//+///+/I_m
2
and this deleterious effect is canceled. Figure 2 shows the unimproved feedthrough plot for the
astigmatic method. Defocus is added to improve the Strehl ratio in the case of spherical aberration.
Figure 3 shows the increased performance with the newly invented differential approach. Figure 4
shows the increased performance with expanded scale.
This method is beneficial since it can be implemented easily in most existing designs, and also
permits simultaneous differential detection of the MO data signal.
v
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track direction
Dr. D2 -> quadrmnt detectorl
Figure 1. Layout of improved astigmatic focus
error detection method.
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hmU.umentation of the variable-anjle map_o-opde ellipsomeUf
and its application to m-o media and other non-majnet_ rams
And), F. Zbou, J. Kevia _ and M. Maasur/put
ABSTRACT
A aew andcompreba_ve dielectric temor _/n_nunmt is preseetedfo, characterinz/oeof
_cal recording media sud nou-map_c thin film. ihmdom aad syuumat/c errors of the ,ymm are
studied. A reties ofTbFe. T'oFeCo.andCo/Pt sampleswith diffecentcompoe/t/cuaad th/¢kneaes are characterized
f_ tbe/r opti_ tad _cal _ee. The o{sical _ of .evead noa-m.sn_c _lmJ are al,o
mmmu_.
L INTRODUCTION
Dielectrictmsor¢d_um_ae_n ofM-O x_ordinjmediais_ f_rtheirapplJca_'ce.It8ive8the
intpomm _ likothsmflec_vityofths_, and,morn _y, tho_ KmT elk,=is
deumm/ned fromit. ThetraditieealanthodofmeMu_njcaawimoftwom_J. Fimusinjandlipeoantertam
obtahm the nsfmctive ind_ n and aJbeoq_ba_ k,whkh m diN_y mbmd tothodiajemldmnmt ofthe
die_cuic tem,o,. 'rim ,cooed ,rap o0e, im of mmmu_ _o Kar romt_ mSJe _, md eUip_ _ mini _ of
Mvera{sv,ui{abie_admk{uee'"'m norms{inckha_ From tbe_ mesmmsmmu u4 Ibm kaowledlp of n md L tin
off-d_romi demmt of dm d_x_ic minor is cdcubmd.' Commeflunl this mebod m obem tin dielecuic tmsor
for s mofnwl _h-tnRm_mtd dioy du _m.' Pan,rely _l_mlxm m _! _ for
_/Ilt II{{{KJC(l_?d II{{N_'JIIf{_CWW88UJ_tkiL We'tt Thai tlwlJit{_M{fdl{{JMbwxJIMlNdJy _ d'md'_ _ flJ{{1
is thick eaou_h m be op,,que (thickw Msm 400 A for l"oFe s_l mpwba_ mmpim). This limm Mmspplic_ion
of th/s _and is not ratable fua' ve_ thin rumples which us impomm fur_ Mpeci,d{ythe
Inthispq_ w0 uma n_ md _ve an_od'X" todnm:udm thodielecu_tmsorofmape_
oj,¢_dt{,b,f,,{m,,,u,,p__ md, od q,pl{e,fo,,dlaickna,m -_ b mm, w,n_ m, ,kmow_m,,,*,_nm_e
sRx.,'ann.With • mu{lilsyu'-.,-tysisp,m{p'sm",thedielec,ricteeJorM _ U b fdm thkknem fureec{_¼yet
of a mu{tilsye,,,dfdm cu be dmmimd. "finqpperal_is,din_ fo,r_ t{nmfr,,,:tivendezn.
dbeocpe_ou_ef_ieat kmd filmthidknsmofv_us layuaof• multilayeudnm-mqne_ film.
TSOlxq_i.mupdm foUom. _aSe_ ll. Wodi,cumtb,_dtb,_. Tb,_ul
M_ _, __ _ _mt_ i_ m_ _ m _. In Sec. I_ we pmmt somo meMummmt
remdm of T_e ,-_ Cotl_ mmplm with va_iom _ md compmi_iom. Various see-m.jne_ mmpim of
ghum, didecu_ m/ld. oqp_ polym_, --.,' mmab m m_tied in Sec. IV. Seeiee v is the mmnnn,.
IL SYSTEM SZ'l-trP AND ,,,NAt,YSIS
We _= dsrun tin _ ccetmt of the d/elect_ mJsof mmam_ by tb/s 83_m. With the
m,_n,_ Jd_q tbo z4xm (peepesd_d_ m tin x-y ph_ of tbo film), _I_ _ _ = i, wria_ M:"
_=
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O)
Sincetho filmisbelievedtobe_y _.weshallalunmc= = ¢.w " c=. In gmeral, tho elemenm
of dm uwor are _mplex. Thus _ (_ _ decca), de,cribm tSe optical _ of the _ in
abuwe of the _ e/_c_ _S to a,,, followins relaaou
= n + tk . (2)
TI_ olT_ olo_m ¢_ iJ _llx_iSio far the malim_ot_i_ Ken' _1 Fw_loy elS_s, aa_ins d_ the
_nr _,-slo _, _1 dSl_'_, =to mnll, -,,a lilSt iJ a _nml iocidoooo oa tSi_ 51m wia, ao ovotco_LS,
dw nd_ioo 5ecwem #_, _ s=, -,,a a,_ _ 5o writsm _
e. - _% - . O)
- 1)
M_ oftind/docuicumcf _ ofmsmriq tincoatplexmebc6oe =oeflScias=oftbemmple
md fit=/==itslmrmt=sm into_ m,detyw -.-,y,/,pmpu=.
n.L_N'_emd Sew
FiimoI _ d/_ =,rap.,==diedvsa,dae._pe_ eUipsx==WOrAMOE).X_
incidentmile A vwie8 from _" to88". 'TheHeNe ller him _ ,, 632.8 rim) plm= tbnmlba pohu'im¢ md a
quJmsr-wuvopbtmwhom fret8xb isst45"todm _ jab oftbolmbtdm_, 11m pobrim¢bellXm ¢lem
thehumrbesm tobe I/nmHy-pobdmd, md eboquam¢..waveplatomskm thoI/I_tobecoam_y _
de_:_rfo_li__ 111d_halflild=uulhbMll--di= fucu_l_ioth====q_. 11=
an_i_, th_dimaio_ p(pm'dld),s(lmlpidk_w), md4$'m dleomeu_L 111__lill/befo_
tho PDS I_ .t,,- I/Ibl po.N¢ imc/demlomliio mlidli, oollwl it_ amyB aqlo, wiaicl _ m _ a _ _
kOl.
| t n 4_ | /I / ilill. Tko besm tbealoebtl_oulha Wolb,sma pc/sin-..4/sfumflydesectedby tw_
Tho W_ pelem md Ibo _ s/t on a ro_tkxt stsp wbow &zie is 8Uped w/th the beam.
Thi=rou,tkmrose sllou,tlm,.,_oftlmWollmma m bemt.. mq4,,_ mba'vem _ _ _ _ = O'md
4$" sre uoed ln this mq)wimmL TIhe two F_olodbe_c_ m _, md thwJr _ _, _ u the
rat/o of the output voitslp to tbs hqmt USht intem/_ is a. Wo will cJeac_ dbo indivichsd deteceor cxJtpet by S_ nnd
5:, their sum by ¢, -,_ dnir difSbrm_ which 8pSpean,at tin output of ths d/fYeremi_ smpUfler, by 43.
To nonmlim cbemmmmmwet remlm we mu_ know timeffbctive 511iat_l:udo that _ _
system.This¢=nbemmmu_bynmmvi_dmmaq_md_dmim/deetmllioA = 90'.Ifdme/Tu_velilht
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amplitudei. clmmed C, the mumof the _ilp._ S_u_i S_will be given by
oo . -1._ (+)
2
la the following discumioe we will amume that the remdmLee normalized by _.
As for the discussion of the mmmiremeut technique, let im define the notation. The liaeldy polm'iiid
incident light with polixiziiou direction in the plmm of im_idmlct (Idllothe pllme of refemxi) is the p light, while
the liglu poimzed perpmdiculm" to this plane is the _ fight. For p iacidmt light, the ordinary reflected amplitude
mid pie _ defined u r, aad ¢,, respectively. Similarly for s il_dit light, the oidilry reflected amplitude mid
plum ire r. and i.. For _ mmplm tbe p (or s) i_idlm light aot rally cluim _ reflection ia
p (or s) din_cm I_ aim iaducm a msluce-cpci_ mn_ee_ in tim a (or p) dimctioa. We dmme the mplitude
Jl plumeof this minmo-o_cil mfleclim coelTlimi by r, _ _, mtic_veiy.
when _ rumple is placed in the symmu,dm iiUds S_md S_w_Uin Immd depmd on r,_ _,, r., i., r,
and_, u,uaU-, onB, Pmd,h Thm, die mumiad diffemmce ilin_ilmm & md i_ m derived n
• [r,v.em(,,-t.) - v.v.om(,.-,.)] m2p '
(5)
mid
A_O e m [(r_c0r_p - r,21_p) om2_
- r_p-20] cm(2q-20
+ v/,[m2C m+<+,-+,_ o_(2q-20
+ iai+,-i,I m(2_-20] i2p
- 2r/_[emp i_t_-i_) iliq-20
+ iliC-li) em¢*,-i_l aililil-lO] oltl
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- _-p) co_+,-++) a(lq-20] iLp
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Table L
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the ssmple mlanlsd by Is msSl/field md m udled _ _ curves. F__
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Them am Im_:_ly two t3q?_of error, r_dom and symmlti¢, in this dielect_ _
_ we_m come firom the vibmtioe of the system, flt_a_oB of the _ power, the mmiom aome
in the cimtitry and dm uum_cal re'tom of the multiilyw analysis peogrmm. Sincz tim individual analysis of them
is complicated, we choo_ to _x_y mmsum tl_ combined effect.
The nmdom erroria the YAMOE symmum_pmmed in thenmdom fluctmtioa of the mmmm_ dam. Tim
effect of this error could be diffemm feardiffecam typm of munpim, due to _ different almpee of refle_ivi_
curvm. To a goodem_mation,we mmmued _ typicalmmplm. A piece of glass (mi_de) _aich has
only a value (k is ao clo_ to zero, that im mmmu'amem is below dm rmelufiou of this system) is typical for
dielectric _. A Co/Pal multilayemd thin film with _ of 165 A is uMd as a typical sample for the
s_ amun'h_, A "l=oFemmplo (withovmsxW_g) iJWpi_l f_rtimI_E-TM minutiae.
Figure 2 shows the mmmu_l mt_ctivi_/_ for four _ mmumu'emeeu_of tim ghi rumple.
Tim tm_ of din _wm iprouudmd _ b_ ink, in oeclm'mmdu_ mfl_ou from dn Ixw._
surface. A_cmbe_iaFi|.2, tbofouuri_mmup.uu_mmm_oiacidewil__. TabioHlim
the amcSed a v_l_ for e_h me_memmt. TI_ dam _ m_r (DME) inthbmd Imr mblm isdm ,w-mq_
pmcmt dzviat_ for inch dm poim b_w_u t_ memu_ dm Jl tl_ mlculmed _ _ _ __ _
progrm by ruing mmci_ premeds). Tim mmchi_| mmr is Ira0 dram_ _ md tim mudatd dm-im_ o_ tl_ four
t_ulus is 0.$%.
Fipm3 istlmoommpoodi_ dxn_iudepmdmt mmamrm_o_ f_ra_o(7=_)/Pd(9_)mmlplo.Thismmplo
issputte_doml_msa_7 momrof]_rps, amdtho_al_is 16_)_, 'rlm_bmo_. TI_M-O
mfle_ivi_ ctmrv_ lmmm_I r_m'diffum_:_ mmeq sl_ dm_ imJmpm_bmmmmm_mmm tl_m _ _ I to 3, 'm_ch
b au_ m am mu_ mmu_ mgu_ _r atom M-O din. T_,_ m m am mmq_0_ mm_m_ dmCo,'_ mmp_.
'r_ mmdmin dmpmm_m_ (sUmia _ _ u_im) am mmmumd_ ou_ vm'iab_,mve_q_ Km'rmm_,m _
aad_]i_citymmmmaS systemc_d_d_ Ksmr_ (gor_. _.' Mo_ mmsu_ theKeer
rouuiomauglosad _lilX_it?using•_ mmbod from _h_ of_ VAMO_ symm.
The _ me_xxremmm of dm mvem m_:_m _wvw rot a 'I"e.m._F_h_._mmplmm'o Jo_m m Fig. 4.
M-Ofil.md_ickammi_ 1354_i_. Tlmov_is Si=.tO_._add_m_immmdli_memia 1264,/k. 'l_ "_ie_. _
mmmm_bytlmsymat(tlmtmintlmmble)is1326A. FoctboSiO_w_mem- 1.449mdk 0
for thec_d,_. TabielVlimtlmeomtmmdpemmotemfordto'roFemmpie. CommmU'smmmmemem fora
T_Fe_ _q_, is c_a him far
From tl_mmmmmmm rm'tl_dramtTpimlmmplm, w_ mm m tlW _ dm mmchi_ _ m _ _
$ % md tim nmdom m_m i_ wi_im d_ _ o_ _m'mo_ "r_ _l_ly Im_ DM_ br tim TbFe rumple is duo
to its 5igh_ compim_ty wi_ ov_a_ial. 'rim m_lom morn rot dn l_e mm_a mgb, eilip_ip/md mlbeivip/
are much mindS, _ imdiemm_l_rIm _ao flu_umi_. Tim u_i' mmdomm'rm fm d_ off-dialp_mi
elemem of dm _ mmp_ i_ dmm im mu_ ian_ mq_-et_d _.
'rsm_ _ ili flvo poibio v3mmumic_mrur_our_m ia tbo _ O_ b tin incidem mOe ener.
We memm_ I_e mll_ I_ tl_ _ viaw _ t_r_o by a c_moeh f_r m_ from 2_ to 90" (wi_ om d_qmm
iacnmem). Al_hiL tlmere_oadnam_ mmmuemmm, or_m-n_om_h, _ movememmouehomil
will be mudom md _ fall imo dm mm_o_ of tim mmdom m'ror mml_ _ _ Tim _eood mTor
so_rc_i_ tl_ gum/_ t_ L_O_g_d _ md tl_ dif]_em_ _ _ _ _ _ T_ civet k"
beeombilimd md calil,nai_ w_ dma to Wil_ out my mabla v/mmsti¢ enm ea tim _ TI_ ochertlum eo_r
sombre thz a_cungy of tl_ _ mll_ for d_ ir_lem bem_, the igcmacy of tha _e pl_ mglz
and the accuracyoa the angle readings of tim detector box.
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O.N] I"
N
_el4ost _ (dq)
=
Aids
lqlwl 2" T_ i_w _Y nmmu_l mflK_m cu_'_ (memmu'ememm I-
"----'," "_d" " U_, _y)4m " ", -----
of(a) carve I, (b) cwvo 2 nd (c) cwvo $ _¢ a glus mmpl,.-
#
I
DM]B
(S)
1
1.496
1.9
2
1.499
2.!
3
1.49S
2.9
4
1.512
I.I
1.501 0.007
II
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,_ O.M
t
O.OG,
i °'ll°_"I
......... ,_., ._....... _. to ...
Incident kn|le (de() lneidenL An_le (dOll)
i
O*NI i O.M-0.60 - .
-_. '"'_ .... _ .... u .... ._.... ._***'m.... -o.L,
Incident Antic (dell)
d)
tO0 * e_
[n©_len¢ knGle (deS)
] °'8610) toe.,m-_l ]
[notdent _Lnt|. (des)
INSUre 3. Tbo du.m indepmdeetly unmu'ed reflectiom curves (mmmmmnnu
l-3m" "." .... "mi "-- -- --" iium. mq._vely) of (a) cu'vo
1. ('o) cuem 2. (¢) cwv, 3. (d) cu'vm 4 .ad 5. mui (e) cut_e 6 rod7 Jura
Co/Pd muq,b.
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_"E.) i°_I,)_
_A_F, L . , i , i z | 1 _ j ,, I ,, i * | | t t t I i L* , "t i l --
LncidenL A_lie (de|)
U
W
i `'L'''[.... -'_ !i'"I' '-"_"
-ut_o. _ =o._-'-*_* .... _).... _***'u""._ .... ,_"*
Incident Anglo ( 81 la©t_lelt Luqlle (dell
B
O.la.
i t ") ,...n, I
_eat Aaele (dq)
w
W
ILqlure4. The three indepmdmtly meuttred reflectioe c_rve, (numrlmU
1 - 3 m " ", • .... " md "-- -- --" ibm, _vely) of (t) curve
1, (b) curve 2, (c) curve 3, (d) curves 4 _i 5, md (e) cm'ves 6 md 7 fore
TbFe sample.
i
W
6O
Tdde I]I]L Thrm mee,mu,emmtsfor tl_ Co/Pd ssmple. Tberemdts lathe _m mmmred fmmdm
MOKS system.
#
n
, ii
k
r...
r_
DME (9t)
0,
Gk
R
2 31 averqff o.,.I
1.46 1.42 1.75 1.54 0.2
3.81 3.71 3.84 3.79 0.07
-12.4 -11.8 -12.0 -12.1 0.3
+ + + + +
il 1.1 i10.5 i 12.6 i I 1.4 i 1.0
O.148 O.138 O.148 O.145 0.006
iO.100 iO.100 iO.122 iO. 107 i0.013
2.8 3.0 3.0 -- --
0.202 0.2O5 0.201 0.203 0.002
(0.19)
0.074 0.0m 0.0'73 0.075 0.004
• (o.oe)
0.45O 0.436 0.451 0.446
(0.46)
TabM IV. Thrm atmummmmts far tlm'I'oFe smuplo. Tim rmults imtlm
0.008
psrmthem m_ mmsued from the
1 2 3 svm'qff _,1 Coandl's
i ii
2.32 2.38 2.40 2.37 0.04 --
3.10 0.03 --
MOKS system.
#
n
k 3._
1332
-3.94
4-
il$.S
-0.250
1323
-3.82
4-
i15.9
tso(A)
z,,
DMB
o,
tk
R
-0.254
i
i0.068
3.0
3.14
m
iO.O_
3.0
1322
4.99
4-
i15.$
-0.247
iO.06,q
4.9
3.11
1326
-3Jr/
4-
i15.6
-0.2.50
m
i0.066
m
ii i|m
0.09
+
i0.2
0.004
-ram
i0.002
-2.87
4-
i19.9
-0.338
i
i0.028
m _ g
.0.310 -0.311 -0.312 -0.311 0.001 -0.305
(-o.31)
o.125 o.129 0.003 o.127
(o. 12)
0.003 0.420
0.131 0.131
i ii
0.422 0.417 0.419
(0.42)
0.418
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V
0.640 _- i '1 1.00 b)
+o+i /l+o.I_0.30
_i "\ / Ij..._
o.,_ +So "._ +_ ,_ _ ._ _, ,
Incident Angle (4el) Incident Angle (del)
i 0.1141I e) -+-.,r - i O.III
LN I (MOOj-_ j-..-
...._,....L ""-i,....i....., ""i,....
laeU_t ,+w,_e (dq)
+-t
--.,,41,.
laoidad + (dq)
FIsure $. P,eflectm coeMcim_ memummmw for dm cam dm dm _
-,,glm am u tim cafibrmd m|le (" • line), 2" off (".... "tim) awl -
2" off ('-- -- --" tim), reqm:tively, for .3mmmtic error malym.
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o.,, O.IlO
0.44
_O.M)
rj
0.00
........._ ,_.... _ .................0 "7'o".o •
Incident AJ_le (dq)
I sj0.84)
o=
.... Jr., ILtll I, I*. [Al*|*ll*l*lll*, *
O. 30 40 50 80 1'0 IlO go
bleidenL _lle (de|)
i -0.44
t_o
• \
l.l_, _,,I,,,_ I . . .,m,,ill, J., J..,4_ W N _ W "i
lu©tdeut Anal,, (4q)
°'I" ,-..--,/I
o.o,I ,.._, /]
k "-/",-. .....J Jl
-- -O.L
Iueidost ,ku41e (4el)
°'a4_ o) .. too. eur,q.L, ]i'"I _1
luelaut a_NjJo (des)
lPloun 6. _ eeetflc/_ meuunm_m fouram am tim du' quarwrw_
pim M -,dm cdg,nud ,qle (" "Urn). 2" o/Y(" .... " _u,) ,,rid-2"
off ('-- -- --" line), _pec_ively, br .ymmstic enor mdym.
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Tai_ V. Memm_nmm for the cam th_ the polarizer angle is +2" off tim calibrated ingle for the Co/Pd
II 1.54
3.79
-12.1
+
i11.4
0.145
i0.107
3.0
(m shift)
0.2
0.07
0.3
+
il.0
0.006
i
i0.013
1.67
3.78
-11.4
+
i12.4
0.140
i
iO. 124
3.1
_, O.2O3 0.OO2 O.2O3 0
0.075 0.004 0.075 0
0.446R 0.006 0.441
A
(Off 2")
0.13
.0.01
-0.7
+
il.O
-0.005
m
i0.017
polarizer
off -2"
I.$3
3.72
-11.7
.4-
i10.6
0.137
iO.101
3.9
A
(off -2")
.0.01
-0.07
0.4
+
-i0.8
-0.008
i0.006
-0.005 -0.0100.436
Tilde VI. M_ far tim am tim the qmamw_ pim mli, is :1:2' offthe calibratedmZb far the
co/N amp_.
e_
z_
DlU_
(_)
I/4
o_2"
avm_e
(noi/t)
n 1.54 0.2 1.58
k 3.79 0.07 3.78
-12.1
+
i11.4
0.1_
i
i0.107
3.0
0.203
0.075t_
n l
0.3
+
il.O
0.006
m
i0.013
0.002
0.004
O.O00R
-11.$
+
il2.7
0.135
iO.13V_
5.5
0.444
A
(off 2")
0.04
.0.01
0.06
+
il.3
-0.01
i0.025
-0.007
0.007
-0.002
0.92
3.67
-12.43
+
i&77
0.130
i0.047
4.0
0.441
-0.62
-0.12
-0.3
+
-i4.6
-0.015
_0.060
.0.005
L
0.446
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o.m £ o.,,oP.-
0.142
• . _ _ _ ,_ _ ,_ . t0. ..._,.... _,.... _ .... _,.... _ .... ,_l..,
Incident Jmlle (del) Lneldent A_lle (del)
]o.++.... i°+' *7
LOIIjO_ _ I O.OOI
L_..:..._ s .-/ /
. "_ -0.@6 " "...-" .... "" °
.. -0.,%.... _ .... _ .... ,_.... ,_.... "k.... ,_....
o,s/,[.) :oe• eu.,e s ]
Fllpre 7. _ coeff,cim_mmm'ememsfor the c_e fl_ the de/ector
retriesm s Is aJb_.e_lb (" "lira), 2"off'(".... "l/_) rod-
2" oU ('-- -- --" lb,). _y. for ,ysum=_ error...nym.
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TslNEeVII.Mamsremmm forthecam _ tlmdetectorolesis+2"offtlmcs/ibmmd,mgb fartimCo/Pd
sample.
D
k
r.=
1.54
3.79
-12.1
-4-
i11.4
i ill
0.143
i0.I07
O'D!
(no shift)
0.2
0.07
0.3
+
il.O
0.006
i0.013
Q 1.3 --
DMI_ 3.0 --
(s)
o_, 0.2o3 o.oo2
0.075
R 0.446
0.004
0.008
1.77
3.75
-11.1
"4-
i13.$
0.135
iO.149
(off 2")
0._
_.01
1.0
÷
_.I
_.010
_._2
detector
off -2"
-11.77
+
i9.44
0.140
i0.0_
A
(off -2)
-0.21
-0.11
0.33
+
-i2.0
-0.005
-i0.021
1.2 -- 1.6 --
m| ,
2.9 -- 4.0 --
0.201 0.215 0.012-0.002
0.009
-0.003
To m,dy am Sm,_b_,,aoct or am aura mmsims r_ems_c mar m,_m. we mmaue _.. di_
tremorwid,dmpotm'izer,_ p_mmd _ umdu_dm,imd :t2"oft ttmsivm mSto, rmpec_ve4y,
tim rams Co/Pd msmpls which wm umd _w tlw random m'n_ mmlFsis. Pilpums$ dsows tlss mNmn_ mflmtica
curvm for dss polsdmr st uormd pmitim, o4Y +2" wd off -2" pmitiom. 'rlm m_ kRrthe
q_vo phUmmd demc_ modem d_m_ imPills. 6mdT, rmpsctivdy.Tlm cslculmmdvwimieaoa dm
didoc_ tmmr, lCerr_ _ md m#lectivity _m' flmm symamaic ml_ dm_ m_ limd in T_ V,
VI, md VIL
T'no_ m tim mmmmd mml_ fw tim peim_aw :i:T off is mmU .-.4 evm w_bim tho rw, kHn error
nmlP. SinmtlmEommcyofdmpolmimrml_isbemcdmmdm_,itwiU_w0nosymmm_emrorpmblem. The
vm'iatioa omtl_ mmm_ mmdm br t_ _ plm :1:2"off is mu_ Im._ md morn rotation needa to be
psid _ b axamcy o_,4_, _ Tbo moimim of dsis _ is ax_z 0.2.r _ m _ of _m / i' cu
be_.hieved. T_amldm/mtl_pomibbq, mmm_wrm'mucb mmdlm'. Tbo_oadmmm,dmt_tbe
de_ectorbox ml_ +_' off _ betwum dm sbovo two cams. l"m secumcy of dm mS4o is dxx_ 1" md tim
symmuic ecror dmuid tlmmfem Im m_l_ oommL
Anodm¢ way to_ tlmm/stmm_ emro_istocompms tlmmmmu_ Kmv rouaioam|l_,ellipticitysad
reflectivitywithothe_estmblidmdchsmctmizmiassystem,liketimMOILq sysmm. The goodalpmmm_ ms theKerr
rotation, ellipticity snd reflectivity mmmmmmtn bet_w_msthese two r/stum (ms Tsbim 1II snd IV) also indicates
th_ the systems_ error in _ VAMOE strum is insignificant.
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HI. DIELECYIUC TENSOit _ TbFe AND Co_
DielecUic temor chamctmzation for the M-O samples is important for both undemanding aad application
of thmz materials. Thkkmm depmdeace of the dielectric temmr for Co/Pd supedattice muitilayered film has beea
studiedinourInuvicml_N¢,_iandwe foundthatbothdiagomdand off-diagoulelementsofthetemoratemore
orlem constantforfilmthicknes_grmt_ than150 A. Inthesame l_l_, we aim havestudiedthecomposition
depmdee_ of thedielectricteuor forbothCo/Ptaad Co/Palmultilayemdfilms.The eehancemmt oftheoff-
diqlemd elemeot for the multilayemd samples over diluted lmm cobalt explains the larger M-O Kerr effect for theee
uumltilmyenredammpim. In thimsection, we tint prmmt tim dielectric tenor mmm_emem for several 'rDFeand
TbFeCo mm?les withdiffcr_ compmitiom. Thin,more _ts forCo/Ptsam_s atepresented,which
extmdl both the thick:m_ md comlxmtion nmp of the samplesfor study.
For them _=oFeand TDFeC_ smnplea, they all have _g, and am withglassmbetmte. Their
hysterm_ loops am square. Tlm detailzdmucturaland mqgne_ datafu¢alltho1=¢Femd TbFeCo samplm _
listed m Table VIII. Figure 8 shows • typical mmmmnmat of timmvm mflectiem curves aloe| with the calculated
curves from the nmdm/dielecUic temor values, fm ample "1_. _ mttch/ng betwum the expedmm_ and
calculatedroflz_vitycurv_ iszxodk_ AH ofthedatamatchingzrrocuam Izmthin6%, aslistedinTableVIII.
The DME d_m_ with taq_ mlk_vity valm which hm hues.sipal-to-no_ratio.The slightlylarger
di_ omthe _ rotation, elliptkity aad mflectivity betwem tim VAMOB md MOlU m/atemJfor TbFe and
1"¢FeComml_e thaathatof the mlmdattice mmplm is cauRd by the higher mmpl_ity of the former typm of
sample. O_ aoCk_ that w ToFe mmpb changeafromtheTu_icJa(mmpto TF6) m F_h (the rgt), the off-
di_Fm_ _mmt clumg_ _ip m w_l m the i_r _.
T_ge VIIll lira _11tho mmmand md mqRmi¢ d_ for dm Co/Pt mupim mKliod _. Them iam
ovmemtmg for ,my of them _1 _mr hys_ms _ am all_ O'my am d_miu_l oe slam mbmm.)
Fisum 9 d_wu a _Wml mmmmmm for mmp_ COPT3. Tlm typiml data foe a Co/Pd rumple k-- bern Jown
_,, the p_M mor am/ym ,eetioa.
IV. OFHCAL MZA...qJItI_V_NTS FOB NON-MAGNEHC SAM]N..I_
Tha VAMOE symm _ rueM-O media caa altobe m_l to m_mre the _ propertiesfor
variousno_magne_ films.Sin_ M-Odata0tmqu appUcati_alminvolv_tha_ forthombutram,
overcott/ngmd _ layw matmals, iti_meful tlmthissymmisdde tolmYmm ehisdmu:tmzau'on. In
this uctioe, we immeat the ol_k:ai refractive indez n, _ _t kmd film thkkmm mmmmnnma for
some nou-umSnm_ mmmi_
Figumo I0_o13 ahow thamm_med _ oodlkimt cutv_ asa fuo_o_ ofthaincide_anglefora
glarem, a _ thiafilm,a ml-pl g_ fdm a_l m oq_m_ Iml_ film. T_b X lira tl_
mmum_m rmd_ fm _ ,-_ od_ m Tim _ -.,a oqmc polYmm"films m crated on gla_
subatme md _ ml-_i fttms am _ _ • OaAi m_ml-- =_mk i_J._ -a k = 0.07"/.
S_im _ mm_k _dmsofAI,AI-Ti, tubal, Ale.r, Cured Pt with d/ffumst thidmemm m meuured and
thzir mmdWnm li_mlmTab/_ XL Tha_ ___vu fo¢_ch kindam ahown inFigs.14
to19. Tha _ ImwNm _a _mm_y memmmd curvm md thc_ oomlm_ calcula_ from tho era/mated
opticalconmmstsqui_good. All tlm DM]E am l,ma,-,,3%. AJminthistai_wecit,,dtlmn, kvalum forAl,
Cu and Pt from hmdbook, t'
V. SUMMAItY
In sumnm3,, we have coemuc_ a new md _ve dieiec_ temm'_ system, both
for mallneto..ol_ and non-magnatic thin films, at X = 632.8 rim. The random aad systematic eeror analysis of
OF POOR '_" '""
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":I" I ,"
nn 11 ir
a) _. 4, .0 ._. 4W,,ip oO. alW di' *ib°_
i m m ] .... J .... I .... I .... I .... J .... I I , i J II i _
heid_lt Au411m (dq)
_qpu. 11,. _ (a_, _.u m/¢ro..) .n,
tbo memuod _ md the ¢cW/mmu ¢urvu aura
¢alculaml =i tlm uaim,_l d/,1ocu_ uuwr.
Fllur0 9. Sav.n _ to.me/an a.
fuacl_n of Ib "lib of inciduu_ for COir[_
mupi_ Tb, ,?mbol, (_. ¢i_1, m/croa) .re
the melu_ em8 sad the _ ¢urvm are
calcuJmd wi_ me u_msu_l d/eiecu_ msor.
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TsI_ VIII. _ rmulu of d_ l"oF_ andl"oFes_plm wt_ va-_s film composkiom
l )_m_3_. The vaiuu in Ibo paremhesman mutated by dw mapmo-op_ Ken sp4_rome_
O,/OKS)s_mum.
Smmml_s TFI TF'2 I"F3 TF4 I"I=5 TF6 TF7
MO lo:16.1 Tb:20.1 1"o:20.3 I"o:16.7 1"o:14.5 1"o:28.1 1"o:18.3
coml_itioa Fe:77.0 Fe:71.3 F0:70.9 Fe:83.3 Fo:LS.6 Fe:71.9 Fe:74.3
(at. %) Co: 6.9 Co: 8.6 Co: 8.9 At: 3.6
SiN SiN SiN SiN SiN SiO SiO) 647 800 800 75"7 791 1326 1615
MOmm 43t tooo soo 733 726 t3_ 5_
_icknm (A)
t.63 1.26
umdm'iayw _ _ SiN SiN
,,,Jcknm (A) - 716 723
2.42 3 2.22 2.24 0.92
(ko.)
n 2.32 2.43 2.91 2.30 2.42 2.37 2.72
k 3.78 3.24 3.31 3.23 3.19 3.11 2.85
/=
DMB(S)
k(o)
._o)
It
i
4.90 ..4.60 -2.49 -5,14 -4.22 -3.92 -3.74
+ 4, + 4. 4, ÷ +
i17.54 i15.80 118.$2 il4.83 114.67 i15.60 il.61J
0.6(5 0.319 0.417 0.294 0.273 -0.2.50 0.121
+ + + 4- - +
i0.160 iO.lll i0.033 i0.1(_ J0.074 i0.0_6 i0.041
5.4 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.5 3.0 L2
0.675 0.631 0.6'79 0.738 0.612 -0.311 0.1W
(0.617) (O.Y)I) (0.660) (0.699) (0.642)(-0.310)(0.193)
0.033 0.077 0.044 o.o_, o.t_ -0.oe8
,,(4.31_ (o.0¢;) (o.ost) te.e_ (o.e_ (o._2o)(-0.o77)
0.180 0.301 0.221 0.,7,46 0.240 0.419 0.501
(0.186) (0.316) (0.229) _.250) (0.241) (0.416)(0.457)
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Table VIIIL Memurmsmm remdts of dm Co/Pt samples _ vagus film oomposittomat
Xm633mm. The valuta in tim _ are measuredby dm mqlnao-op_ spec_me_ (MOKS)
symm.
sample
compo,ition of
co_in A
Corn
numbw
ofbUeym
MO film
dsklmms(A)
COPTI
2.4/9.6
0.20
14
180
COl'T2
7.2/23.8
0.23
12
1110
caecciv_ 0.62 O.7O
(kO,)
n 1.71 1.99
k 4.674.67
-111.9
4.
i16.0
0.251
m
i0.040
4.9
0.165
(0.16)
0.017
(O.01)
O.,59
(0.d0)
lal
z.
z,,
,i
DME(S)
4(°)
it
-17.9
4.
i15.8
0.390
m
i0.040
4.3
i v
0.243
(O.23)
.0.01|
(.0.O9)
0..58
(o.r/)
coFr3 COFT4
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Measurement of the magnetic anisotropy energy constants
for magneto-optical recording media
R.A. Hajjar, T.H. Wu, H. Fu and M. Mansuripur
Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
ABSTRACT
Measurement of the magneto-optical polar Kerr effect is performed on rare earth-transition
metal (RE-TM) amorphous films using in-plane fields. From this measurement and the
measurement of the saturation magnetization using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), the
magnetic anisotropy constants are determined. In this paper, we present the temperature dependence
of the magnetic anisotropy in the range of -175°C to 175°C. The results show a dip in the
anisotropy near magnetic compensation. This anomaly is explained based on the finite exchange
coupling between the rare earth and transition metal sabnetworka.
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the temperature dependence of magnetic ani_ropy in the media of magneto-
optical (MO) data storage is important for their applications. Measurements of the magneto-optical
polar Kerr effect using in-plane external magnetic fields have been reported in several
publications t- 3. We have also reported recently, that the extraordinary Hall effect can be used to
determine the magnetic anisotropy*. Due to the spin-orbit coupling, the perpendicular component of
the magnetization of the transition metal subnetwork is proportional to the polar Kerr and Hall
signals. Therefore, by proper normalization, the direction of magnetization 0 with respect to the
film normal can be obtained as function of the magnitude and direction ct of the applied field H.
Knowing 0, _ H and the saturation magnetizationof the f'dm M, which is determined separately
using a VSM, the uniaxial anisotropy energy E,,,,(e) can be calculated. We determine the
anisotropy energy constants by matching E,nta(O) with an expression of the form s Ktsin2(0) +
Kasin4(0) + .... In this paper, we will present the temperature dependent anisotropy of TbFeCo
films using the polar Kerr effect with perpendicular and in-plane applied magnetic fields. The films
are of different terbium content ranging from 22.5% to 28%. The films were sputtered onto quartz
substrates and consist of a quadrilayer structure of AICr with MO layer sandwiched between two
dielectric SiN layers. The magnetic anisotropy shows a dip near the magnetic compensation. We
will discuss this anomaly based on the f'mite exchange coupling between rare earth (RE) and
transition metal (TM) subnetwerb.
2. TEMPEILATUltE DEPENDENT MAGNETIC PltOPERTI_
Figure l(a) displays the temperate dependence of M, for the six films studied. Figure
l(b) displays the eompegatkm temperature (Tcomp) and the room temperature Ma.vef_,, terbit_n
atomic percent (Tmap =25* C when the terbium content,is _ .25_,..Fig_e z(aj.m.sptays me
coercivity H c as a fuhctioe of temperature for these samples, t_,, ts ootamefl from me nysterests
loops measured using the polar Kerr effect. As expected, the coercivity diverges atTee,,- which is a
• .t v
characteristic of ferrimagnetic materials. The room temperature Hc is shown m Fig. 2(b) as a
function of the tegbimn content.
Figure 3(a) shows the magnetic anisotropy constant g't for these films as a function of
temperature. The experimental set-up which uses the polar Kerr effect to determine g't and K2 has
been described in reference [2]. Since then_axiinum 0 in the measurement was usually less than 15°,
there was a large spread of about 50% in the fitted f 2 values. Figure 3(a) shows a dip in g ! near
the Teo,np for the samples measured. This dip is clearly shown in the plot of Fig. 3(b) for g I and
K_ + K2 at room temperature versus terbium atomic percent. The sample with 25_ terbium could
not be measured at room temperature since it requires infinite fields to tilt the magnetization. This
point is represented by a question mark in Fig. 3(b). It is important to note that direct
measurements of the anisotropy constants using a torque magnetometer show a similar rapid drop
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near 7",o,. as weE. This anomaly is independent of the preparation or measurement technique and
has been'previously observed in similar samples _9. The drop of anisotropy constant near
compensation is quite unexpected, because compensation is simply a cancellation of the two
subnetwork magnetizations and should have no effect on the anisotropy. Next, we discuss a
mechanism that may explain this anomaly.
2.3 The Canting Model for the Anomaly
Sarkis and Callen lo pointed out that the exchange coupling between RE and TM
subnetworks in RE-TM ferrimagnets is not so large as to hold the RE and TM moments rigidly
antiparallei. The external field used in measuring anisotropy can cause canting between the two
sublattices. The amount of the canting is usually very small. For example, it is on the order of 1o
when a 20kOe field is applied to a typical TbFe thin film. However, neglecting this small canting by
assuming infinite exchange between the two subnetworks in the total magnetic energy of the system
and using this model to match the measured data, the K t found could be much smaller than the
physical anistropy constant near compensation and would be zero at the exact compensation. Only
in regimes far away from the compet_ion, the fitted anisotropy approaches the physical anisotropy
constant of the measured material. This problem has also been studied recently by Hellman tl .
In torque measurement, the reason why a small canting can cause a large discrepancy in the
anisotropy constant can be easily understood in the following example. Comider the direction of the
net magnetization Mr, of the two mblatticu of a RE-TM thin film under the influence of an in-
plane applied field (Fig. 4). Usually, the tilted angle 0_ of the net magnetization from the normal
direction is directly related to the anisotropy constant: small _v implies large K t and large
indicates small E ! . However, whm there is a canting between the sublattice magnetizatiom near
compensation, 0_v can be very large even if the two sublattice magnetization are slighdy tilted from
the normal direction, see Fig. 4(a). Obviously, this large Or is not a result of small f t (and g2), but
a result of canting near the compensation. Far away from the compemation, the net magnetization
will not tilt too much away from the major mblattice magnetization if the canting is small, see Fig.
4(b).
However, in the case of Kerr effect measurement, we only monitor the TM subnetwork
magnetization direction Oru. The effect of the canting on the measured anisotropy constant
becomes complicated. In fact, the fitted anisotropy based on infinite exchange can be smaller or
larger than the physical anisotropy constant of the material, depending on the applied field direction
cz, which is 90 ° in our calle. W'ttho_ gtoing into a detailed theoretical treatment t2, it can be shown
that if we assume a physical anbotropy constant of 5 x tOe erg/¢c which is independent of M, and
take into account a finite exdmnge imeraction between the RE and TM subnetworks tt, we can
reproduce the measured $ru. Now, if we me the $rH found by the canting model and calculate K t
with the assumption that the RE and 'I'M momems are infinitely coupled to each other, we obtain
the plot of Fig.5 showing a dip in g't (for the case of Mru >Msz). This finding suggests that the
dip in the fitted ania3cropy comtants might be caused by an incomplete model that neglects the finite
exchange between the mblatti¢_. We will present in [12] a series of different measurements of g't
and K2 perfcmmed on a set of ThFeCo samples and discuss their differences based on the canting
model.
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Proposal for Massively Parallel Data Storage System
M. Mansuripur, Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
ABSTRACT
An architecture for integrating large numbers of data Storage units (drives) to form a
distributed mass storage system is proposed. The network of interconnected units consists of
nodes and links. At each node there resides a controller =board, a data storage unit and,
possibly, a local/remote user-terminal. The links (twisted-pair wires, coax cables, or fiber-
optic channels) provide the communications backbone of the network. There is no central
controller for the system as a whole; all decisions regarding allocation of resources, routing of
messages and data-blocks, creation and distribution of redundant data-blocks throughout the
system (for protection against possible failures), frequency of backup operations, etc., are made
locally at individual nodes. The system can handle as many user=terminais as there are nodes in
the network. Various users compete for resources by sending their requests to the local
controller-board and receiving allocations of time and storage space. In principle, each user
can have access to the entire system, and all drives can be running in parallel to service the
requests of one or more users. The system is expandable up to a maximum number of nodes,
determined by the number of routing-buffers built into the controller boards. Additional
drives,, controller-boards, user-terminals, and links can be simply plugged into an existing
system in order to expand its capacity.
v
1. Background : The proliferation of computer networks in the near future is likely to create
a tremendous demand for large data storage systems capable of handling massive amounts of
information. In the foreseeable future, f'de-servers having capacities in the terabyte (10 x=)
range will serve a host of users whose demand for fast access and rapid data transfer rates can
be satisfied only with sustained data rates of several hundred megabytes per second. At the
present time, the use of high-capacity/high-data-rate storage devices may be confined to large
banks and insurance companies, airline reservation systems, military and aerospace
organizations, hospitals and certain medical facilities, major research and development centers,
and so forth. Nonetheless, these applications represent a growing market for high-end data
storage products, with performance requirements that in many instances OUtlrace advances in
the electronk storage technology.
Presently, three storage technologies dominate the ma_-storage market. These are the
magnetic tape, magnetic hard disk, and optical disk technologies. Tape storage is used mainly
for backup tad archival applications. Hard disks are predominant in high-density, fast access,
high dam-rate environments. Optical disks are now beginning to emerge as serious contenders
for the same al_lication area as has traditionally been assigned to magnetic disks; they also
show great promise for large volume, archival aVpfications. Roughly speaking, there is room
for 1 GByte of storage on a 5.25" platter, and the achievable transfer rate to and from a disk
drive (assuming reasonable disk rotation speeds), is in the range of l0 Mbit/sec (single
channel). These numbers may be over-estimates for magnetic disks and under-estimates for
optical disks; they are intended only as rough estimates here.
It is clear that in order to achieve high capacity and/or high data rate, small units of
magnetic/optical storage must somehow be integrated. One approach to integration calls for the
incorporation of multiple disks/heads within a single drive. This is certainly possible and, in
fact, it is a path that has been vigorously pursued for many years. One disadvantage of this
approach is the high cost and complexity of the resulting system. Also, since high performance
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drives of this type concentrate large quantifies of data in one location, their failure can be
catastrophic. Another possible approach to integration involves networks of interconnected
storage units. Here several drives are placed on a single bus (or on multiple buses), and
controlled by an intelligent device driver. IBM Corporation's 3990 storage subsystem with a
maximum capacity of 181 GByte (and a price tag of approximately $2,500,000) exemplifies the
latter approach. Several other vendors offer integrated drives for the high-end storage market
as well. Noteworthy among available products are Digital Equipment Corporation's DECarray
SAg00 with up to 40 GByte of storage and 2000 I/O sec, and the system DS 323 from
Recognition Concepts, Inc. with 91 GByte of capacity at 72 MByte/sec data rate. These
systems are typically configured around a powerful central controller, use only a few disk
drives, have limited expandability, are very expensive, and are highly specialized and directed
towards specific classes of applications.
We propose a massively parallel data storage system based on a network of distributed
drives and controllers. The system that we envision will have the following distinct features
and capabilities:
o Constructed from small, inexpensive drives by large-scale system integration.
o Storage capacity ranging from a few GByte to several TByte.
o Data rate from a few MByte/sec up to several ten MBytes/sec.
o Number of independent users from one to several hundred.
o Expandable by adding plug-in modules.
o Reoonfigurable by changing the network of interconneotious.
o Immune to drive failures by adding redundancy to data and distributing blocks of data
among several drives.
o Designated drives for backup, automatic backup operations.
o Automatic disk-space management and defragmentation throughout the system.
o Open architecture; standard interface with the user.
o Inexpensive.
In the following- _-tlon_ we shall describe our approach to dr_ve integration, _uss certain
important features of the distributed controller, and present preliminary results from a
_mputer simulation program that has been _ tO e_-_the system's performance.
2. Introduction : The present document describes a system of interconnected data storage
units (such as magnetic or optical disk/tape drives, or a mixture of them). The system allows
massive amounts of dam to be stored in a distributed network of storage units, with apparent
data rates and access times which are substantial improvements over those available from the
individual drives. Multiple users ca,, access the system independently of each other, and will
use the system by competing for resources. The architecture of the system has the geometry of
a hypercube or that of an extended hypercube, depending on_e_ req'u_ed dam _tt_ which
- Wo_--_d_be--_ by the number of interconneotions among the units. The backbone of the
system is its communication network, with individual connections being made either by
ordinary _ or coaxial cables, or fiber-optic links. The control of the network is
..... _m_buted, _ _-con-t_l_r board at each node otv the_extended) hyl__rcu_ Each
controller manages thecomm_um_ti6a-w_th the loca] user---te_ (if One Ls att_hed) and the
local drive, The controller also lumdlm the arriving message/dam blocks from adjacent nodes,
and determines the proper route for sending them towards their destination.
All controller boards within a network are identical in their basic design. A general-
purpose board can be designed to handle a number of different protocols for communication
with various types of storage devices and user terminals. Alternatively, separate boards may be
built for handling specific protocols and device-interfaces. In any event, the differences among
the boards for different nodes are confined to their interfaces with the local storage unit and/or
the user-terminal; the routing mechanism remains the same for all boards. The boards are
Configured for a maximum number of adjacent'node connections. For instance, if 10 is the
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maximum number of connections built into the boards, then hypercube networks designed
around theseboardscan have as few as2 and as many as 21o = 1024 nodes. The system isthus
expandable,and can grow as the storageneeds of the userincreases.Detailsof the net'work's
architectureand thecontrollerboard designaredescribedinthefollowingsection.
Securityagainstfailuresof individualunits(head crashes,chip burnouts,etc.)may be
provided by the additionof redundantblocksto the user data,and the distributionof these
blocksamong severaldrives. For instance,iffiveblocksof user-dataare added (modulo-2)
togetherto createa sixthblock,and ifthesesix blocksare storedon sixdiffererntunits,then
failureof a singleunitwillnot affectthe integrityof the data,sincethe missingblock can
always be recoveredby modulo-2 additionof the remainingfiveblocks. This isnot a new
idea;in factthe storagesystemarchitectureknown as Redundant Array of IndependentDrives
(RAID) utilizesthe same strategyfor protectionagainstdrivefailures.What isnew hereisthat
no specificdriveisdesignatedforstoringthe redundantblock,and the allocationof resources
involvesa dynamic decisionmaking processby the system itself.When a failureoccurs,the
faultydevicecan be replacedwithouthaltingthe entiresystem. Subsequentlythe lostdatais
automaticallyreconstructedand storedon thenew drive.
Another featureof the massivelyperalleldata storagesystem is itsabilityto perform
backups in the background,withoutrequiringinterventionfrom the usersor from the system
manager. Some of the nodes are designated as backup nodes, and the system is programmed to
perform backups periodically, by storing the contents of all other drives at these designated
nodes. Intelligence can be built into the system to perform backups with low priority, or to
consider poStl_ning such operations at times when the overall load/traffic within the system is
heavy.
3. Def'mition of terms and description of the building blocks of the system : This
section def'mes some of the technical terms used in the present document, and describes the
building blocks of the massively parallel data storage system in detail.
Block of Data : A block of dam is the minimum-size package of information that a storage
system can handle. For example, a block may consist of 512 bytes of user data plus overhead
(i.e., error control bits, synchronization bits, etc.). The users of the storage system submit their
data in blocks, the system stores a given block contiguously on a sector somewhere within the
system, and the block is returned in its entirety upon request. Error correction coding is used
to ensure the integrity of the block in the presence of noise. Modulation coding may be used
to tailor the block for storage on a specific device. Identification and synchronization bits may
be added to the block for later identification and retrieval. All these additional bits constitute
the overhead on the data. A block of user-data and its associated overhead are usually treated
as a single unit of data, and recorded on a single sector. Within the storage system, each block
is identified by a unique address. This address consists of two parts: The ID of the drive on
which the block is stored, and the ID of the sector within that drive allocated to the block. For
example, • _jltem that stores up to 1 terabyte of data may have 1000 selyarate storage units
(drives), each one of wh_h handles 1 gigabyte of data. Assuming that each block is equal to
one kilobyte, each drive can store up to 10s blocks; each sector, therefore, is identified by a 20
bit address (2 ss = 1,04g,$76). Since each drive needs at least 10 bits for its unique
identification (2 ze = 1024), we see that a given block anywhere within this system is uniquely
identified by a 30-bit address. A nser submitting a block to the system for storage must
receive this identifying address in return. All that the user needs to know about a block it
submits is this address, until such time as the block is needed for processing. At that point the
user will send the address to the system and request a retrieval. (Notez A data storage system
dedicated to a single user can manage the task of address allocation at the user level, since the
user always knows which sectors are available on various drives, where his stored data is
located within the system, and so forth. On the other hand, a multi-user system that wants to
keep the users independent of each other, must control the address allocation at a lower level.
For example, the user in such a system must f'u:st send a request for allocation of an empty
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sector. The system then sends a message, informing the user of an available address.
Subsequently, the user sends its block of data for storage in that particular address, and keeps
the address for future reference.)
Storage Uait (Drive) : This is a device capable of communicating via a well-defined protocol
with its environment. The device must be able to accept blocks of data from a host and store
thatdata internally.Itmust alsobe capableof deliveringthe storedblocksto the hostupon
request. The internalmechanism of storageis irrelevantas far as the outside world is
concerned. The data might be stored on one or more magnetic disks,opticaldisks,
magnetic/opticaltapes,semiconductormemory chips,etc.The drivesendsmessagesto itshost,
informing the hostof itsstatus.The busy message means thatthe driveisnot availablefor
new requests.This occurs,for instance,when the drive searchesfor a previouslyrequested
block of data in the read mode, or when ittriesto recordor erasea sector.The ready-to-
transmitmessage means thatthedrivehas found a previouslyrequestedblockand isnow ready
to submit it to the host. There must be a table of contents for the drive that the host can access
and modify. It is through this table that the host knows which sectors on the drive are
available, what blocks are recorded on which sectors, and so forth.
Hypercube : This is a special geometry for connecting a number of devices. The simplest
hypercube is a one=dimensional cube (n - 1), which has two nodes connected by a single edge
(see Fig. l(a)). The next hypercube has dimension n - 2, consists of 2'* - 4 nodes, and each
node is connected to two neighboring nodes via two edges, as shown in Fig. l(b). The three
dimensional cube is the ordinary cube with n - 3, has 2a - 8 nodes, and each node is connected
to three other nodes via three edges. To construct an n + 1 dimensional cube, therefore, one
must connect the corresponding nodes of two n-dimensional cubes via 2n new edges. For
example, Fig. l(d) shows how a 4-dimensional cube may be constructed by connecting the
eight nodes of two ordinary (Le., 3d) cubes. In this way it is easy, for instance, to see that a
10-d cube consists of 2 to - 1024 nodes, each node is connected directly to 10 neighboring
nodes via 10 edges, and, in order to go from any node to any other node of the hypercube, one
needs to go over at most 10 edges. In the architecture set forth in this document we shall
connect _ storage devk:es in the hypercube geoI_,_try (or an extension of the hypercube
geometry to be described in the next paragraph). Thus individual drives are at the nodes of the
hypercube, and the backbone of the communication network that connects these drives is
formed by wires (i.e., twisted i_in, coax cables, fiber-optic links, etc.) that can be imagined as
the edges of the hypercube. Of course we do not have access to a physical higher dimensional
space than n - 3, so that the angles at the corners of our hypercubes are not 90 ° angles, but this
__ __t a_ma_tter of coL_ern, _1 we are "in_._r_ed in is _the number of connections between
the nodes and the order in which these connections are made.
Extended Hypercube : In ce_ _plications it might be desirable to increase the number of
connections at each node, Le., to have more adjacent nodes (as compared to the hypercube) for
each node. In such cure we shall use simple extensions of the hypercube. In principle, an
arbitrarily larile number of connections per node can be achieved, provided that one is willing
to use the requited number of wires. In Fig. 2 we have depicted, by way of example, the
geometry oF u extended hypercube. Upon close examination of the strategy employed in
Fig. 2 and comparison with Fill. 1, it should be trivial to create further extensions of the
hypercube containing even more connections per node.
In Fig. 2(a) we have the smallest unit of an architecture with 4 nodes and 3 connections to
each node. In Fig. 2(b) the bask unit is replicated 4 times, and each node is connected to 3
similar nodes. We now have a total of 16 nodes with each node connected directly to 6 other
nodes. (Remember that the hypercube of dimension 4 which also has 16 nodes, has only 4
connections per node.) To go to the next step we can take the structure in Fig. 2(b), replicate it
four times, and connect each one of the resulting nodes to their three counterparts. We will
then have a total of 64 nodes, with each node directly connected to 9 other nodes (that is three
connections more than afforded by a 6-d hypercube which has the same number of nodes). In
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like manner, the procedure can be extended to structures with 4n nodes and 3n connections at
each node.
Link : Each edge of the hypercube is a "link" in the actual system. A link is a bi-directional
communication channel between two adjacent nodes of the network. Links may be simple
twisted-I_ir wires, coaxial cables, or fiber-optic channels. An n-dimensional hypercube will
have a total of n2s-x links. A message/data block created at one node and addressed to another
node, must travel through one or more links before it arrives at its destination. Typically, a
message/data block arrives at a node, waits for a link to an appropriate adjacent node to
become avaJiable, and then travels to that node; the process continues until the block arrives at
its destination. Assuming that traffic jams do not force the controller to re-route, each
message/dam block traverses at most n links in an n-dimensional hypercube. For instance, in a
10-d hypercube architecture which has 1024 nodes, travelling blocks need at most 10 hops to
reach their destination. Most blocks, however, travel a shorter distance than the above
maximum, since they do not travel between extreme opposite comers of the cube. Since an
extended hypercube will have more links than an ordinary hypercube with the same number of
nodes, communication within the extended cube is faster and more efficient.
Buffer : There are several buffers on each controller board. A buffer is an electronic storage
device, such as a shift register, used as temporary storage for commands and data blocks
between origination and destination points. A buffer can store one block of user data plus
addjfio_ inf_on_ation such g__..a command, one or more command qualifiers, flags, and
command-related addresses. Figure 3 shows a typical structure of one such buffer. Within a
board, buffers can exchange their contents with one another, transfer the contents to the local
storage device, send/receive command and data from the local user-terminal, and transfer
contents to another controller board (located at an adjacent node) via the links. The buffers do
not make these decisions themselves; the control logic reads the command section of each
buffer and initiates the__=tra_fer(s ). The buffers may have multiple layers of depth, as
shown in Fig. 4. When traffic congestions occur on the board, or when the buffer needs to
wait for unloading its contents (and this may happen for a variety of reasons), the control logic
pushes the contents one level down and clears the way for the next transaction. All previous
commands in this case wait "below the surface" until congestion problems are resolved.
Controller Board : At each node of the (extended) hypercube there resides a controller board.
A block dia_-_lUstra_n-g a possible =configuration of this board is shown in Fig. 5. A
storage unit (drive) communicates with the controller through the drive buffer (d-buffer for
short). Similarly, the//O-buffer handles traffic in and out of the user-terminal. The d-buffer
is used to store command/data on the way to the storage device, or on the way out of the
storage device and to a specific node. It may happen that a given node is not selected as a
.... _user-_te"rn_a!. node, in. which _ the_flags within the//O-buffer are properly set to indicate
this fact to the control logic; the control logic then ignores the l/O buffer.
Routing buffers (r-buffers) receive command/dam items from adjacent nodes via the links,
or directly from other buffers within the same node. The number of r-buft'ers on each board
is equal to the number of adjacent nodes for the particular architecture under comideration.
For example, in n-cube architecture requires n routing buffers per board. When the contents
of an r-buffer are addressed to the current node, the controller extracts them and places them
either in the d-buffer orln the l/o-b_. -_n _thecon_nts of an r-buffer are addressed to
another node, the controller searches for the best route to direct the item, then transfers it to
the proper adjacent node. The routing decisions ate made locally at each node, based on the
destination address, availability of adjacent-node buffers, and whatever local information may
be available to each controller. The cross-bar switch allows any buffer to be connected to any
link, connects r-buffers to d-buffer and l/O-buffer, and _ws d-buffer and I/O-buffer to
exchange their conte-nts. Tile State-0t'-ihe_oss-_ S_v|tc_-L,[determined by the control logic
which is the CPU of the controller board. The control logic reads the command segment of
each buffer, identifies the best route for the contents of that buffer, and programs the cross-
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bar switch for the necessary connections.
The diagram in Fig. 5 also shows a connection between the control logic and a unit called
the status table. This status table keeps useful information about the state of other nodes within
the system. For instance, a drive upon becoming engaged/released by a user-terminal can send
a message to all nodes, informing them of its new status. Each node then updates the status of
that particular drive and keep the information in the status table, thus allowing the control logic
to draw on this information for making allocation decisions.
4. Advantages : The massively parallel data storage system described in this document has
several advantages over the existing mass storage devices. Some of the advantages of this
system are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
i) The system is built from small units (drives) that are produced in large quantity for the
personal computer markeL These units are cheap, reliable, and are available from a number of
different manufacturers. It is therefore possible to reduce the overall cost of the system and
maintain the flexibility to respond to new technological developments.
ii) The system can be expanded by adding new storage units/finks to the old ones. Thus when
one's need for storage capacity/transfer rate increases, one can upgrade an existing system and
paY only the cost of additional units. In the case of hypercube architecture, for example, if the
controller boards were designed to handle 10 adjacent nodes, then the upper limit to the
number of units would be 1024, if the boards were designed for 11 adjacent nodes the upper
limit would be 2048, and so on. One might also choose to reconfigure a system without adding
new drives, but by changing the architecture to an extended hypercube which has more links
per node. For example, 8 4-d hypercube with 16 drives and 4 links per node (total number of
links = 32) can be reconfigured to the architecture shown in Fig. 2(b) which has the same
number of drives but, with 6 links per node, requires 16 additional links. The new
configuration will now have an increased data rate, since its nodes have more connections to
the rest of the system. = _ =
iii) The massively parallel data storage system can handle as _y independent user-terminaLs
as there are nodes in the system. Each user has access to the entire system, and interacts with
the system as though there were no other users. Of course the presence of many users on the
network will affect the response-time and the traffic load, but it does not modify the logical
modes of interaction between the user and the system.
iv) By adding redundancy to the data and distributing the blocks of data among various drives,
the performance of the massively parallel data storage system becomes immune to failures.
Thus when a storage unit fails, the system proceeds to reconstruct the lost data from the
remaining blocks. In the meantime, the failed device may be replaced without having to shut
down the entire system. Once the new drive is up and running, the system automatically
replacesthe _ de,-
v) The system performs automatic backups during periods in which the network's load is light.
One or more nodes may be assigned to backup drives (such as tape drives), and the system
instructed to transfer the contents of other units to the backup units during appropriate time
intervals. No action on the pert of the user(s) is therefore required for safe-keeping of the
data.
$. Computer Simulation : A highly simplL_ed version of the hypercube-configured,
massively parallel data storage system was simulated (in FORTRAN) on a VAX-Station. The
purpose of the simulation was to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept, and also to
investigate the performance of various routing and communication algorithms. Since the
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simulatedsystemincorporates some of the essential features of the proposed system, th_ section
is devoted to a brief description of certain features of the simulation. The following
terminology has been used in developing the simulation program.
I_. Number of dimensions of the hy_rcu_ (IDm_ = 16)
NODES: Number of nodes in the network (NODES = 2lzJ)
CNODE: Current node address (16-bit format)
DNODE: Destination node address (16-bit format)
GNODE: Origination node address (16-bit format)
SFLG: Status-flag, a logical array with as many elements as there are nodes. Each node
keeps a copy of SFLG which is continually updated throughout the system to reflect
the most recent state of the drives. SFLG(n) ,, true/false depending on whether or
not the drive at node n is being used by some other node.
Input/Output Buffer : Within each I/O-buffer two flags and six segments are utilized for
command, DNODE/GNODE address, begin/end addresses for data-blocks, and the data-block
itself.
IOFLGh When this flail is false, buffer needs attention from the user-terminal.
IOFLG2: When this flag is false, buffer needs attention from the controller
IOFLG3: (not used)
IOBFRh DNODE or GNODE address, depending on the type of command
IOBFR2:
IOBFR3:
IOBFR4:
IOBFR5:
IOBFR6:
IOBFRT:
IOBFR8:
(not used)
(not used)
Command
Command-varameter
Begin address of the block
End address of the block
One data-block sent either from user-terminal for storage, or from a drive for pickup
by the terminal
Drive Buffer : Within each d-buffer three flags and five segments are utilized for command,
DNODE/GNODE address, begin/end addresses for data-blocks, and the data-block itself.
DFLGh When this flag is false, buffer needs attention from the drive.
DFLG2: When this flail is false, buffer needs attention from the controller.
DFLG3: This flag becomes false upon reservation; it becomes true again when released by the
node that made the reservation. When reserved, only commands arriving in r-buffers
with the correct DNODE address are accepted. Whenever the status of DFLG3
changes, the corresponding SFLAG is reset throughout the system.
DBFRh DNODE or GNODE address, depending on the type of command
DBFR2: (not used)
DBFR3: (not used)
DBFR4: Command
DBFRS: (not used)
DBFR6: Begin address of data-block
DBFRT: End address of data-block
DBFR8: Data-block
Routing Buffers : Each node has a number of r-buffers equal to ID, one for each link
attached to the node. Each buffer can accept one command/data-item from its input link, or
from a local r-buffer, d-buffer, 1 O-buffer, or x-buffer. The contents of a buffer may be
transferred to another node via the corresponding link and r-buffer, or they may be shipped to
the local d-buffer or to the local //O-buffer. The r-buffers utilize one flag and eight
segments, as follows.
RFLGh When this fla8 is true, r-buffer is empty in which case it can receive a
command/data-item, when false, the buffer must be attended to by the control logic.
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RFLG_
RFLG3:
P_FRI:
RBFR2:
RBFR3:
l_b"R4:
RBb-R5:
R131_6:
R131_7:
RBb'R8:
(not used)
(not used)
DNODE address for the command (16-bit binary format)
GNODE address for the command (16-bit binary format)
Counter. If 0, command does not propagate, otherwise, it is shipped to the adjacent
r-buffer, with the corresponding bit of its DNODE address toggled and its counter
decremented by I.
Command
Command-parameter
Begin address of data-block
End-address of data-block
Data-block
Auxiliary Buffers : Each buffer in the controller-board has its own x-buffer corresponding
to depth level #1 (see Fig. 4). When traffic consestions make it impossible for a buffer to ship
its contents to the proper address, the contents are automatically pushed to the x-buffer
immediately below for temporary storage. The x-buffer pops back up whenever its parent
buffer becomes available again.
XFLGI: When this flail is false, x-buffer is occupied in which case it needs attention from the
control logic.
XFLG2: (not used) .....
XFLG3: (not used)
Cache : The cache memory residing in each controller-board receives data-blocks from local
user-termlnai and stores them at the ad_ indicated by BPNTR. B_/ocks move out
sequentially from the address indicated by TP_ Cache is empty when BP_ = TPNTR.
NMAX: Maximum number of blocks cache can store.
TP_ Pointer to the top of the occupied block Within the cache.
BPNTR: Pointer to the bottom of the occupied block within the cache.
CFLG:. When this flag is false, cache is full.
Internal system commands : The following commands were used in the computer simulation.
This is a minimum command set required for basic muting and data transfer procedures.
F. Set at each and every node the status-flag of the drive at CNODE. SFLG(n) indicates
whether or not the drive at node n accepts read/write/erase requests (when accepting,
SFLG(n) = True).
H. Hold drive at DNODE on behalf of GNODE.
P. Reporting the status of drive in response to a H-request. Informs GNODE whether or not
d-buffer at DNODE is a_vxilable. If available, it _ derivers an assigned address for the
data-block.
L. Release drive at DNODE from an cartier hold made by GNODE.
S. Deriver alMa-block for storage at DNODE.
E. Erase am-blocks (address = begin : end) from drive at DNODE.
R. Retrieve data-blocks (address = begin : end) from drive at DNODE.
O. Trans/'ef data-block to//O-buffer at DNODE.
Results of simulations : Simulations were performed for hypercube networks of disk drives
with varying dimensions. In each case, the number of users was varied in order to study the
effect of overall load on the level of interaction between the system and individual users.
Users were siren equal priority, and were allowed to issue random requests for READ and
WRITE operations. The WRITE commands were preceded by requests for drive allocation,
without specifying the drive. The controller then tried to assign the local drive to the task,
except when that drive was busy, in which case it selected another (free) drive. Subsequently
the data-block was shipped to the reserved drive for storage. In case of a READ command,
the user-terminal first made a request for reservation from the drive that contained the desired
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blockof data. If the request was granted, the drive would be asked to read a 5-sector block
and forward it to the terminal that had issued the request. When a request for reservation was
denied, the user-terminal simply abandoned the request. The simulation program was
incapable of admitting concurrency of operation among the various nodes, leaving us with no
option but to scan the nodes sequentially. The results obtained by simulation, therefore, are
worst-case scenarios and do not reflect the true level of parallelism inherent in the system.
Despite this and several other shortcomings of the simulation program, the results are
impressive and indicate that significant gains can be expected from a massively parallel data
storage system.
The unit of time T in these simulations is taken as the time needed to transfer the contents
of one buffer over a single link (i.e., transfer between adjacent nodes). Each disk operation
(sector-read or sector-write) is assumed to take 20T. Table I lists the total number of
completed read/write operations in several simulations that were performed over a time interval
of 500T. Notice that a single drive, working incessantly to perform sector read/write jobs,
would complete only 25 such operations during the same period of time. There was no cache
memory on the simulated boards, and the buffers had only one level of depth. When traffic
jams occurred, the program was aborted and the simulation repeated with a reduced frequency
of read/write requests on behalf of each user.
The simulation results in Table I indicate a significant level of drive activity within the
system. For instance, the hypercube storage device with 16 drives and 4 users performs 371
read/write operations during the period under consideration, i.e., the equivalent of 15 full-time
drives. Or consider the system with 64 nodes and 12 users, which delivers the performance of
30 full-time drives. Even ignoring the fact that the simulation under-estimates the power of
the system, and also the fact that the users in these simulations make frequent requests for
fairly short operations, the performance figures are still very impressive.
Table L Simulated performance results for hypercube mass-storage systems. When more than
one user is present, the users are given equal priority, and allowed to make random requests for
READ and WRITE operations from the system. No attempt has been made to optimize the
performance or to break traffic jams. The results shown are simply examples of sustained
operation over a long time interval. (For comparison, note that a single drive running
incessantly during the same period would perform 25 such operations.)
Nodes Users Requests Operations
issued/granted read/write
16 1 144/099 255/48
16 4 217/115 320/51
64 1 149/116 270/62
64 7 255/213 505/112
64 12 290/236 630/110
128 1 118/110 250/60
128 10 374/272 730/126
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Figure Captions
Fig. I shows n-dimemional cubes with n = I, 2, 3 and 4. A cube of dimension n > 3 is often
referred to m a hypercube. An n-dimemional cube will have 2" nodes and n2 n-x edges.
Fig. 2 shows the principle of construction of an extended hypercube network. The lowest-
dimensional structure of this type shown in (a) has 4 nodes, where each node is directly
connected to 3 other nodes. The next higher-dimensional structure shown in (b) consists of 16
nodes, where each node is directly connected to 6 other nodes.
Fig. 3 iS-:_ block diagram of a typical buffer register. Several such registers are used as
temporary storage units within each controller board. A buffer register is essentially a shift
register which is loaded and unloaded electronically, either serially, or in parallel, or in a mixed
mode. The control logic reads the "command & control" section of the register to decide what
task(s) to perform and/or which route to send the block along. The "data* section of the
resister contains one block of user-data (typically 512 or 1024 bytes) which is on its way to be
stored on a drive or to be retrieved by a nser-terminal.
Fig. 4 shows a buffer register with multiple depth layers. At times of congestion, contents of
the entire register are pushed one level down in order to free the main register (top) for
continued operation. When the congestion condition disappears, contents of the register are
pushed up (layer by layer) until all levels are cleared up.
Fig. $ shows a block diagram of the controller board whose responsibility is the control of
operations at each node of the system. To each node is attached a storage unit and, possibly, a
user-terminal, both communicating with their respective buffers. The n muting buffers are
associated with n adjacent nodes of the system. The control logic has access to the "command
& control" section of each buffer, and makes all the decisiom regarding transfer of data both
within and without the board. _ bidirectional cross-bar switch, whi_ch is capable of
connecting any buffer to any other buffer or to any link, receives its commands from the
controllogic. The statustable keeps trackof the stateof variom nodes in the system;its
contentsareupdated frequentlyby statusmessagesthatcirculatethroughthe network.
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COMBINING RAY.TRACE AND DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS:
A DESIGN EXAMPLE
Tom D. MiBter
OpticalSciencesCenter,Universityof Arizona,Tucson,Arizona85721
JeffreyP.Treptau
Cray Research, Chippewa Falls, Wl 54729
ABSTRACT
We presentan example of usinga combined raytraceand diffractionmodelingcode to simulateeffectsof
objective.lens tiltinan opticaldatastoragedevice.
1.INTRODUCTION
In some cases, neither ray-trace analysis nor diffraction analysis can give an adequate description of an optical
system. The designer that is faced with the problem of analyzing such a system is forced to use a ray-trace program to
determine aberrations in the exit pupil and then introduce aberration coefficients into a diffraction model that simulate
the propagation. We find this approach rather awkward, especially if complicated aberrations are present. Our approach
is to integrate a di£1_ction analysis and a ray-trace description of an optical path into one program.
Our destgn is taken from a data storage application, where we must analyze the effects of objective-lens till The
optical path is shown in Figure I. A diode laser beam is collimated, and it is circularized with an anamorphic prism pair.
The beam then passes through a partially polarizing beam splitter, (PPBS), which passes 709t of the irradiance polarixed
in thep direction and reflects 100% of the ¢ polarization. The transmitted beam then reflects off of the turning mirror
into a high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens. The objective lens is usually constructed as a molded bi-_pheric
elemenL The light is then focused down to the disk plane through a cover plate. At the recording layer, there is a
complicated interaction between the laser spot and the medium. The disk usually has a groove structure, which means
that the analysis must include interaction with a periodic phase object. If the medium is a magneto-optic film, the
analysis must include effects of polari2ation rotation upon reflection. After reflection, the beam is recollimated and
deflected into the servo and data detection optics.
This application requires many types of analysis. Since we are using a laser diode, we must consider the .type
of beam that a laser diode generates with a phystcal.optim description. Interaction with the medium also requires a
physical-optics description. Magneto.opth: media require polarization effects tobe simulated. A ray-trace analysis is
necessary to quantify the aberratioat introduced by the tilted objective lens.
ttoMum
Figme 1.
Olodet.ma
Layoutofan opticaldata storagedevice.
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In a previous pubtication (J_ we have described how to analyze these effects. Our model uses a ray trace from
the object to the image plane and a scalar d//lffactiou propagation to simulate physical opUcs phenomena. There are
commercial modeling codes, like the GLAD analysis package (7,), that come close to meeting all of our requirements.
However, at the time of this writing, we are working with a code that has been developed In our laboratory. In cht_
paper, we review basic principles of the model and study the effects of objective lens tilt at several planes m the opti_l
system.
Modeling of the optical system b accomplished in a two-pronged approach, as shown in Figure 2. To begin, the
wavefront from the facet of the laser diode is propagated to the entrance pupil of the system with scalar diEraction. Next,
we calculate a paraxial system quantifier, the ABCD matrix, which detcn'hes propagation from the entrance pupil to the
exit pupil. Once the system _ mtrix lm been found, that in/ormaUon is placed into Huygens' integral for wave
propagation (.3.). To thb point, we have • physical-optia description of the field in the exit pupil.
The aberrations in the optical system must now be considered. We start with • point u3urce at the laser diode
and trace a matrix of rays to the disk plane. The optical path distance (OPD) traversed by each ray is accumulated during
the trace. Each ray b then rever_ traced to the exit pupil of the system- Ray sampling b chosen so that each ray is
identified with • stallk ptxel in a square matrix representing the exit pupiL The square matrix of sample points is the
same as for the diffracttoa propagation _ in the previous paragraph.
The ideal diffraction wavefrout and the OPD in the exit pupil due to aberrations are combined to give the total
exit-pupil wavefrout. The resulting phase is jtat the addition of the two component phase fronts on a pixel-by-pixel basts.
The amplitude of the beam at the air pupil b given by the ideal _on propagation of the electric field amplitude
incident on the entrance pupiL
The wavefrout represented st the exit pupil is propagated to the disk wing u_alar diffraction calculations. After
interaction with the medium, the reflected beam is propagated back through the optical syJtem in • similar manner.
3. MOI_ELING RESULTS
This model is implemented on • 486 computer that runs at 33MHZ. The modeling environment is the MATLAB
programming language (4). MATLAB is an interactive mathematics programming environment that allows a user to
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perform a variety of calculations, including those necessary O.41
for the scalar d/ffraction model of tight propagating
through the system. | 0.8
The setup parameters are entered through a text t
file that is edited before beginming the master subroutine.
Input parameters for laser diode beam w/dths, beam G 0.!
quality, wavelength, etc., are placed in the text file. Other
parameters, Likepolarization character/st/m, media format, i -0.1data patterns, etc., are also placed in the text file. The
optical system is entered in the text file as matrix, as shown -Odl
in Table] for thebeam path from laser to disk. The input
format for the optical system closely resembles the format
used in other ray-trace codes. The optical system consists
of the collimator, a beam splitter, a relay lean pa/t, and a
NA=0.55 objective lean. The return path to the servo
\
\
%%
-O.l ....
-8 -t -1 $
t
,,, m s
• I t
I:l_tk:n _ numl kwh)
detectors looks very similar, except that the path is
reversed and a lower NA lens is used to focus down Onto Pllpmm3, Sagittal (SAG) and tangential ('TAN) wave
fans for an objective lean tilted 0.50°.
the detectors. The operating wavelength for tl_ example
is 780 nm. The stop is located at the object/'ve lens and
has a diameter of 4.0 ram.
Ideal diffract/on propagation is accomplished fltSL Next, we calculate the OPD distr/budon due to the ray trace.
The field in the ex/t pupil is calculated from the beam emitted by the laser diode and the system ABCD matrix. A profile
of waveffont for a lens tilted 0.5° is shown in_Fl_ 3, which indicates a combination of coma and astigmatism in the
sagittal (SAG) and tangential (TAN) wave fans. Next, the diffract/on to the disk plane is performed. Figure 4A-C
displays spot field distributions for 0%0.25 °, and 0.50", objective lean tilt, respect/vely. "l'neprimary aberrations are coma
and astigmatism. The field d/sm'oution is muir/plied by the appropriate disk matr/ces. An example of a phase matrix
representing a groove structure on an optical disk is sl_3wl In Figure 5. Propagation back to the detector plane results
in the irradiance dism'butioan shown in Figures 6A-C for objective-lens t/Its of 0% 0.25 °, and 0.50% respect/vely. The
small-bumps |_ted on each side Of the cen-tralIob_-are due to diffraction from the groove smgture. Coma, because
it is an odd aberration, is effectively canceled when the reflected tight propagates through the object/ve lens. Astigmatism,
because it is an even aberration, is doubled. The irradiance distribution at the detector plane can now be summed over
sections of the matrix to simulate effects of hi-ceiL quad-ceIl, or other mult/-element detector.
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vA B C
Spot irradiance distributions on the medium for objective-lens tilts of: A) 0.(Y';B) 0.25°; and C) 0.5(Y. g
We have shown an implementation of a combined
ray trace and diffraction optical modeling code. Our
example application was the determination of effects due _
to objective-lens tilt in an optical data storage device. A
physical-optics description of the beam emitted from the
laser diode was us_ along with a physical-optics
description of the laser interaction with the storage
medium. Scalar diffraction theory was used to propagate
from p-lan-eto-plYme/ The ra-y--traceana_is was used to U
determine aberrations due to the tilted lens. Other effects,
such as polarization phenomena, can aLso be modeled.
Figure 5. Phase matrix representing the groove
structure on the disk
A
B
C
Figure • [rradiance distributions on the detector plane for objective lens tilts of: A) 0.0°; B) 0.25°; and C) 0.50_.
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Signal quality in an optical storage device greatly depends on the optical system transfer function used to write
and read data patterns. "fine problem is similar to analysis of scanning optical microscopes. Hopkins (1) and Braat
(7,) have analyzed write-once-read-many (WORM) optical data storage dev/ces. In this paper, we discuss transfer-
function analysis of magnetooptic (MO) data storage devices with respect to improving transfer.function characteristics.
Several authors (._.)4(d)(_ have described improving the transfer function as super reso/ut_)n. However, none have
thoroughly analyzed the MO optical system and effects of the medium. In our development, we discuss both the optical
system transfer function and effects of the medium.
1. INTRODUCTION
An unfolded magneto-optic (MO) readout optical system is illustrated in Figure 1. Only one detector path is
shown. Px(e) represents the objective-lens aperture. D(r,) is the disk plane. A collection lens is shown foUowing
reflection from the medium. A second aperture, P2(o), is associated with the collection lens. For most MO systems,
the collection lens is a mirror image of the objective lens. The beam then passes through the partially polarizing beam
splitter (PPBS) and a half-wave plate. The detector lens focuses the beam onto a detector that exhibits a responsivity as
a function of position liven by R(r_). For simplicity, we model R(ra) as a binary I/U (on/off) function. A polarizing
beam splitter is placed after the detector lens to provide a complimentary optical path for the second detector.
MO read-back optics can be considered as either nonconfoeal or confocal scanning optical microscopes.
Nonconfocal systems collect all of the energy on the detectors, that is, R(rd) = 1. Confocal systems place pinholes in
detector planes. Pinholes pass only the central portion of the spot on each detector. The effect of each pinhole can be
modeled as R(ra) = I inside the pinhole and R(r,) = 0 outside the pinhole.
Figure I.
q(o') D(re) Pa(o')
LIGHTFROM I1! I II II I
L sE.o,ooE I "
........ | PPBS_" LILJ _ PPBS i X/2 DETECTOR
OBJECTIVE DTSK _ COLLECTION z| PLANE
LENS PLANE LENS 1_
Unfolded MO detection system for one detect0r path.
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detector planes. Pinholes pass only the central portion of the spot
on each detector. The effect of each pinhole can be modeled as
R(r_) = I inside the pinhole and R(r_) = 0 outside the pinhole.
In a separate paper (._), we have derived an expression
for the signal current, i.v as a function of scan position, r,, that is
g/yen by
- f - ,').r.)d,d,'
where C(v;v') is the optical transfer function and M(v;v') is the
medium function deu:r/bed by
M(v;v') - Q(v)v'(-v I) * [2]
X• %
##
°%
Z'
%%
Q(v) is proportional to the Fourier transform of the multiplication Figure 2. iq(r,) calculation. A typicalC(v,;v,')
of the Kerr signal and the reflecttvity. V(v) is the Fourier contour is shown.
transform of the reflectivity. In m4_t MO systems, the reflectivity does not vary across the medium _cept as a phase
perturbation in the z direct/on due to the presence of grooves. With constant reflect/vity, V(v) becomes V(v) = 8(v).
If we assume line objects with frequency components in they direction and v, = 0 and v,' = 0, M(v;v') is only
defined along the v, = 0 and v,' = 0 _ ...........
We illustrate the calculation of is(y,) in Figure 2. A typical C(v,;v,') contour is sketched that exlu-eits
symmetry about the v a and v Aaxes. Interaction with C.(v_;v/) is simplified due to the structure of M(v_;v,'). From
Equation 2, the only overlap between C(v,;v,') and M(v_;v/) is along v_ = 0 and v/= 0 axes. After multiplication,
a projection (integration) is performed along the v a axis. Values of i,¢(y,) are calculated by taking the Fourier
transform of the result along the v t axis.
3. Suver.resoivinl optical systems
We now study several super-resolv/ng opt/cal layouts. The numerical aperture (NA) is 0.50 and ). = 830 nm.
This results in a cutoff frequency, v_, of NAD. " 600 lines/ram. Gausslan beam width for the overfill on P_(o) is
such that the lie _ beam irradiance is located at 90% of the pup_tlradi_t. "_ls results In an optimum peak irradiance
at the medium and power throughput as defined by Haskal (2). Optical layouts we consider include variations of
P_(o), Pz(Ü), and R(r,). Dee to the nature of M(v_;v/), we only displ_/C(vy;v,') along the v( = 0 axis. Also,
transfer functions are normalized to their peak values, which results in a comparison of re/azi_ contrast values.
An example of our analysis is shown in Figure 3. A central obscuration is used to block a width s of P:(o).
Both nonconfocul (curve, BI, C1, tad DI) and confocal (curves B2, C2, and D2) cases are shown. For reference,
curve A is the noama/b_ coafl_ntdoa using an open aperture for P2(e). Carves B, C, and D ¢orr_pond to s/D =
0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respect/rely. The frequency cutoff for all curves in Figure 3 is 2v,. For both the confocal and
nonconfocal cases, 8 oomervative obecunttion width of 25% significantly improves the high-frequency response of the
system without m dqradatioa at low frequencies. As s increases, high-frequency response improves at the cost of
low-frequency response. Above 509t olMcuration width, the confocal case does not significantly improve the transfer
function.
Several super.resolving MO systems have been descrt_nd in the titerature. A system deu:dbed by Yamanaka,
Hirose, and Kubota (.,3.)uses a prism ammgement to split and separate the Gauaslan irrad/ance pattern on P_(o). This
distributes more power in the side lobes of the spot dism'bution on the medium. The spot is imaged onto a s[it that
is used to pass only the central lobe onto the detector. In Figure 4, curve A displays the nonconfocal configuration
with s/D = 0 and the detector slit width, T, completely open. This corresponds to curve A in Figure 3. Curve B
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Figure 3. Transfer functions with rectangular olncurationsFlgure 4. Transfer functions with rectangular obscurations
in Pz(o). in Pl(o).
corresponds to the case where s/D = 20% and _ is completely open. Even though the hlgh-frequency response is
moderately improved, the low-frequency response is severely degraded. Curve C corresponds to the case where s/D =
20% and v is adjusted to pass only the central lobe to the detector. A significant improvement is obtained in high-
frequency response while negligibly affecting low-frequency response.
It is worthwhite to compare curves from Figure¢ 3 and 4. In Figure 3, the central olncuration is the
collection optics, which decreases total power on the detectors. In Figure 4, the otncurat/on is in the illumination
optics. This affects power throughput from laser to d/sic which must be as high as possible in order to wr/te data at
high data rates. Tramfer-funct/on chamcterist/cs are similar for curve C of Figure 4 and curve 132 of Figure 3, so
there appears to be no inherent advantage to placing the oh•cur•t/on in the ilium/nation optics.
Two other super resolving systems have been discussed. In the Suham and Nishihara design of an integrated-
optic CD disk pickup (_), super resolution improved readout performance. Another interesting system was proposed
by Fukumoto et aL O.), in which the medium is self masking. A moderate improvement in the transfer function is
observed in the mid.frequency range, and • slgn/flcnnt improvement is observed in the high-frequency reg/on. Other
types of super resolving systems may be constructed from various apertures in Ps(a) and P:(o). Aperture types include
pinholes, annular rings, or slits. A more complete cataloog of our results is round in Reference 6.
It is desirable to have • sharp edge response in MO readout. The edge response of the system can be found
by applying procedures outlined in Figure 2. We tint find M(vFv,') by • Fourier transform of a(y,) = step(y,). We
then multiply by a transfer funct/on and inverse Fourier transform. Edge responses of several systems are shown in
Figure 5. Curve A corresponds to the reterena_ system where P1(a) and P2(o) are uno_tructed and R(r_) = 1
(nonconfocal). C_r_s B mad C correspond to systems with shading bands of 25_ mad 50%, respectively, in the
collection optics and R(r_) = 1. A signll_nt improvement in edge slope is observed for curve C. However, a ringing
is olnerved as the shading bend width Increases. Curve D is the simulated response from Suhara's and Nisihara's
waveguide coupler with R(r_) = 8(r_). No sigulfl_nt advantage of this w_tem is otnerved. Curve E is the Fugumoto
et al. system with an open Pz(a) and R(r_) = 1. A smooth edge response with • steep slope is otnerv_ Not shown is
the Fukumoto et al. system with shading bands in the collection aperture, in which we have ol_esved min/mal increase
in edge slope and noticeable increase in ringing.
Figure 6 displays how well two closely spaced bits are resolved. Two bits 1.56 pm long are separated by 0.52
t_m. Curve A represents the bits on the disk plane. Curve B is the reference system response with an open Pz(o) and
R(r_) = 1. A significant improvement is observed when Compared to curve B. Curve D corresponds to a shading
band of 50% in the collection optics and R(rd) = 1. The dip in the detector current between the two bits is
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comparable to the Fukumoto et al. system. However, the ringing observed in the edge response of Figure 5 exhibits
itself as artifacts approximately :t:2.5 to 4.0 i_m from the center of the pattern. Also, a slight disflgut_g of the peak
signal is observed.
4, _onclusions
We compared transfer functions of several super resolving MO data storage systems. We found that
significant improvement can be obta/ned in several cases. Of the systems studied, the Fukumoto et aL system with an
annular aperture for the collection optics gave the best edge response. In our analysis, we neglected effects of noise in
the system. This Is an active area in our research group, and we hope to augment our transfer-function analysis w/th
noise studies in a later publication.
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Abstract
This paper describes a modelling technique used to explore three dimensional (3D) image "_-mdiance"dis_budons formed
by high numerical aperture (NA > 0.5) I_ in homogeneous, linear films. This work uses a 3D modelling approach that
is based on a plane-wave decomposition in the exit pupiL Each plane wave component is weighted by factors due to
polarization, aberration, and input amplitude and phase lerms. This is combined with a modified thin-f'dm matrix technique
to derive the total field amplitude at each point in a film by a coherent vector sum over all plane waves. Then the total
irradiance is calculated. The model is used to show how asymmetries present in the polarized image change with the tn-
fluence of a thin f'dm through varying degrees of focus.
1. Introduction
The demand for highly integrated electrm_ devices has motivated investigation into better lefts resolution in micro-
photolithography. Lens resolution is roughly ptopo_onal to _JNA; therefore, we desire to maximize NA and minimize k.
Photoreslst, source, and lens mammls _ limit the operating wavelength much below 248um. NAs are design and
budget limited, with a possible Wacti¢_ maximum of 0.95. In this paper, we will show that sophisticated models are needed
to understand fundamentals of imaging in the high NA regime.
Traditional models used in micm-plm_thograOty are based on scalar image formation under the Fresnel
approximations t. The central apwoximation is to treat spherical lens and pupil surfaces as pure quadratic paraboloids. This
holds in the low NA regime but it bceaks clown when the exit pupil diameter is of the same order as the distance from puptl
to image, i.e., for NA > 0.5. Furthermore, the traditional scalar models cannot treat polarization. They, in effect, assume
that each plane-wave component lure the same polarization amplitude, with polarization vectors parallel to one another and
perpendicular to the axis. In a high NA system, there is significant variation of these vectors across the exit pupd. Each
x, y, and z cartesim COmlXl_mt hat a different poladzation conu-ibution. Furthermore, these scalar models treat irradiance
within the photot_ film a= if the aerial image could be propagated through the film stack as a normally incident plane
wave. This approximation is reasonable for NAs below 0.5 or 0.6, but at higher NAs, the ptopasation angles of the electric
field (E) become significanL
One of the early experiments of Wiener 2 shows that, at obfique angles, light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence _P
or TM polarization) exhibits reduced contrast in photographic film compared to light polarized perpendicular to the plane
of incidence (S or TE polarization). For example, a pair of P-polarized plane waves propagating within a film at :_5 °
produce no interference fringes because their E vectorsare perpendicular to each other. Moreover, standingwave effects
in the resist film stack are also different in the two polarizations. This is illustrated m Figure 1 with a plane wave incident
it,o,
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on a photoresist film over silicon at 33°, 44 °, 58°, and 72° (or 0.55, 0.7, 0.85, and 0.95 NA respectively). The total power
absorbed in the fdm, which is _ to photoresist exposure, is ploued as a function of coated photoresist thickness
m Figure 1. Although the differences between the polarizations are slight at 0.55 NA, they become appreciable high NAs.
It becomes apparentthat any imaging models for high NA must take into considerationthe vector n_mm_of lighL
Th_swork presentsa 3D vector imaging model for homogeneous,linear, thin films. Previousworksconcentratedon a 2D
approach. Other author-' have looked at compulationafly intensive techniques for inhomogeneous films or required
axlaJly symmetric systems to ob_dn analytic solutions. In comparison, by limiting this work to homogeneous rdms, a
tochnlquecan be presentedthat is easily visualizedand ¢omputatiocmily rapid. Since the final ¢ompul_tion is numeric, no
res.-_cdon is placed on the systemsymmetry. The model uses the De.byeapproach9 to characterize the image field as a
plane wave-decomlxzition. This restricts the Ixol_ga_ion clirection of the plane waves to the coneof rays subtendedby the
exIt pupd of a high NA lens with its vertex at the geomeeric.alfocus. If a film stack is _ at or near the focus, the
amplitudeand phaseof each plane wave can be usedas input into a thin-film matrix routine to calculate the local field in
the top film. The tom/field is then _ summationover all plane waves.
2. Model
Consider the Kohler projection system shown in Figure 2. It is asmuned that the system is lossless, and has a Slrehl ratio
above 0.8. The film of interest is the 1st film, which is homogeneous and linear with thickness dl. AH _ elemenus
from the source to the emrance pupil have low NA and can be modelled by traditional scalar methods. Additionally, the
polar_tion remains c_nstam throughout the optical system and is only altered at the exit pupil. These assumptions allow
for a direct mapping of Ihe amplitude and phase of the enLran¢_ pupil to the exit pupil of the imasing lens. In Fq_re 2,
the source is initially po_ akmg the y axis. If • ray is considen_ to emerge from the exit pupil, it will now have
polarization ampliuxles for each cmesian component tim depend on the exit pepil tocation.
The main assumption of this model is that etch point in the exit pupil gives rise to • Huygens secondary spherical wavelet.
If the image field _ is much less than the pupil diameter and is located about the axis, the wavele_ can be represented
as plane waves l_3fesafing toward the the geometrical focus. Since each plane wave from amexit pupil point is normal
to the localized surface about that point, the _ wave directions are limited to the cone (for circuity symmelric systems)
formed by the vertex at d_ focus and the radiusof the pupil. This is the Debye dfffi_tion l_mdl j. In the cases con-
sideredhere, a local field _ze len than 101_ about the axis is suff_ient to e,_ompass all object points contributing sig-
nlficafl[ amplitude to feau'es of intere_
In Figure 3 we illusuate a general propipu_ vector, k, for a plane-wave as
--I,
=  o (cos # sin o; +sm, sinO + cos 0,'3
.
[1]
where/Co is the free spice ixopasatioa ¢_sll_, a_l q is the defined •s complex index of _ given by
q =n- itc ,
where n is the real i_t of _ refmai_ iatkx and _c is the extinction coeff_:ient.
Since 0 is defined as _ angle that t' makes with the z axis and # as the angle that fl_e projecUon of t' on the x-y plane
makes with the x axis, the direction cosines have the sumdard definitions:
e=cos_sin e
I_= sin # sin 0
y= cos e
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Propagation of a plane wave to the 1st film is illustrated by Figure 4. The pupil is given as a surface in direction cosine
space over the variables (o., [3). Since : = 0 at the cen=r of curvau.ureof the exit pupil, the direction of each plane-wave
eminating fzom the exit pupil location (o_ _) is completely defined by (o,=, _o). A coordinate z' is defined as
z" = z-z o . [2]
where zo is the distance from the geometrical focus of the system to the top surface of the film stack referenced to the in-
cident medium. This places cite top film surface at z' = 0 and the geometrical focus in the incident medium at z" = - :0 or
: = 0. If no aben'ations are present in the optical system, all plane waves from the pupil arc m phase at z = 0. Each plane
wave wig have a phase of - kolloYoZ0at : = to, where subscripts on (zo,_o, 7o,and q0 reference fl_ incident medium. Also,
the position vector, 7, has its origin at_,the top t-tim surface, and the propagation vector in air, k_, is coplanar with the re-
fracrr.d propagation vector in the film, _.
Each monochromatic plane wave propagating from the pupil to the top surface of the film has the form (with the periodic
time factor e" suppressed)
, [31
and
ko.r = kollo(O_x+_y+_o:')
F-.Re¢,[3) describes the amplitude and pease on the _ pupil due to the object diffraction. It is a scalar term due m the
initial assumption of low NA on the object side. The _J'l' term is arises from _ requirement that she system has negligible
energy losses and is aplan_c,__It is derived= using the cmtserv_on of energy law, and it results in a complex amplitude
at the exit pupil of F_,_ot,[3) ._. The next exponential term describes any residual aberration in terms of a wavefrom phase
error, W(cc, [3). Following this is the _ term due to the locadon of she top surface of she t'dm. P(oc, [3) is the polanzauon
vector amplitude dislribetion across the exit pupil. It cam be clerived in terms of she propagation vector t°,/Co, since at all
times it is assumed _ the polarizatiolt vector is perpendicular to d_ propagation vector. Prior to the imaging lens, the
initial polarization vector of the eiecmc field is in some slate of polarization that can be treated in terms of a orthogonal
decomposition in x and y. Therefor, one only needs to examine the incoming component po_-_a_ vectors along the
x or y axis. After passing Ihrough Ihe lens, a given ray will have its polm-izafion vector rotated accov_gly. The cartesian
components are found by applying the aplm31x'iale coordinate lransfonnations. Upon interaction with the thin film surface,
a plane of incidence about she z axis can be defined by she angle 0. This allows the components of the polarizauon vector
to be further redtr.ed in terms of conlributkms due to a component perpendicular to the plane of incidence, S or TE, and
parallel to this plane.,p or TM. Table I shows the values of the polarization amplitudes foc each compollcnL Note that
P,=+ P,=+/',2 = 1 and that the z compon_ is only comprised of P polarization.
Figure 5 illusua_ • plme wive from the pupil with amplitude and phase E_(ot. 13), described by Equation 3. arriving at the
top surface of she film, interface L The total t-mid at any x,y.z point within she top film is found by summing the do_n_ard
and upward fields ,,, _ location. The _-iv=im presented here _pem emm _ typic_ d_ f'dm-methodsby prcsenung
this in terms of the fields at bouom of she film, interface II, and then relating she result to she incident field at interface l
through matrix formalism. The incident and reflected fields at interface II give for she field in she 1st film,
Dow.wardeVid. 13)= [3)• (=' ,") , [41
Upward Field. _(m [3) = E_,((z. 13)ea°n'(a'z÷l_'y-'f`(') 151
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where z'"= di - z'.
The following reaps are found from Snell's law in db'ection cosine notation:
and
The m_ field is given as
wh_e
1"11a I =11oO.o
nl I_!= no13o'
_r(ct. 13)= _'*(ct,13)+ tr'(ct, 13)
_z")- k0c _/,1_,- ,lo_ ..m2__-'_,o_
{6]
[7]
[8]
[91
The amplitudes in Equation 8 are related to the incident field by using thin-film matrix techniques to derive reflection and
transmission coefficients for the full t'dm slack and a partial film stack. Since the basics of this teclmique tUa are well
known, only the novel nmthenmfics pertaining to the current discussion will be presented. It is assumed that the index of
refraction above the firstsurface, 11o,is real, and that the film in questim is the first f'dm layer oman arbiurmVrdm stack.
Using the notatiCmin Hechtu, • malrLxcan be defined fog each film, j, by
Mj_
where Yj.is clef'mealas the effective index for S sad P polarization and _ is the phase for a film thickness _ given by
_s=nj_
[10]
A total M matrix cambe defined that is the lxoduct of all the individual film matrices, as well as a _ M" maur_ that
repots the film m,ck _ the cca_ of the 1st film:
js$
lm21j-l
and
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Pamal Mamx, M"= [-'[Mj = k" 21 m z2J
j=2
With respect to Figure 5, ch¢ reflection and transmission vector coefficients for the full film stack, F and _ respectively, and
at the 2rid inmrfac¢, Fa and _u, can be defined with components given by
E,.,, E_ F_=,
"ell = "ellx = t//y = Edl= -- "ellz = Edlz {15]
and
Erllx Erlly Edt'z [ 17]
r//= rll"= r/ly= _ = edly r/h = _ "
where the original assumption of film homogeneity and linearity has been invoked to allow the equality of the x and y
coefficients.
The co¢fficienl._ can be expanded following a similar treatment oudined in Hecht in terms of the M and M" matrix elemcnL_,
v_
2Yo 2r_
,¢ = Yoml l + YOY_12 + rrt21+ Y_lq22 ,fll = ylm, l l + Yi ystn,12 + m,21+ Y_n,22 [l_]
Yoml I + YOY_i2 - m21 - YJ_t22 Ylm'll + Y1 Ytrn' 12 - m'21 - Y_n'22 {19]
r = yOmll+Yoy, ml2+m2l+YFn22 rll = Ytm, ll+YIF_m,12+rn,21+YFn,22 .
where the dependence of the cnefficien_ oa a and 13 is given by Equation 11.
Propaga_g plane waves in the _ film' which are represented by Equations 4 and 5, must also be solutions to the homo-
geneous wave equalim and, thexefore, Maxwell'$ equations. In particular, for a charge free media, it is required that the
divergence of the field is zero in the incident medium and the film in question, hence
--_ -4, _ -4
V • E = k . E = 0 . I20]
Equations 6 and 14 for the incident medium give
--4, 4-4,
• E_ = qo(_oE_. + _Ejy + ¥oE_,)= + =0 ,t t z !2[I
which gives
V
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z 110YOE_z
qo (ok) _ + [3o F_) = [22]
_Z
Equadon 20 for _ downward field in the film and equadon 22 give
no (% E=x + _ E._) q I _'i F_
Ill tllz
= -Zqo'_oE_ rllTl,_ = 0
"Cz_iI "Cllz
Therefore,
_z _ qOYO
"[Ih "CI! TI I ¥1
Similarly, for the upward field,
k1 • E" = ql (al Er/t'_ + [_1Envy - _1E,#z ) = r# rll (al E#tx + _1Ea/y) - rth ql 71Eah = 0
By Equation 23,
'rh (al Eal, + _1 Ealy ) = - ql ¥1E_h •
Then, by substitudng Eq,_icm 26 into 25,
and,
[231
[241
[25]
[261
rllql YiEillz= - rllzql ¥I£illz, [27]
r#,= - ru . [28]
Finally, using Equations 3, 14-17, 24, and 2g, Equation 8 can be given for each cartesian component, linking the thin film
field with each plane wave e_g from the pupil, that is,
F_..rx(_ _) = ea_n(a,+_ ') e-a_n'tzo F_.o(_)._/'_ eaow(o_) Px(o_rJ) _ + rile- ) , [29]
and
[30]
mY
ET_(_[_)= ea_n(_x_') e-a_n'r*°F-o(_P)'_'_ea°w(_) P,(_ P) zu qt'¢t (e_(:_ - rue-a'(*')' [31]
where _ j_,y,and q are mfermccd to tbe incidentmedium.
Since reflection and transmission coe, ff'tcients am only defined in terms of either the S or P orionlation, Equations 29-31
are furth_ reduced into S and P components. The mall field at any point within the 1st film is rhea given by the component
sum of £r(a, 15) duc to the S contributions and the P contributions over the solid angle sulxcnd_ by the pupil. The nor-
malized field is given by
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E (xo,,z) = K a, _) d.O
where K is a the normalizationconstant.
Since the differential solid angle can be written as
,y 1
the final expanded form for the local electric field components in a film is:
[321
[331
Ez(x_Va)=K_I_IE°(°_)Px3(a'_)e_w(°'Is)wao,Is._[_ e_ n(az_y-r_ tltsX----L.s(e_(:)+rttse-_>(l'3) dad_
+ Kf fF_o_ fj)l'_a, f_)ei**w<*"IS)
•-- e_(a z+_y-y_ _---Z-P(ei<>(:'_+ rlte e-i¢_(,"))da c_
JoJ, "_ilP
+ Kf fF-.o<O,l_)e_ 13)e_W(-.l)
JoJ,
e_ctx+isy-r_ ¢....._s(ei_(z'3 + rflse-iC_z")) dad_
"Cil$
e_n(ax+ISY-Y_ z-.-C--P(e_(:'_+ titee-i_:'))da d_
_IIP
[341
[351
ttte_tyt (tripe - )&zd_, [361
The limits of integration for cixeulKly Rcmmctxic sysl_as extend from .NA to NA with the requirement that
_ NNA . [371
The localized _ at _y point within the fdm can be expressed as,
l(x,y,z) [E(x,yj) E*(x0,,z)] Re(_t) ( IE_x,y,z) l_= . = + IF_.( _l._.x,v.z..
2 2
+ IE,(x,y,_)lRe(_0 • {_81
This equation is easily evaluated numerically. The minimum samplingsizecan be _ined either by trial and error,
looking for convergence of the image, or by recognizing that Equations 34-36 represem a Fourinr transform. If the mmage
function is band limited within the image field, then by sampling theory _', the image field sizes, X and Y, are inversely
proportionalto the sampling in the pupil. The minimum direction cosine interval can then be written as
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XA(X= mX
Y
[391
In the cases of intereSt in this work the field size is lunited to 5_ at _.= 248am giving Aaffi 0.05 For a 0.95 NA circularly
symmetric system this results in 1100 samples in the pupil, i.e., only 1100 plane waves arc needed to create the image within
a film. This number is much less than other imaging models based on plane-to-plane Wopagarion.
3. Results
Equauon 38 was evaluated using a wavelength of X = 24gnm and an incident medium of air with the wavcfnmt aberration
set to W(o., [3)= O. Initially, the image of a point, or the point spread function (PSF), was comptaed for a non-absorbing
pholoresist film of Vh= 1.8 on a matched subswate for an NA of 0.95. Figure 6 shows the normalized iso-inadiance con-
tours for mcridional slices along x and y for an initial source polarized along y and z0=- _ Due to a significant z
componentcontribution,they sliceisslightlywiderthanx and theinterferenceeffectsarealsolesspronotmced.Thisre.
suits in an asymmcu T of the PSF in the x-y plane. There is also some asymmetry about the image in depth. This is ex-
plained by the spherical aberration caused by the top film surface. By Snelrs law, the marginal ray at 0.95 NA will cross
the optical axis at rite bottom of the film or z'ffi l_wt However, any pro,axial my will cross the axis at approximately
z' = .45txm.The differenceb tweentheserepresentshelongitudinalsphericalberration.The factthatmoa ofthepower
iscenteredaroundadegxhof0.5timiswobably due tothesmalleramplitudeofthemarginalplanewavesfromreflection
lossesathighanglesand thegreaternumberofparaxialplanewaves.
Figm'¢ 7 shows a comparison of a the film PSF using a 0.6 and 0.95 NA system. The film is moderately _xbing with
vl_= 1.8 - .04/ovex a silicon subsu_ with 1], = 1.7 - 338/. For each NA, the film surface is offset to result J the marginal
ray crossing the axis at a depth of 0tim (no offset), 0.5tun, and ll_n. Since the $ubsmtte is no longer maghed, standing
wave interferencepatternsareobserved.Decay of theitradiancedue toabsorptionisalsoobserved.The effectsof
polarizationaremore _t at0.95NA, asevidencedby _ di-ffefenceinbehaviorbetweenthex and y slices.
A m-bar object with 0.17 lines and 0.17 spaces parallel to the x axis is shown in Figure ga. The film, subsume, and z0
offsets are identical to the previous 0.95 NA example. The resultant y meddional slice images using a 0.95 NA system
are presenuxl in Figures 8b-gd for x and y polarizations. Again, interference effvcts arc less with the y polarization due to
the influence of the z component. In Figure 81) the onset of spurious resolution is seen at the bottom of the fdm by the
presence of four major inadiance lobes instead of three. The bending nature of the iso-iffadiance contours are clearly the
result of the vei_ll nature of this model Ftsm'e 9 shows a plot of the itradiance about the zero position at a depth of
z' = 0 for the images in Ftgute 8b. Diffegences inch as these become relevant in micro-lithography since the tolerances on
the total processed structures maintained in photmesist must not exceed :t: 10%.
4. Condusion
A vector _-_ forthinfdms _ __is _ on a plane wave decomposltion of the radiation that
propagates from the papil, and a thin-film _ammnt of propagation into the film stack. The model is valid for NAs ap-
proaching unity and md lends to minimize the number of plane waves needed for an image. It is shown that, when the
illumination is polarized, aRnnmetx_ ate created due to high-NA polahzation e.,ff¢cts and sph_cal aberration caused by
a film surface. The _ i$o-_ contours that are presented illustrate the vectorial nature of the model.
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Modeling and measurement of a micro.optic beam de0eaor
Tom D. M/bter
University of Arizona, Optical Sciences Center
Tucson, Arizona _721
J. Nan Won|
Lawrence Livermore NationalLaboratory
L/vermore,Cal/fonda94550
We investilmetheuseof a uni_,-malpd_adonm/cro-opti¢beam de_eaor. The deflectorconsists
ofmo arraysofIX_It/velypoured leas[e_The lemleuon ea_ arrayarearrangedin• squareokL Design
cr/teda are based on usefulnessinoptical data storage devk:m. The deflector is designed m operate over a
-,- 1.6"rule of deflealoa ""l_e¢ We compare modellnlresultsw/thIn_-_ometrk analysisof the waveffont
h'om • single lemlet pair. Our rmults illd/cate that the dev/ce b aeaHy _n limited, but there are
su_umtial weveffoat errors at the edffs and coraew of the lemleu.
1. INTRODUCTION
Them are mmy waW to ghieve flae pmitioa coatroi ia optkai _ta stonqle systetm. Mint mJy oa
dw u.umdooal mop.mat or-,, ot_'_o lem. Otaer rectitude rely os daal/al the aaguttr Pes/Uoo of tlw
beam I_.Jbre the _ lens, as short ia Figure 1. Aaplar beam defleakm Io¢ data storage Ms been
discussed w/th respect to _u and tmmm-op_ ce_. _ are oclmr pouibiU1m, which
l_dude i_l _im_m--o1_--_l bololFa_ but they m not 111 su/ted J0r _ta storage due m either
performance lim/ta_s, mass/re mmponenL or complicated elec=oUs. _ mrron provide the
necem_ e,ncaou and_ iCx_ _ bu__ Mvu mo dbadvuu,_s, lqm, _ _r_o _ _em
pads beyond what is requ/red f0¢ 4eOect/m at the obJecu_ lees. 11_ b n(x • perk)cmance Um/_atJon, but
it/sa practkalone. 11nbesmpethinwopticaldatastor88edev_mustbemmmpea_s POU_ Any
unnecesu_y 6edatiou in tim bum perk t_dt ia eatm r_l esutw dwt must be uJed to sat/sty design
requirements.SeooMly,re_ealomo_ o¢a _ sudm requ_ tlm_ _ t_o_cnsme_Yh/l_
qual/_,.The sudam qualltyb d/_:uk m addevu laa I/llm,u/lh_B/m_, _Id_ Isa requ/remat forh/_
bn=_r_JU_. _ma,ddldcL u _ _ rob,meb rotmd, vgxatkxnal mmllm _ tln_omkrc_' su,'¢mcecan Lff'aXZ
beum qmdl_. _ ¢oana,klm_¢u
but additional a_su suoc/ated _e_dt tin
comp0mam lureIikdy. h m adN_
d_,dv_uqm m ume _
ce_ forbesm _Sectioe. l"m p/me7
d_b_mmm m cm md cmi_/_
oftM_ Whal w_ s_k Isa
tow-trottttmn_ to ume wdudqus
tMt 6oe8 mt dora la- dtm_ _
t_un peth t_'_ond w_u b mam_ t_
An _lua_tt_e technique far
t_am steertnl is to we t_ ieme8
arrutat u tn tfoctl teJampe, m
showu in Rgure 2& AJ one o( the
tenses is translated, the output beam is
NO DEFLECTZON DEFLECTZON
lqllme L Angular deflection o(the balm be_bm the objeai_ k_s.
v
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_ PRECEDING P._GE E_L_,,.,K I",_C,TF[L,_,_ED
NO DEFLECTION
-=
A: CONVENTIONAL
DEFLECTION
beamts _ 1"_ 6evks does ao_ mm/_ ou_ requ/remeatJe¢uity _doe thn_ the s_,_
Also, the pos/_e-nejadm s]memdoes ,m ,m the oeq_ _etm, _ resulu ha• complicatedd/_hc_n
pemn atan d_k pkl {_vmeiy, thepod_ve.po_t_esp_m unUem1_nns_heoutputwith--in/
maiPdm=doe.
InthoJ0aoulajpempap_ _e de_rn_ our devke Indeta0.Ptm, _u dm=n_ spsem requlremen=
for uol_i_di8uorNPp_m. CX)DEVmodeUaltlmed_opredict_ofdmdevk_ Wetba
2.THEORY AND MODm.n_O
Table Illststheopemdnj requfrememsof thebeam steerlajdevice.Them aumben arebasedon
tTplcalvalua forthewavelenlPhand apertureslzeusedinot_caldatastoraj8de54ces,The a:I_" fanjeof
deflecdon aniPa corr_poods to abom :t: 120 j_mof lineFxidoedo| at dw disk plane _l,h u #1 objealve
Lens. If the track pitch ts 1.6 t_m, d: 75 trachs can be aa:essed with the beam su_'lnJ_ The field angle
v_
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requ/rement of ¢- 0.9 is to allow for some atlpment
tolerance.
We tested Monol/th/c Lznslet Modules j
(MI.,Ms), wh/ch 8re rehct/ve microlens arrays in tree.
packed geometrJa. Our MLM arrays consisted of
400,_m square ienslcs ou a I_d spaced 400_m apart.
Lensleu aJe fonned in • thin layer of a sinIle-part epo_
_t I_ been molded on a subsume,. In our case, the
subsu_te m#terial was a 1.27 In thick piece of soda
lime glass. The ie_le_ resemble simple plano-_nva
lenses. The advertised focal lenFh for the arrays is 3.20
mm at 9, 1 633 rim. Our at/mate of the focal leqth at
A. = 830 nm is 3.2'7 ram. The f/# is $.8ifone uses the
L  ipt pm.me s.
INPUT BEAM SI2_ 4.3mm
OUTPUT BEAM SIZE 4.3 mm
(D[AMET_)
S3O :_20 _mWAVELF.NGTH
RANGE OF DEFLECTION
ANGLES
FIP.LD ANGUS
£1.@
*0.5 °
d/qoul of the lenslet in the calculation. Since the
arrays are rebm/ve and not _ we expe_ hilh transmission eflk_ency and relatively Little sensitivity
to small wxvelenlph varmiom. The depth of focus, wb/ch is j/vu by
az. • ,
calculates to ± 56 ism st I = 830 rim. _ _[uirud translation for 1.6° is 91 win.
CODE V was used to model the pmit/ve-pait/ve array system. T# leulem were arruIed as showu
in _ _ with the _ side _ the innnite coujupte,. W_nt _ are s_ in _ 4
for the detk_on system opentiq at X - 633 am. Figure 4A displays perfoI w/th It} deflection
Figure 4B dispiw/s performance at 1.6. rnboth cue_ superbwxvel_onu of lessthan 0.05 wavespeak to valley
are pred/cte_ which implies that diffl'gt/on-I/m/ted performan¢ will be achieved.
The posith_posit/ve system has one major Icl mechu/sm. As the array is tntmlated, the liIht.that
ts inc/dent on adjacent teuleu ts i_t, as showu in Figure 5. The boundary Ioees can be calculated by
m_mln I square kIII¢I, _ IIIoI _ of _ lysteII II _ by
............. q - ! - (_'_mO , (1)
where O is the deflecdon aqJe. _ we des/re 8 low f/d' in order to Um/t boudery IoueL
Bounda_ Ioues cu W v/finally eUm/uted Iff usiq s field iem 8rrxy, u short in Fl_ • The field
re'e/is tnuulaed l| ukom with die Im re'e/. The fkld lesleu rediract the d/veq_j Wtmleu so dut tJ_/
are centered 8_t op_ully fill the leuleu of the last 8rrsy. The traumba_m efflc/ea_ ot this system is liven
q'- s-#u 0 . (2)
A compadson of theuusmksloa f_n_ rmultl_ bum EquUoi IaM 2 isIlVU InTableIL For aU tick/
TAM I_ TIll,
-fl
SlG
J
I
/
_& Wa_u _ rm__as_kns_t. The Ium_oa__ z 0._ wave.
Upper traces refer m _I at the Ium field tm_ _ _ e set for. A) m _t
and B) 1.6" deflection.
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d_ 'r,.mm_ (d
I.A1 I.A2
LAI L.A2
F1_pnu5. Boundary lossesare clueto the U_t _ 6 Laws due to boundary l_ses can be
b_-kknton adjacentlenslets, avoidedby usln|a 6eld-lensarray.The _Id lens
tllVeiS with L/O,, tlbe bit II'I_,
u_ _ _rm. the addidon of dw f_d array sltlnUlcan_ improves Un_ _ !]. Emdencks
transmission ef_Sctzncy.
Anothm' consMmdon for modeilnI ts the _ p,nm'a _ w _'
obsessed at the disk plane. The dltblcxiou _ eaich square lenslet _ 0
ina (slnsn()/sxdlstrlbutlon.Slnce the knsletsan spi_d at• distanceequal t_ o_ 0.99
tothe_wldtl_,thezeta,otthesln¢_mcdou willoolncSde_ds l_ll_hmronkn
of the _ l_nern. _ vemy little _ Illht should be 2"° 0.n o._
ot_,rved.F11p_re7 _splaysthe resultof• d_hcdou cak:ula_ forour 4.o 0,,o o._
system.
3.EXPE2_4(ENT
A layoutof the In_ _t is
shown InF11Pnu& CoUlmated lllkArea a7_0 ma la_
p ed MLM A
afocal telescope _ms used to _ t.A2. tim last Imsim
array,ummam sx m ma . ^L.w (t., orr v/ xo
corporation Is sat for the _ analys_
Int_fe_mew. Ta, imalPd theamy A_m thebeam
expande_ ,ns prams at th, eamu_ pu_ or the
I._DITE.
The _nge pattensoiurvud In one of the
measurementsisshown in F'Igum9. The bounda_ o_
the icnslets are clearly _ and smdlht h_l_S
ot_ervedove_a burlepet_enml_ of the laslem. The
cornerareasdisplaya d_unond-l_e panuu thatdoes
not l_ve use_sllensactk)n. A dust spe¢ Is_ in
the upper center iemlet. In general, ve_ caretol
prcceourm were necesm? in o._r to umit
FlSum 7. Far-heM l_.em _ from a
_n calculation of tho lemlet arrays.
gp
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_Lml & _e_en_ _uL
contamination of the array. A small dust spec o( 2.5 _m to SO pm diameter could silpMflcsnl_ aff_ the
performance out of • lemJet. Tile epoxy material was also very easily scratched.
Before the MI.M aa'm_ were placed into the system, we obtained • reference map of the other optical
components, whicls is subtracted l_m the dam on the lensleu. When lnterferomeuric data mere taken, one
lenslets were mmked individually. _ best wxveffont obtained for • lemlet was about 0.08 w#_s rms. Upon
further invmtiptiou, we found that mint of the wavegront error was
located at the edp of the iemleu. Pilpa_ 10 displays an OPD map of
the surface. The largest vltriatiom are _in the cornea sad idon|
the edles, Mlure 11 displays in OPD profile o(one edle of tlw lemlm.
A im.F _ is obllem_ _m'olie corl_ of Imllule II.To lllustram
this point further, Fllgum 12 dispiw_ tlw varlatioa of wave_nt quality
ot_erv_ on a typical lemim whu the mink size is rafucaf from the full
aperture.Oothasquax_andamundmaskmemusaL ltbdmrthxt
Oimac_n-tlmlted _ can emilybe achkvat ifperformancetn
the comers and _ the aloes cann M improved. We _ no
significant chxnge in lmvdroBt _tica Iow array ii trualxted
up to 50 pm relative to the otltw.
Figure 13 displxys tlB batm deflector illuminated o_¢r tlw fall 4_
mm We are in the procem og evalut_j the _r-flddpattern erom tills
device.
Ht..PI3 2|:31 ill/til/$| 1"Ira lio¢
-too, I.Ill OF)! ] re'v, I.lll
_Vl ?go. Ohm JJ_i '1 II lll_
LG OPD map of one iemlet.
IRImm g_ FrMIm ol_l_d
tlsroullstheLADITF_
HLI'_ | _gil ;3:36 Oi/l|tg|
Wqgum IL Edle OPD profile from a iemlet. The
peak-to-peak variation at the edle iJ 81x)ut 1.4 waves.
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4.CONCLUSIONS
We _ analyzed a be,ore deflector that
consisuof two zxrz_ of refr_'zive micro lemes.
Ooe array is translated in order to achieve
deflecUon.Design mmal_is indicatesthatdLffraction-
limitedperformanceisobtainable over a ± 1.6°
mnle of_fl_iou an_es. Boundary lossescan be
eliminatedwith theuse of a micro-op_ fieldlens
array.Diffractionanalysisindicatesthata bright
central spot should be observed in the far-field
pattern. Measurement of the wavefront quality from
individual lensleu indicates that the lensleuareof
good wavefront quality. However, the edlpm and
cornen of the lenslets have slgniflamt ahemtion.
We are in the _ of evaluating the hr.fleld
petmm from a 4,3 mm diameter team passing
throulh the beam deflector.
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Effects of higher order aberrations on beam shape
in an optical recording system
Mark S. Wang and Tom D. Mi!ster
Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
Abstract
An unexpected irradiance pattern in the detector plane of an
optical data storage system was observed. Through wavefront
measurement and scalar diffraction modeling, we discovered that the
energy redistribution is due to residual thlrd-order and fifth-
order spherical aberration of the objective lens and cover-plate
assembly. The amount of residual aberration is small, and the beam
focused on the disk would be considered diffraction limited by
several criteria. Since the detector is not in the focal plane,
even this small amount of aberration has a significant effect on
the energy distrlbution. We show that the energy redistribution can
adversely affect focus error signals, which are responsible for
maintaining sub-mlcron spot diameters on the spinning disk.
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In optical data storage systems, focusing and
tracking servo controls are necessary to keep the
micron-sized laser spot in focus and aligned with the
proper track as the disk spins. Focusing and tracking
error signals are commonly derived from the beam
reflected from the optical disk I. The reflected beam
exhibits a peak-to-peak wavefront deviation less than
0.25 wave and arms deviation less than 0.07 wave,
which is essentially diffraction limlted. In our
focus-error detection technique, the reflected beam
is refocused by an auxiliary lens, and a detector is
placed Just outside of the auxillary-lens focus 2. The
observed irradiance distribution on the detector
plane is slgnlflcantly different from that predicted
by assuming that the beam has no aberration. The
cause of this effect is mainly residual higher-order
spherical aberration that redistributes the Gausslan
beam energy into the caustic region. The energy
redistribution can affect focus-error slgnals.
In this paper, we first present scalar
diffraction modeling results of the reflected beam on
the servo detector. Then we will show wavefront
measurement results at various planes in the optical
system. Finally, wavefront measurement and
diffraction modeling are combined to explain our
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experimental observation of the irradiance pattern at
the focus-serve detector plane.
In Figure 1, the layout of the head optics is
drawn in solid lines. The laser diode is a Sharp
LT024 operating at 780 nm with beam divergences of
10 ° and 29 ° (FWHM) parallel and perpendicular to the
junction, respectively. The laser diode output is
collimated by a lens with a focal length of 6.25 mm
and an aperture of 5.0 mm. The collimated beam is
then circularized by an anamorphic prism pair with a
magnification of 3x. The beam passes through a
partially polarizing beam splitter (PPBS) and is
focused onto the disk by an Olympus AV4350-3
objective lens mounted on TAOH-PB7 actuator. The
objective lens is a glass triplet with designed rms
aberration of < 0.018A on axis and < 0.05A at 100 _m
field. The numerical aperture (NA) of the objective
is 0.5 and the aperture diameter is 4.3 ml, which
truncates the Gauselan beam profile at 0.76 of its
i/e2width. The aperture of the objective lens is the
stop for the optical system. The light reflected from
the dlsk is re-collimated by the objective lens and
directed to the detection optics by the PPBS. The
equivalent air path length from the objective lens to
the plane-convex detector lens is 150 mm. The
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detector lens has a 124 mm focal length and focuses
the light onto quad detector #2, which is 17.62 mm
outside its focal plane.
A physical-optics analysis is accomplished
through modeling the amplitude and phase of the laser
beam's electric field 3. Beam propagation is simulated
through the use of Fresnel diffraction calculations 4.
in this model, a scalar diffraction approach is used.
The beam is represented by a matrix of complex
values, where each matrix element represents a
different sample point in the wavefront. The complex
values represent the amplitude and phase of the
wavefront at the given point. Fresnel diffraction is
computed with Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs).
Propagation of collimated beams between lenses is
modeled using the angular spectrum method.
Aberrations are represented by Zernike polynomials.
In our optical system there are several sources
of aberration. The beam emitted from laser diode has
astiglatism s. The collimating lens is carefully
aligned to balance the laser diode astigmatism 6. For
light passing through, the prism palr and PPBS are
just plane parallel plates that generate almost no
aberration. The objective lens is designed to
W
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compensate aberration caused by the disk cover glass,
but it is not aberration free. Actually, the
objective lens and cover plate are the main
aberration sources in this system. Aberrations are
induced when the beam is focused through the
objective lens and as the beam is passed through the
cover plate. When the beam is reflected back, odd
aberrations are canceled and even aberrations are
doubled. Another source of aberration is when the
PPBS reflects light to detection optics. The
reflecting surface generates astigmatism. The amount
of aberration generated depends on the quality of the
beam splitter. The detector lens and PBS have very
little contribution to total aberration since they
are used at very small NA.
In our model, aberrations are added in the
entrance and exit pupil of the objective lens.
Contributions of other components are traced back to
either pupil. The amount of aberration refers to that
of single pass.
We now discuss our modeling results. The beam is
propagated from the collimating lens, through the
objective lens, down to the disk, back through the
objective lens, and to the detector plane. Line
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profiles of the irradiance pattern at the detector
plane are shown in Figure 2 for several situations.
All the line profiles are normalized to the peak at
the center. No aberration is present and the disk is
in focus for Figure 2a. The edge of the intensity
irradiance pattern decays like a Gaussian beam. The
center shows diffraction rings caused by the stop.
The beam profile is the image of Fresnel diffraction
pattern in a plane 997 mm away from the detector
lens, i.e., 847 mm from the stop. The stop size is
2.15 B in radius, so the Fresnel number is:
r a (2.15x10-3) a
_-_ - 0.78x10_6x0.847 - 7.0 (I)
The peak at the center is very clear. Figure 2b shows
the line profile when -0.25 wave of balanced third-
order spherlcal aberration is added at the objective
pupil. Balanced thlrd-order spherical aberration
means that an appropriate amount of defocus has been
added to minimize rms wavefront variance, as
described in the eighth Zernlke aberration
polynomial. The pattern is wider as the spherical
aberration spreads light to the edge of the
irradiance pattern. In Figure 2c, -0.125 wave of
balanced astigmatism, i.e., fourth Zernike
polynomial, is introduced. The X-direction line
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profile is shown as a solid line, while that in Y
direction is shown as a dashed line. The line proflle
in Figure 2d has -1.0 waves of fifth-order balanced
spherical aberration, i.e., a fifteenth Zernike
coefficient of -0.1. The light is accumulated at the
center by the fifth-order spherical and the balancing
defocus while the balancing thlrd-order spherical
spreads light toward the edge. Consequently, a strong
central peak and sidelobes are formed. Recall that
the even aberration incident onto the detector lens
is only half of that incident onto the disk. Thus,
even if the focusing spot on the disk is well under
the diffraction limit, the intensity pattern at the
detector plane can be strongly modified.
We measured the wavefront at several planes with
a LADITE laser-dlode wavefront tester manufactured by
WYKO Corporation. The objective lens was removed so
that the entrance pupil of LADITE was located at the
stop of the objective lens. The rms wavefront error
was found to he 0.024A and the Strehl Ratio was 0.985
as shown in Figure 3a. It was well collimated and
diffraction llmited 6.
We measured the PPBS separately. The objective
lens was removed and a reference source was set in
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the path of the reflected beam. The reference source
was a laser diode source spatially filtered to be
virtually aberration free. It was aligned and
centered in the LADITE. This wavefront contained only
aberration of the PPBS. We found that the PPBS had
about 0.5 wave of astigmatism over the clear
aperture.
The wavefront reflected from the disk was
measured using the setup shown in Figure 1 with
dashed lines. A high-quallty first-surface mirror
after the PPBS reflected the beam into a relay lens.
The relay lens was used to relay the pupil of the
objective lens to the entrance pupil of LADITE in
order to avoid errors due to diffraction propagation.
The relay lens consisted of two identical cemented
doublets that form a 4f system, where the entrance
and exit pupil of the relay lens was separated by
four times the focal length of single lens. The relay
lens was tested separately with the LADITE and
exhibited only 0.012 wave rms aberration.
After data were acquired for the reflected
wavefront after the PPBS, the wavefront of the PPBS
was subtracted. This gives the wavefront before the
PPBS that is due to a combination of laser optics and
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objective/cover glass aberrations, as shown in Figure
3b. The aberration is mostly fifth-order spherical
balanced with third-order spherical and defocus. The
rms wavefront aberration is 0.054.
Recall that even aberrations are doubled in
double pass. If the objective lens is well aligned,
odd aberrations, like coma, are eliminated. The rms
wavefront aberration focused down to the optical disk
should be about half of the measured rms value of
0.054. This implies that the focused spot is
definitely diffraction limited.
Reflected wavefronts after the PPBS are shown as
3D plot in Figure 3c and as X-profile in Figure 3d.
The discrepancy between X and ¥ wave aberration fan
is caused by the astigmatism of PPBS. The rms
wavefront error is 0.079 wave, which is much worse
than that before the PPBS. It is primarily a mixture
of fifth-order spherical and astigmatism. Table I
lists the first fifteen Zernike coefficients Z1(n) of
the objective lens aberration and Zz(n) of the entire
reflected wavefront. The first three polynomials,
which represent tilt and defocus, are removed. As we
discussed previously, the single-path aberration of
the objective lens is half of the total, i.e., ZI/2.
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The aberration of the reflecting path includes
contribution of objective lens ZI/2 and beam splitter
(Z2-ZI), the total is (Z2-Zl/2).
A linear CCD array (CCD123 by Fairchild Weston
Systems, 13_m by 10_m on 10_m pitch, dynamic range
5500:1) with 1728 elements was set in the detector
plane to obtain line profiles of the irradiance
pattern. Figure 4a shows the observed line profile.
If no aberration were present, the edge should fall
rapidly, as predicted in Figure 2a. However, a
sidelobe shows up around a sharp central peak. Third-
order aberration cannot produce this sidelobe and
sharp central peak. The line profile was quite close
to that predicted using fifth-order spherlcal
aberration, as shown in Figure 2d. To model this line
profile, we used the measured Zernike coefficients of
Table I. Aberration of the objective before hitting
the disk (ZI/2) is added in the entrance pupil of the
objective, and aberration of the reflecting path (Z2-
ZI/2) is added in the exit pupil of the objective
lens. The model was used to propagate the wavefront
from objective lens down to the detector plane. The
modeling result is shown in Figure 4b. A good
agreement between modeled and measured beam profiles
is achieved.
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The Focusing Error Signal (FES) is generated
from detector 2 using offset spot size method _. A
typical FES vs defocus plot is shown in Figure 5. The
solid line shows FES without aberration, while the
dashed line shows FES with measured aberration. The
aberrated FES has an offset at the center. The
linearity of the aberrated FES is also changed
significantly due to the presence of higher-order
aberrations. The focus offset can produce a false
focus. Nonlinearlty decreases the performance of the
servo system.
In conclusion, we reported an unexpected
irradiance distribution in the detector plane of an
optical data storage system. Through wavefront
measurement and scalar diffraction modeling, we
discovered that the energy redistribution was due to
residual amounts of third-order and fifth-order
spherlcal aberration of the objective lens and cover
plate assembly. A significant amount of energy
redistribution was observed, even though the beam was
essentially diffraction limited.
The authors thank the Optical Data Storage
Center at University of Arizona for financial support
and WYKO Corporation for lending us LADITE
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interferometer. We also wish to thank Steve Martinek
of WYKO and Kevln J. Erwin of Optical Sciences Center
for their technical support.
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Tables
1. List of
aberration of
wavefront.
measured Zernike coefficients. Z1(n):
the objective lens. Z2(n): Reflected
n
1
2
3
4
5
Z,(n) Z,(n)
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.032 0.143
0.021 0.036
n
6
7
8
9
10
z,(n)
0.008
0.008 0.009
0.020 0.016
-0.007 -0.014
-0.011
• ,i •
Z_(n) n Z, (n)
-0.007 II -0.019
12
13
14
-0.007 15 -0.114
z (n)
-0.028
-0.014 -0.011
0.014 -0.001
0.033 0.031
-0.111
W
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Figure i. optical system of a magneto-optical
testbed. Testing path is drawn in dashed line.
Figure 2. Line profiles at detector plane when
certain aberration is present: 2a. no aberration; 2b.
-0.25 wave of spherical=aberration; 2c. -0.125 wave
of astigmatism in X (solid line) and ¥ (dashed line);
2d. -I.0 waves of fifth order spherical.
Figure 3. Measured wavefront. 3a. at objective lens;
3b. at objective lens, before PPBS; 3c. three
dimensional wavefront, after PPBS; 3d. after PPBS in
X direction.
V
Figure 4. 4a. Line profile at detector plane by a
linear CCD array; 4b. prediction by using measured
Zernike coefficients. Solid line: X direction. Dashed
line: Y direction.
v
Figure 5. Calculated Focusing Error Signal (FES),
solid line: without aberration; dashed iine: with
measured aberration.
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ABSTRACT
The surface oxidation processes of thin films of magneto-optic materials, such as the rare-
earth transition metal alloys have been studied, starting in ultrahigh vacuum environments,
using surface analysis techniques, as a way modeling the oxidation processes which occur at
the base of a defect in an overcoated material, at the instant of exposure to ambient
environments. Materials examined have included FeTbCo alloys, as well as those same
materials with low percentages of added elements, such as Ta, and their reactivities to both
0 2 and HaO compared with materials such as thin Fe films coated with ultrathin adlayers
of Ti. The surface oxidation pathways for these materials is reviewed, and XPS data
presented which indicates the type of oxides formed, and a critical region of Ta
_¢oncentration which provides optimum protection.
1, INTRODUCTION
Oxidation and/or corrosion of magnetic and magneto-optic materials has become of
considerable interest, since oxidation of these materials leads to loss of critical magnetic
properties and thus, a loss of encoded data. Many of the materials in use or under
consideration for MO data storage consist of binary, ternary and quaternary mixtures of
transition metals and rare earth metal's (RE/TM), all of which react readily with ambient
gases to form oxides with large heats of formation z. The RE/TM family is composed of
TbFe, TbFeCo, GdFeCo, or TbFeCoM, where M is another metal such as Gd, Ti, Zr, Ta, Pt,
etc., that has been added to enhance its stability towards oxidation and corrosion l'°. A
systematic study of the various oxidation pathways in these materials has been carried out
for certain systems 6"g't°'ll.
The reaction of these materials can be classified as primarily surface oxidation
processes under low and high humidity conditions, and "pitting corrosion'. The former
process appears to be primarily caused by the reaction with oxygen, and other strong
Oxidants in the atmosphere, and can occur uniformly along a metal surface, wherever
contact with the atmosphere has been allowed (i.e. at the base of a defect in a protective
overlayer used to generally protect the medium). Pitting corrosion represents a more
destructive process, in that it generally involves the formation, dissolution and massive
migration of oxides of the metals within the MO material. This process is facilitated by
trace water in the environment, which can condense in defect sites, and by trace halides or
other elements which accelerate the dissolution of oxides of many of the metals used in the
RE-TM alloys I_.
Other recently developed MO materials consist of multilayers of two transition
metals such as Pt/Co or Pal/Co which, due to the less reactive nature of Pt and Pd, and the
lower reactivity of Co with respect to Tb, may promise to be more stable than RE-TM
alloys 1s'16 with the potential added cost of processing multilayer materials.
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It has now been well documented that the addition of small levels of a fourth metal
to the RE/TM alloys alters the oxidation pathways sufficiently to provide highly desirable
protection of these materials, although the exact mechanism is still debated s-_. The
addition of these metals, while satisfying the technological requirements for enhancing
stability of the RE/TM alloy, without serious deterioration of the magneto-optical
properties, poses more basic questions regarding the oxidation processes occuring at the
surface of the material.
Many other methods have been used to protect the media from oxidation and
subsequent corrosion, which include a variety of overprotection schemes xT"z°. With real
materials, however, pinholes and other defects always develop, which expose the media to
ambient conditions (albeit on a small distance scale initially) and there is no real way to
prevent various forms of oxidation from occuring. Protection afforded by overcoating, and
especially by an added fourth element, at low concentrations, can slow the process to bring
it within technologically acceptable limits.
In our program, we have elected to model the initial steps of the corrosion process,
which might occur at the base of a freshly produced defect site in a protective overlayer.
We assume that, at the instant of formation of the defect, there is nearly clean and quite
reactive metal alloy exposed, which undergoes rapid reaction to form oxides of various
sorts, which ultimately control the stability of the RE-TM alloy in the vicinity of this
defect. This initial reaction process can be modeled by producing a clean surface of the
alloy, in ultrahigh vacuum conditions, and then exposing to low partial pressures of either
O a or H20 (or both), and systematically increasing their pressures until atmospheric
conditions are achieved. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is primarily used to
characterize the extent of near surface reactions, as well as the molecular nature of the
oxides formed, which confines the extent of our understanding to the first ca. 100A of the
RE-TM surface a°.
Most of our attention has been recently focused on the characterization of the
differences in reactivity of RE-TM alloys (FeTbCo) to which have been added various
amounts of a fourth element modifier 2xJs. Elements such as Zr, Ta, Nb, Ti, etc. are known
to form stable, and stoichiometric oxides, which can act as a diffusion barrier to O2 and
H_O. Migration of these metals has been seen in some cases, in reponse to exposure to O2.
Migration of both Fe and Tb is almost always observed, once their oxidation begins. It is of
interest to determine if this simple protocol we have developed can lend some predictive
capability to the determination of an optimum amount of the fourth element modifier, in
addition to providing some mechanistic detail as to the corrosion protection mechanism. As
will be discussed below, tantalum as a modifier can be quite efficient in its reaction with
O 2, but it appears that there may be a critical Ta concentration which provides the best
protection. Higher levels of Ta may actually form oxides which disrupt the microstructural
environment sufficiently as to facilitate diffusion of O 2, and actually increase near surface
reactivity.
2.EXPERIMENTAL
" - A number of methods haVe been used to study Oxide film formation on_ a__c!¢an
surface of the Me material in question, under highly Controlled conditions (start_ngwlth
UHV), and have been described elsewhere 2x'2a. We have s!udied a numberer metals directly
and indirectly related to M-O systems using a combination of Auger Electron Spectroscopy
(AES), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Rutherford Backscattering
Spectrometry (RBS). These metals and alloys include Fe, FeTi, TbFeCo, TbFeCoM (where M
- Zr, Ta, or Pt).
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Exposure of the Me materials to oxygen and water was carried out by first removal
of a thin A! protective coating (300A) used to provide stability during transfer from the
sputter deposition system. This sputtering step also removed small amounts of oxidized
metal, to expose the alloy in as clean a state as it was produced(which means that there is
always a few atomic percent oxide in the film to begin with). Dosing with 0 2 and HaO
could then occur, between analysis by XPS and AES, at partial pressures of 1 x 10 "7 to 1 x
10 "s torr, through a leakvalve, for Langmuir exposures of 1-10,000 L (where 1 langmuir - 1
x 10 .6 torr-sec).
Clean Fe and FeTi thin films were made by evaporation from Fe and Ti wires.
TbFeCo and TbFeCoTa were produced by both single and multiple target sputtering on
doped Si wafers for RBS and XPS/AES analysis Analysis by RBS indicated that the films
all had ca. 65-70% Fe, 19-21% Tb and 7-11% Co, and 1'5% Ta. Typical samples consisted of
1000A of metal or alloy protected with 300A of AI.
3, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Oxidation/Corrosion Processes. An Overview:
The reactions of O= and H20 with clean, single element, metal surfaces have been
extensively studied, and several excellent reviews exist detailing the present understanding
of those processes IJz's°. Surface oxidation processes, through the reaction with O t, occur
either through the formation of O== or On", depending upon the partial pressure of Oa at
the interface with the ambient, which controls the concentration of anion states formed by
the reduction of oxygen (Figure 1).
Incorporation of the oxide next occurs by
a place exchange mechanism, and
subsequent growth of the oxide can occur
by diffusion of the oxygen anion, and/or
by diffusion of metal cations through the
growing oxide. Both processestre field
assisted, and therefore decrease in rate
with time, since the concentration of
anions at the surface of the material is
fixed by the partial pressure of the
oxidant, and the increasing thickness of
the oxide decreases the field strength at
the interface where oxide formation is
occuring a4. Secondary growth of the
oxide can also continue through pores or
other surface defects. The formation of
. ._ =
this passivatin8 oxide in some metal/alloy
systems helps to prevent or inhibit the
interdiffusion of oxidant to the
metal/oxide interface.
....... , _: _ ,_ _- _=
Given the tendency of metals such
as iron and cobalt to form relatively
stable oxides by this process, it might be
expected that such near surface oxidation
would not be a significant problem for the
RE-TM alloy Me technologies 16't7'_'3°.
The presence of the rare earth metal
OB"
'rHxCI_ZgG HYDROXIDE >>>
Fi8. | Oxidation pathways for OXYlen and wirer on l metal surface.
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however, coupled with the extremely thin films normally used, can add significance to this
oxidation pathway. Surface oxides can often be formed, during exposure to atmospheric
pressure O a, which extend 100A or more into the material, which can bean appreciable
fraction of the total film thickness in a MO disk 6"8. The oxides of the rare earth metals,
which have a chemistry similar to calcium, can often support diffusion of both anions,
cations, and even the zero valent metal itself, as has been shown previously by our studies
of various alkali and alkaline earth metalsss.
The reaction of FI=O with these clean meia|s is believed to proceed by way of the
chemisorption of molecular water (only seen at extremely low temperatures) and the
subsequent formation of a surface hydride, and a hydroxide ion, followed by the further
dissociation of the hydroxide to form another hydride and incorporated oxide anions
(Figure !) I. It has been our experience that many of the pure metals, and the metal alloys,
show a significantly lower reaction tendency toward water than oxygen, in the gas phase, at
low partial pressures, which we believe to be due to the presence Of surface hydrides
already present at near saturation levels under most vacuum and atmospheric
characterization conditions. Only under conditions of high partial pressures of gaseous H20
(i.e. the "wet oxidation" conditions described in other reportsg), is appreciable reaction seen.
This should not be construed, however, as inconsistent with the important role that HsO
plays in pitting corrosion, where the presence of condensed water acts to enhance diffusion
of anions and cations in a microcoirosi6n Cell, and supports the elec(rlcai double layer,
which supports the electric field, which drives the pitting corrosion process as. When
hydroxides are formed, as the result of the reaction with water, it is generally assumed that
such hydroxide films are not chemically as stable as stoichiometric oxide films, and do not
provide the type of diffusion barrier to O 2, etc. that stoichiometric oxide films provide. It
is therefore essential to understand the nature of the reaction of both gaseous 02 and HsO,
as the initial steps in the corrosion process.
The oxide layer, once formed, regardless of stability, can be an environment for
further corrosion processes. In moist environments water condenses in microscopic regions
on the surface of the metal or metal-oxide. Soluble species can then form (especially in the
presence of halides) that leave pits upon dissolution, thus opening the surface of the alloy to
further oxidation, a phenomenon known as pitting corrosion. Solution pH within the
microscopic corrosion cell is often a controlling factor in the rate of pitting corrosion, as
are mechanical stresses introduced into the metal film, and/or one of the protective
overlayers a2.
3.2 Surface Oxidation Processes of Clean FeTbCo. FeTbCoTa:XpS Results
The reactions withO s and HsO, of the clean metals, as would proceed at the base of
a freshly opened defect site, have been largely studied by XPS, and compared with previous
studies of pure Fe, and Fe films modified with adatom metal layers such as Ti22.1n the
studies of the RE/TM alloys, the XPS core level spectra for the Fe(2p) and O(ls) transitions
have been most revealing of the types of chemical processes ongoing during exposure to 0 2
or HaO. The photoelectron spectra for Tb or the other rare earths are complicated, show
subtle shifts during the oxidation process, and cannot generally be used as an indication of
the real growth of oxide films in the alloy. Fourth element modifiers such as Ta also have
large enough XPS sensitivities as to provide for an additional monitor of oxidation
processes.
A wide ringe0f materials including "ri, Ai,_, 2r;-Au, ._,g, _/tetc_, have been used to
try to inhibit surface oxidation and pitting corrosion l't. Studies of Ti modified thin films
showed a significant decrease in pitting corrosion 4,s. In our initial studies we chose to
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model the protection afforded by trace levels of Ti in the RE-TM alloy to both surface
oxidation and the initial phases of pitting, by addition of discontinuous adlayers of Ti to a
pure Fe surface, exposed to both 0 2 and HsO in the gas phase as. The initial oxidation of Fe
is critical to the pitting corrosion process, and any protection which reduces the reactivity
of Fe toward both 0 2 or HaO, and/or which may provide a diffusion barrier to those
reactants. Thin Fe films were evaporated from resistively heated Fe filaments onto a Mo
substrata and a 3-10 A discontiuous layer of Ti was deposited over it. In Ti films greater
than 10 A the overlayer apparently became continuous and bulk oxidation properties were
observed.
At Ti coverages of 3 ,_ some modification of the oxidation process for Fe did occur
as shown in Figure 2. The three Fe(2p) XPS spectra show the lineshapes for the clean Fe
(or FeTi) surface, and that same surface after exposure to low amounts (600L) of 0 2, for
both the bare surface, and one which had been modified with the 3_, Ti adlayer. For the
unprotected surface there is extensive oxidation, as expected from several previous
studies 2s,26. For the Ti-modified material, the extent of oxide formation has been reduced
by ca. 50%, as deduced from the lower oxide film thickness on this sample (ca. 27_, versus
13,t, on the unmodified Fe surface). In these studies the Ti overlayer is completely oxidized
to TiO 2, and an exposure of 5L of 0 2 to this Ti-modified Fe film is nearly enough to
oxidize the entire Ti metal overlayer, which indicates how aggressive such a modifier can
be in reacting with an incoming oxidant. Our previous work, along with that of several
other investigators, has shown that the type of oxides formed on the Fe surface are
combinations of FeO, FesO 4, and at high enough oxygen exposures, F%Os 26. This is
essentially the type of oxidation pathway taken for Fc in the RE-TM alloy thin films, as
seen below.
Low levels of water
exposure to the Ti-modified Fe
thin films does little to oxidize the
Fe, but results in a range of
oxidation states for the Ti, unlike
the case for 0 2 exposures (Figure
3). This wide range of oxidation
states of Ti suggests that a very
heterogeneous oxide will result
from the reaction of HzO with the
modifier, which would be unlikely
to provide a diffusion barrier (or
an electronic barrier) toward
further oxidation processes.
It has been widely reported
that exposure of TbFeCo to 0 z
typically results in initial
oxidation of the Tb (in our studies
to a depth less than 50A), followed
by oxidation and surface migration
of Fe z°'xz. From these studies it
appears that the surface of the
oxidized TbFeCo thin film is
composed of a terbium oxide layer
over a mixed terbium/iron oxide at
the interface with the unreacted
J
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Fill. 2 F¢(Zp) XP5 lineshapcs for 3_, of Ti on Ft. a) _n"
IFa/Ti, b) after exposure to 600L O z and c) Clean Fe exposed to
600L O s
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metal alloy. Oxidation of the RE-TM thin film by HsO results in the formation of a Tb
oxide and hydroxide layer hut does not oxidize the Fe appreciably, consistent with the
results shown above for the Ti-modi c thin films. This oxidation by HsO still causes the
migration and enrichment of Tb in the near-surface region 7.
Ti(2p)
|
U
b
£
475 450
Bind;ng Energy(¢V)
FiB 3 Comparisonof TJ(2p) Limcshapesfor 3A oil"Ti oatIre.8)
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Oxidation studies of TbFcCo-Ta films, with Ta loadings of 1% to 4%, show that
there are significant differences in the amount of protection associated with different Ta
loadings in these thin films. From the Fc(2p) XPS spectra in Figure 4, it can be seen that
there is considerable reaction of F© with O s for b0th ffilms, but that the extent of formation
of the Fc +s and Fc +s oxides is lessened in the films with 1% Ta versus those with a 4% or
higher loading. The Ta(4f) spectra for these samples (Figure 5) both show that extensive
oxidation has occured to the Ta incorporated into these films, with the 1% Ta having been
virtually completely oxidized by this low exposure to O s or by residual oxidants. Some
migration of Ta occurs along with this sacrificial oxidation. The reasons for the better
protection afforded by the lower Ta loading arc not known, but since this is a cons!stcnt
observation, it is tempting to suggest that the higher Ta loadings react with O s sufficiently
to cause some microstructural changes in the near surface region, as a result of Ta
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migration to form its oxide, which actually open up sections of the RE-TM alloy to O:
which might otherwise have remained protected.
v
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Oxidation of Ta-mod;f_ed T6FeCo'bywater_in tMs samenear sur/'ace region results
only in differences in the types of oxides seen in the 1% Ta film vs. the 4% Ta film. The
difference is most exemplified in the O(Is) lineshapes of Figure 6. Unmodified TbFCo thin
films exposed to low levels of H20 show the existence of both oxide and hydroxide forms in
the oxide layer, with the hydroxyl form being the most dominant. The assumption is that
the oxide forms arise from reaction with both Tb and Fe (minimal reaction with Fe is seen
in these cases) andS{hat the hydr0Xidei ar|se_tr{_t1_;*fi6m_Tb. =Th_ |_O Ta material exhibited
the same behavior as the unmodified FeTbCo films. Interestingly, in the 4% Ta materials
the oxide formed was in greater proportion to the hydroxide than in the unmodified, or
lower Ta content films. Since Ta will not readily form hydroxides, it is assumed that those
hydroxides detected are strictly from the formation of Tb-hydroxides, and that these are
favored in the lower Ta-eontent films.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The protection afforded a RE-TM alloy by a fourth element modifiers such as Ta
may be viewed from a relatively simple perspective, even though the actual surface
chemistries ongoing in the near surface region may be quite complex. There is a strong
desire to add modifiers which will react preferentially with both O s and H20, migrate
preferentially to the near surface region, and form protective barriers which prevent both
diffusion of Tb outwards, and diffusion of O 2 and H20 inwards, toward the unreacted
metal. In the reactions with 0 2 it is clear that it may be possible to select refractory
oxide-forming metals such as Ta, Zr, and Nb which will fulfill most of those requirements.
At high Ta loadings, however, the Ta oxidation chemistries may disrupt the microstructural
environment sufficiently to actually increase the reactivity of the entire material in the
vicinity of a newly formed defect. This question needs to be addressed in further
experiments. The reaction with H20 appears to be considerably more complicated. The
fourth element modifiers that we have examined to date do not appear to affect the extent
of oxide formation, as far as the XPS data for lee reveal, but do play some role in the
distribution of oxide versus hydroxide. The reasons for this change in distribution are still
not clear, but may be important if it is assumed that the hydroxides formed are less Passive
than the stoichiometric oxides. Clearly one would like to have reactions involving H20
proceed, as in Figure !, so as to lose both hydrogens to hydride or H 2 formation, leaving the
stoichiometric oxide. Except for the most reactive alkali metals, such as pure Li 2s, this is
rarely found to occur. The issue of oxide stability in the presence of water and halides has
yet to be addressed in these studies, but is recognized as perhaps the central feature in
determining the rate of pitting corrosion. Another alternative to protection is the addition
of more noble metals such as Pt, which do not form stable oxides under the conditions cited
here, but which may nevertheless change the reactivity of these RE-TM alloys, possibly
through a purely electronic effect (e.g. change of surface work function). Detailed analyses
of such processes are currently underway.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The opticalcomponents inthedetectionwainof aconventionalmagneto-o_cal (M-O) diskhead include
a half-waveplateand a polarizationbeamsplitter.These polarizationcomponents arebulky and requite
specialized mounting hardware. In ordertorealizea more compact head,we proposethattheseelements
be replacedby an integratedevicecomposed of cascadedvolume and surface-reliefgratings.In this
paper, we describe the proposed system, detail designs for the individual elements, compare theoretical
and prototype element performance, and discuss the operational tolerances of these elements.
Several authors have reported efforts to replace individual conventional elements in the M-O bead
detection train with diffractive elmnents. _'s The most comprehensive of these studies was that of Ono et.
al) in which focus and wacking error signals and the M-O signal were generated using a multifunctional
holographicopticalelemem (HOE). However, the angular separation of the transmitted and diffracted
beams generated by this element (1 e) limits the compactnem of the assembled system (assuming a detector
spacing of 500 sun, the leaky beamsi_tter to detector plane sparing must be gSxoximately 30 nun). Our
proposed device is much more comlm:t because all detection train elements are integrated onto two thin
sub6lrales. Thus, the leaky beamspUller to detection plane distance is appmximalely 8 mm for a 4 mm
diameter beam.
2. DEVICE LAYOUT
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a conv_ M-O head. The detection train is indicated in this
figure. We propose m repll_ the detection train com_ wilh a subsuate-mode device, giving the
system configuration shown in Fisme 2. The leaky beamspUaer m detector distance with this device is
reduced significantly from the convemionM head design (-8 mm as _ to -30 ram). The optical
path of this device is an integrated version of a detection train design pre_ by Milste_ s and
Matsubayashi. _ This differs from the conventional detection train in that clgculady polarized light is
incident on the polarization beamsplitter due to the presence of a quarter-wave retarder.
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The proposed device is detailed in Figure 3. The beam incident on the device from the leaky beamsplitter
is primarily p polarized (the electric field vector in the plane of the drawing). The beam also contains the
small s polarized signal introduced by reflection from the M-O medium as well as any phase difference
introduced between the two polarizations due to the M-O medium, the disk substrate, the folding mirror,
and the leaky beamsplitter. This beam is coupled into the subsu'ate mode by Element 1. This element
is a slanted volume grating fabricated holographically in dichtomated gelatin. This grating has a high
diffraction efficiency and causes negligible polarization conversion (rotation) or phase shift between the
s and p components of the incident beam. After propagating through the substrate, the beam is reflected
from a high spatial frequency lamellar (rectangular) grating at the boundary between the glass substrate
and a metallic layer. This grating acts as a quarter-wave retarder in that the reflected beam has an s-p
phase difference of approximately -9(P, ElemenL 3 is a lamellar grating at the top of the substrate that
is also formed between the glass and a metalliclayer. This grating is orientedso thatthe polarization angle
of the reflected 001 order beam is rotated by 45 ° with respect to that of the incident beam. Thus, the
polarization angle of the beam reflected from this grating is oriented at 45 ° + I Oz[ with respect to the
p polarization component direction. The phase difference between the s and p components of the reflected
beam is 90 °. This means that the beam reflected from Element 3 is nearly circularly polarized. Finally,
a lamellar grating formed between the substrate and air (element 4) acts as a polarization beamsplitter,
separating the s and p polarization components for differential signal detection with a high extinction ratio.
Focus and tracking error sensing is implemented on the s and p polarized beams exiting Element 4. The
propagation directions of these beams vary with wavelength due to the diffractive n,_tre of elements 1-4.
However, a push-pull tracking error signal can be generated from the p polarized beam transmitted by
Element 4 by aligning the split detector so that the beam moves along the separation between the detectors
as the wavelengthvaries.
A focus errorsignal can be generatedfrom the s polarized beam_ by Element4 with an off-axis
pupil obscuration medx_ Bgum 3 shows a focus error sensing path consisting of a reflectively coated
cylindrical lens, a knife-edge, and a split detector. The separation between the detector halves is parallel
to the plane of the paper. In this path, the s polarized bemn comes to a line focus that is inclined with
respect to the detector plane. When the objective is properly focused on the M-O disk, the signal detected
by the left and right detector halves cancels as in the standard pupil obsouation method. For an out of
focus disk, the intensity pattern on the detector plane is asymmetric with respect to the split line of the
detector. 'rnus, while the infinity pattern on the split detector is h/ghly aberrated, its symmetry allows
for focus error signal genemion.
3. COMPONENT AND DEVICE MODEIJNG
The polarization properties of the grming elements composing this device have been calculated using
rigorous vector mupled-wave .J and modal _°grating diffraction models. The modal model has been used
for metallic sexface-rellef grating cases where convergence was not achieved with the coupled-wave
model, xx In this paper, we use the notation of Born and WoW 2 to describe the state of polarization of the
substrate-mode beams. The electric field vector for am eUiptically polarized beam can be written as
E-_A,exp(i[k,cdm-_.]) + [SApexp(i[k,c-wt-4b]). (i)
The polarization state of this beam is felly described by the angular ratio of the s and p polarization
component amplitudes,
a=amn(AJAp),
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and the phase diffenence between the s and p polarization components,
theAn elliptically polarized beam can also be uniquely described by two other angular parameters:
polarization rotation angle O and the ellipticity ¢. These parameters can be related to a and 8 by
_n2O = _m2acos8 (4)
and
sin2_ = sin2osinS. (5)
The grating and incidence geometries used in this paper are defined in Figure 4. A subscript of i denotes
parameters relating to the incident beam and subscripts of r and t denote reflected and transmitted beam
parameter, respectively.
The polarization characteristics required for Elements 1-4 are summarized in Sections 3.1-3.4. In each
section, grating dimensions and incidence parameters are given for m element designed for operation at
a wavelength of 0.780 Inn. F'mally, in Section 3.5, the integrated performance of these four elements is
detailed. For thesecomputations,the l_n_agationanglewithinthesubstratewas chosento be 45° and
thesubstraterefractiveindexwas chosentobe 1.517.For Elements2 and 3,themetallicexternalmedium
was chosento be gold (r_0.175,_=-4.91)._3
3.1 Unselective Incoupler
The first element of this device must couple the normally incident beam into the substrate with high
efficiency and negligible polarization rotation (at,-45°). The period of this grating (A) must be 0.727 IJm
in order to obtain a l_>Pagation angle of 45 ° in the substrtte. We investigated the potential for using a
triangular profile (Hazed) grating as the first element. However, rigorous modeling indicated that
efliciencies greater than 0.5 were not achievable for a surfw_-rellef element in this diffraction geometry.
Thus, we propose that a slanted grating fabricated in dichromated gelatin tDO3) be used for this element.
The conpled-wave volume gra_ model indicatesthata DCG gratingcan theoretically have an efficiency
of 0.9 with negligible change m the incident values of a and k "rnis is possible for a DCG grating with
a period of 0.727 l_m, m emulsion thickness of 8.75 Iml, a bulk emuls/on refractive index of 1.44, and
an index modulation of 0.0435.
3.2 Quarter-Wave itetardm-
The second element in thts device is a metalized lmellar (rectangular) grating. This grating is oriented
with the grating vector either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence (¢g_0 ° or 90°). We have
p_eviously _-,Ix_rtod_'*that this type of greling can function as a quarter-wave retarder. In this device, this
element introduces a -90" s-p phase difference to the incident beam (o_=X_).5 o, _0 °) so that the reflected
beam is nearly cL,culady poiKiz_ All dUYract_l orders other _ the specularly reflected order are
suppressed upon _eflecflan from this gnuJng because the gming period satisfies the relation
A s _[n(_aO+s_00°)], (6)
where n is the sutmme refractive index and e is the propagation angle of the substrate-mode beam with
respect to the grating normal. For the parameters chosen for this device, the maximum allowable period
for tl_s gra_g Ls0.30! _m.
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A lamellar grating coated with gold can inuoduce the desired phase shift to the incident beam. A grating
with d=0.20_ pro, Affi0.3 lain, and d_---0.5 that is oriented with _ag0° gives _=-90 ° and o_---_.5 ° for an
incident beam with 8iffi0° and o_---L-0.5°. The efficiency for reflection from this grating is 0.92.
3.3 Polarization Rotator
The third element of this device is used for polarization rotation (modification of o0 to nearly equalize
the s and p polarization component amplitudes of the substrate-mode beam. This is done with a half-wave
plate in conventional systems to maximize the differentially generated M-O signal. For conical incidence
(_)o) on a lamellar grating at a glass-metal interface, the amount of polarization rotation imparted to the
reflected beam can be chosen by va_ng d and ¢_. A grating with A=0.3 tun, d=0.155 _m, and dc=0.5
oriented with _---44 ° changes the state of polarization from c_=-X-0.5° and _=-90 ° to c_=45 :t: 0.5 ° and
fi,=90 °. The efficiency of reflection from this grating is 0.90.
3.4 Polarization Beamspfitter
Element 4 is a polarization bean]splitter that separates the components of the incident beam with high
efficiency and a high extinction ratio. This is accomplished with a lamellar grating at the boundary
between the lust and second substrates of the device. These substrates must be assembled so that the
grating grooves a_ filled with air (optkal cement or index matching fluid must not fill the grating
gn3oves).
A gr_in 8 of this type with ?,=0.364 Inn, d=0.98 wn, and do=0.3 orlen_d-with_,0 e functions as a PBS
for this device. The p polarization component is transmitted by this grating without angular deviation
with an efficiency of 0.99 and an exttm:tton ratio of 138 (EIR-A_Au, _. The s polarization component
is diffracted into the +lst order which lies tn a direction that is perpendicular to the p polarized beam. The
diffraction efficiency'for s polarized lisht is 0.92 and the extinction ratio is 74.
3.5 Perfornmnce of Cascaded Gratings
The l_vious sections indicate that it is theoretically possible for grating elements to fimcflon as the
polarization com[xmet_ requited In am M-O head detection train. Figu_ 5 summarizes the calculated
properties of the grating elements. The throughput efficiency for elements 1-4 is 0.74 for p polarization
and 0.7 for s polarization.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Efforts an_ underway In our iabont_ry to fabricate the four diffngtive components used in this device.
To this point, we have _ on f'a_cating Elements 2 and 3. These elements consist of silver-
coated photon_ist 8nuinSs on _da-lime substrates. These eleiii_-have been designed for Use at a
wavelensth of 0.6328 pm to simplify the measugemcmt of their polarization _.
Figure 6 is a gaming electron microgmph of a phoe3resist grating fabricated In our laboratory. To
fabricate this and other _ Shlpley]805 series positive photoresist Was diluted to give nominal film
thicknesses of 0.25 IJm after sp/tming at 4000 rpm on __--_-_,l_-subsUi_ _ G_ were then
holographically generated In the pho_w, sist la_ using the F_esnel mirror method of _ts at a
wavelength of 0.4579 _ The-_o]'_ _W-as-_ robe 0=24 lan-to ___
orders other than the Oth reflected. __ _ were monitored during development using a teclmique
reported by Li et. al.xs to ensure developm_to _ _bstrate. .... _ _ _ ....
Following postdevelopment bakin8, 0.2 _n of silver was sputtered onto the photoreslst-gritings. Silver
was used for the metallic coating because it is a better reflector than gold at Z=0.6328 _n: _ refractive
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indices of the subsu'ate and silver were measured with a Gaermer L116C ellipsometer. The substrate
refractive index was found to asn_ with the mantdacturer's specification of 1.517. The real and
imaginary pans of the silver refractive index were measured to be n=0.12 + 0.02, and r=-2.48 + 0.01.
Measurement of the Fresnel reflection coefficient for incidence on the silver from the glass substrate
confu'med the validity of these measurements. The period of this grating was measured optically to be
0.241:1:0.001 _m, and the depth and duty cycle were estimated from the micrograph to be 0.28 + 0.02
pm and 0.65 :k 0.05 respectively. The polarization state of a beam specularly reflected from the grating
in Figure 6 was measured using the ellipsometer. A 45-45-90 prism was index matched to the back
surface of the substrate to simulate substrate-mode incidence on the grating at 45 °.
Figures 7a and 7b show experimental and calculated results for a polarization rotation grating (Element
3). Figure 7a is a plot of measured output polarization rotation angle (_) ve_'us azimuthal angle • for
p polarized light incident on the grating (a_=O°, 8,---0°). Note that at an azimuthal angle of incidence of
-55 ° , this grating gives the desired output polarization angle of 45 ° . Plotted along with the experimental
data are calculated results for reflection from a lamellar photoresist grating coated with silver with
dc=0.65, A=0.241, d=0.24, n_emm=l.64, and the substrate and silver indices as above. The discrepancies
between the curves can be atwibuted to the poor approximation of the actual grating profile by a lamellar
profile.
Figure 7b shows measured and calculated diffraction efficiencles for this grating. The efficiencies are low
(-0.5) because of the small value of the _aginary part of the silver refractive index. "I'nis value is
dependent upon the method of deposition, which was sputtering for this elemem. Typical values for
evaporated silver are neat 4.0, which would increase the element efficiency.
5. OPERATIONAL TOLERANCES FOR GRATING ELEMENTS
The theoretical analyses of Section 3 indicate that it is possible to design the gratings required for the
proposed detection train device. However, the impact of wavelength and incident phase difference
variations on the performance of the elements must be evaluated.
The wavelength of laser diodes produced for use in M-O heads varies due to manufacmrin8 tolerances.
A realistic estimate of this variation is :tO.01 _un about the design value, which is 0.780 Inn for the device
we have modeled. This wavelength vm_ttion directly impacts the performance of Elements 1-4.
Additionally, the pfopagntion angle within the subetrate in our l:m3fosed device is wavelength dependent
due to the incoupling volume grating. For a beam normally incident on the incouplin8 grating, the
propagation angle of the subsUMe-mode beam is glvm by
e=as_7,/nA). (7)
SubstitulLqgtheperiodofthisgrating(0.732pro),thesubstmterefractive index(n=1.517),and therange
ofthewavelengthvariation(0.77pm to0.79pro)intothisequationgivestherangeofpropagationangles
within the_ mbstrme for which the elements must perform.
We investigated the influence of wavelength variation (with associated angle of incident variation) on the
throughput efficiency of this device, the polarization state incident on Element 4, and the extinction ratios
for the beams transmitted by Element 4. Figure 8 is a plot of system throughput efficiency for ar.--_.5 °
and _ as a function of wavelength. The Ist Qrder efficiency in this plot co_ to the s polarized
beam diffracted by the PBS for focus error sensing. The 0th order efficiency corresponds to the p
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polarized beam used for tracking error sensing. An efficiency of greater than 0.69 for p polarization and
0.66 for s polarization is maintained over a wavelength range of 0.780:1:0.01
Figure 9 is a plot of the rotation angle _ of the beam incident on Element 4 as a function of wavelength
for system input angles of ¢_=-_.5 °. Note that while the values of _ for both incident rotation angles
vary with wavelength, the separation between the two remains constant. Thus, minimal signal degradation
occurs. The phase of this beam is not plolxed because it is nearly invariant to wavelength variations.
Figure 10 is a plot of the extinction ratio of the s polarized 1st order and the p polarized 0th order
diffracted by Element 4 (for the design of Section 3.4) as a function of wavelength. For this design, the
extinction ratio of the s polarized 1st order is degraded with wavelength variation. However, the minimum
extinction ratio of 31 _11 allows for differential signal generation.
An additional factor that inflmmces the performance of the mtadon grating ('Element 3) is deviation of the
incident state of polarization from left circular. As _ deviates from -90 °, the magnitude of the Kerr
rotation component is decreased after rotation (e.g, _ffii-O.5 ° may be mapped to _=45.0 + 0.4 ° by
reflection from the rotation grating). 'l'nis is very undesirable, as this is a direct reduction of the signal.
Figure 11 is a plot of rotation angle ¢_ versus b, for the design of section 3 with o_ffi0.5°. A typical range
of _ for the incident beam is :1:30° due to varying media eilipticities, M-O disk substrate bi_efringences,
and phase diffenmces introduced by the turning mirror and leaky beamsp/itter. This figure shows that the
maximmn signal degradation is 20% over _ nmge of _.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have Ixesented a novel device for providing M-O signal generation and error signal
generation in a compact package. We also have presented gratings as polarization components in the M-O
head detection train. We have experimentally demtmstmted the polarization properties of one of the
elements composing our _ detection train device. This work suggests that significant
miniaturization of the detection train c_m be accomplished if a minor decease in detection train
performance can be tolerated.
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Fig. 6. Scanning Electron Micrograph of a photoresist grating fabricated in our laboratory.
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Fig. 7a. Measured and calculaW.d values of the polarization rotation angle after reflection from the
grating of Figure 6 (c_=O°) as a function of the azimuthal angle of incidence.
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ABSTRACT
We describe the modelling and fabrication of waveguide grating couplers with out-
coupling efficiencies into a single diffracted order nearing 100%. Termed Single Leakage-
Channel Grating Couplers (or SLCGCs), these devices utilize a high-reflectivity dielectric stack
to reflect the out-coupled beam diffracted toward the substrate, back up into the air region where
it constructively adds with the beam diffracted into the air region. Computer modelling shows
that the branching ratio and the leakage rate can be independently controlled, and that the
branching ratio is independent of grating depth and grating period. A SLCGC with a branching
rado of 97.1% was fabricated using a combination of vacuum evaporation and wet-chemical
techniques.
Key words: grating coupler, thin film, integrated optics, multilayer waveguide
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L Introduction
The theoretical tools for understanding and analyzing waveguide grating couplers
have been well-established for years 1_. In addition, numerous techniques exist for the
fabrication of waveguide gratings a'4. However, several practical issues have limited the
commercialization of devices which incorporate grating couplers. These include an
undesirable exponentially decaying output beam profile, wavelength sensitivity, and low
input and output coupling efficiencies. The first two issues have received considerable
attention in the literature sg. The last issue is the primary topic of this paper.
When used as output couplers, typical symmetric-groove gratings split (via
diffraction) the guided mode into two beams, of approximately equal power, one going
into the cladding and the other going into the substrate. Generally, during device
operation only a single out-coupled beam is utilized. As a result about half of the guided
mode energy is wasted. Although prism couplers provide 100% efficient out-coupling into
a single beam, they are impractical for integrated-optic applications due to their bulkiness
and non-planar nature.
As a potential solution to this problem, Peng and Tamir 1° first proposed the use of
blazed (or asymmetric groove profile) grating couplers to selectively scatter the modal
energy, and showed that these devices can have branching ratios (defined in eqn. 2 in
the next section) close to 100%. Many authors "1_ have reported on the experimental
W
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demonstration of blazed gratings in both microwave and optical regimes, with branching
ratios of 90-98.4% having been achieved. Without a doubt, blazing of the grating profile
has proven to be an effective technique for fabricating very efficient couplers. However,
technological problems persist in generating large groove slopes for near vertical
incidence. Moreover (and more importantly), geometric constraints imposed by blazing
can create a conflict between a chosen leakage rate, cz, and the branching ratio. A
typical example of this is illustrated with the help of figure 1.
Consider a typical triangular-profile blazed grating as shown in figure 1, which has
period A, depth d=, and slope angle e. The leakage rate, (generally given in units of cm")
effectively is the rate at which the energy is coupled out of the guide and thus, it
determines the out-coupled beam size. Although o¢depends on various waveguide
parameters, it is most strongly dependent on dg, and in fact, saturates beyond a certain
d=. The branching ratio typically is a single-maximum function of e, with the maximum
branching ratio generally occurring for 8=400-60 °. The problem arises when the device
designer needs to choose an unsaturated value for o¢. In this case, once o¢is chosen, dg
becomes fixed. However, the do needed to give the desired (z likely is not the same d0
required to give the optimal 0 (and thus the optimal branching ratio). Thus, the
interdependence of (z, do, 0, and the branching ratio results in a loss of design flexibility.
Moreover, note that (from fig. 1) for grating periods in the 0.20-0.50 IJ.mrange (typical for
integrated optic applications), slope angles of 400-60 ° require very deep gratings.
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Waveguide grating couplers with branching ratios as high as 96% also have been
demonstrated using holographically fabricated slanted index modulation volume phase
gratings 141e on (or in) a waveguiding structure. However, the long-term stability and
mechanical strength of the photosensitive and/or waveguiding materials, in addition to
compatibility issues, make the broader application of this technique questionable.
Another recent (and somewhat different) approach lr'la which yielded branching
ratios of 90%, utilized two gratings of the same period, but different depths, separated by
a thin coating, and phase shifted with respect to each other, to create an interference
effect of the diffracted orders. While this scheme
applications, its implementation in a broad range of
configurations will likely prove to be difficult.
is quite attractive
material systems
for certain
and device
Recently, Agrawal et ai. l° proposed placing a dielectric stack on the substrate to
reflect light diffracted toward the substrate back up and out of the device, and thus
creating highly efficient coupling into a single diffraction order. However, such a device
was never demonstrated. The remainder of this paper will examine such a structure in
detail, and present design criteria, modelling and fabrication results, and alternate
configurations of the basic device. We will show that this flexible design concept allows
for easily implemented device configurations with independent control of the branching
ratio and leakage rate, and that it also is applicable to vadable depth gratings and chirped
gratings. In addition, we will describe a device that has been fabricated using a
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combination of vacuum-deposition and wet-chemical techniques.
97.1% has been measured for this device.
A branching ratio of
II. Grating Coupler Background
Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of atypical waveguide grating coupler. The
indexes of the cladding, film, and substrate are given respectively by n=, nf, and n=,while
the film thickness is designated as 4. The grating period and grating depth are
represented by A and do. In the output Coupling configuration shown, a guided wave
incident on the grating region is diffracted (or "leaked" out) into two (leakage) channels,
one into the substrate and one into the cladding. The diffraction angle, 0=, is related to
the waveguide and grating parameters by
where _ is a negative integer (usually -1 ), ;L is the free-space wavelength, and N,a is the
effective refractive index of a particular guided mode. Generally, grating couplers with
symmetric groove profiles are designed to have only two leakage channels, in an effort
to eliminate energy loss into undesired diffraction orders. Typically, the branching ratios
in these devices range between 40-60%. The branching ratio, R=, is defined as the ratio
of the power into a particular channel to the sum of the powers into all channels:
%#
20"7
(2)
For the remainder of this paper, when the term "branching ratio* is used, it is
implied that we mean the branching ratio into the cladding (air) region.
To reduce effective losses during output coupling, it is highly desirable to have
most or all of the incident energy diffracted into a single leakage-channel. The following
section describes a device, which we will refer to as a Single Leakage-Channel Grating
Coupler, or SLCGC, to accomplish such a task.
III. SLCGC Principle of Operation
The objective of the SLCGC structure shown in Figure 3 is to prevent the loss of
energy coupled into the substrate by depositing a high-reflectivity quarterwave dielectric
stack between the substrate and film to reflect the out-coupled light back toward the air
region where it constructively adds with the light originally coupled into the air region. A
simplistic ray-optic representation is shown to demonstrate such operation.
The re_lectivity of the dielectric stack, with its alternating high (H) and low (L)
refractive index quarterwave layers, ultimately determines the maximum branching ratio
which can be achieved in a given device. As the number of stack layers increases, or
as the refractive index difference between the H and L layers increases, the reflectivity
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correspondingly increases.
The buffer layer serves a dual purpose. The first is to act as an auxiliary substrate
to isolate the film layer from the potentially Iossy stack. Since the stack layers generally
have high propagation losses (as compared to the film) predominantly due to scattering
at the interfaces (which is aggravated by the large index difference between adjacent
layers), and/or due to inferior material qualities, an appropriate thickness is necessary to
minimize the guided energy propagating within the stack layers, and to avoid perturbation
of the desired propagation constant. The second purpose of the buffer layer is to serve
as a phase compensation layer to ensure that constructive addition of the two beams
occurs in the air region. As will be shown in the next Section, the branching ratio can be
strongly dependent on the buffer layer thickness.
IV. Design Considerations / Modelling Results
The theoretical data presented in tigures 5-7 are generated by a computer program
based on the modal method of Botten el al.=° for analyzing plane wave diffraction by a
rectangular-groove grating. The conversion, or extension of the diffraction grating theory
to a waveguide grating theory is straight-forwaro =1. The analysis is rigorous in the sense
that the only approximation is an unavoidable matrix truncation during numerical
implementation. Further details on the theoretical analysis and numerical modelling of the
device (in conjunction with model validation) will appear in a future publication.
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In the device configuration explicitly discussed in this paper, the SLCGC is a
multimode structure, capable of supporting many TE and TM modes. Consider a device
with a 9-layer stack (5H + 4L) of alternating H and L quarterwave layers (at ;L=0.5145
I_m), and having the configuration shown in figure 3, and the parameters shown in table
1. In the numerical modelling, the photoresist (grating) layer is treated as an equivalent
uniform medium of thickness 0.100 p.m and root-mean-square refractive index (between
air, n==1.00, and photoresist, n==1.66) of 1.370.
Table 2 shows the effective indexes at ;L=0.5145 IJ.m for all the TE modes of the
structure. The electric field intensity profiles for the T_ and TE4 modes are shown in
Figure 4. The high-loss TEo-TE= modes have nearly all of their energy propagating within
the stack layers, and thus are not of significant interest here. Note that the TE 3 and TE,
modes have rather similar mode profiles. Based on the modelling of numerous different
device configurations with varying parameters, the similarity in these mode profiles
appears to be much more a special case than the general case (but happens to be the
case for the device we have fabricated). The TE4 mode is the desired mode in this
structure because more of its energy is confined in the low-loss film layer.
In addition to mode profile considerations, the designer must be careful to ensure
that the effective indexes (and thus the coupling angles) of adjacent modes (TEa and TE,
in this case) are adequately separated to prevent inadvertent launching of the wrong
mode. The easiest parameter to adjust for this purpose is film thickness.
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The choice ofthe number of H-L layersto includeinthe stackislargelydependent
upon the desired branching ratio,and the indexes of the materialsto be used. As the
number oflayersinthe stackincreases,thestackreflectivJty(and thusthe branching ratio)
correspondingly increases. The stack reflectJvity is both polarization and angle
dependent, and thus the grating period (which effectively controls the angle of the light
incident on the stack) and the polarization state of the propagating mode become
important considerations. The center wavelength of the reflectance/transmittance
spectrum of the stack is chosen to coincide with the operating wavelength of the device.
V The branching ratio as a function of buffer layer thickness is shown in Figure 5, for
devices having either 3-layer or 9-layer stacks. Note the following:
The maximum achievab/ebranching ratiode.ntis on the number of layersinthe
stack,(99.2'/=forthe 9-1ayer,and 87.4% forthe 3-1ayer)and isperiodicwithbuffer
layerthickness.
.
o
The branching ratio becomes n_ea_ independent of the buffer layer thickness over
a broad range, as the nu_r of _iayers increases. This considerably eases
the fabrication tolerances on index and thickness control of the individual layers.
Although not explicitly shown in the plot, the minimum (practical) buffer layer
thickness is dictated by material quality considerations. As de decreases, more
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guided energy (from the desired mode) is propagated in the stack, and guided-
mode losses increase. For example, with the materials we used, a minimum buffer
layer of -0.42 IJ.m was necessary before losses stabilized to 2 dB/cm for the
desired TE4 mode.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the flexibility and potential utility of the general
design concept. Figure 6 shows the behavior of the branching ratio and the leakage rate,
as a function of grating depth, while figure 7 shows the branching ratio as a function of
grating period. A buffer thickness of 0.42 I_m is assumed for both plots. Notice that in
both cases, the branching ratio effectively is independent of the grating parameters. This
has two important implications:
.
,
The design concept allows for independent control of both the leakage rate (which
is strongly dependent on grating depth) and thus of out-coupled beam size, and
the branching ratio.
Because the branching ratio is insensitive to the grating parameters, the design
concept also should work with variable groove depth and chirped (variable groove
spacing) gratings. As a result, high branching ratios can be engineered into grating
devices which also possess beam-shaping and focussing capabilities.
9
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V. SLCGC Fabrication / Results
A successful device exhibiting a 97.1% branching ratio into air has been fabricated
using a combination of vacuum-evaporation and wet-chemical (sol-gel) techniques. A 9-
layer stack, with alternating quarterwave layers of TiO= (n.=2.38) and SiOz (nL=1.46), and
a center wavelength of 3L=0.5145 I_m, was deposited on a 2"x1"xl mm fused silica
substrate using vacuum evaporation". After sonic cleaning the stack for 5 min in pure,
dehydrated ethanol to prepare the surface for further processing, the stack was fired at
500 ° C for 30 rain. The furnace bake was performed in an attempt to further densify the
structure, and to minimize microstructural changes and stresses in the stack incurred
during the subsequent heat-processing of the sol-gel buffer and film layers. The 500 ° C
heat treatment shifted the stack spectrum -10 nm toward the blue, probably due to a
slight densification of the materials. Figure 8 shows the measured reflectance spectrum
of the post-bake 9-layer stack, at a 5 ° angle of incidence.
The buffer layer and film layer were fabricated using wet-chemically derived
solutions _3_4 spin-coated in a class 100 clean-room environment. The buffer layer was
a 13:87 mol% TiO2:SiO2 solution' yielding amorphous glass films of refractive index 1.49.
To achieve the desired buffer layer thickness, two layers were deposited. The film layer
was fabricated by spin-coating a 35:65 tool% "l'iOz:SiO2 solution which yielded an
amorphous glass film of refractive index 1.663 and thickness 0.20 I_m (in a single layer).
Each sol-gel layer was baked at 500 ° C for 30 rain. Using these materials and buffer
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layer thicknesses above -0.42 p.m, the loss of the TE4 mode was 2.0 dB/cm at _.=0.5145
p.m. As a comparison, the loss of the TE 3 mode was 6.8 dB/cm (recall the field profiles
of figure 4). Entire 5 and 7-layer SLCGCs have been fabricated using the sol-gel
materials, but these results are reported elsewhere =`. It is interesting to note that the
entire structure can be fabricated in only two materials, and by using any of the common
thin-film deposition methods, or combinations thereof (as long as the materials are of
sufficiently low loss).
The 0.30 I_m pedod grating, designed to give a -10 ° angle for the out-coupled
beams, was fabricated using a holographic technique. Shipley 1805 positive photoresist
was diluted 1:1 with Shipley type P thinner, to yield 0.1000 I_ deep coatings (on top of
the multilayer structure) when spun at 5800 rpm for 30 sec. The grating exposure was
carried out using the 0.4579 p.m line of an etalon-tuned Argon-ion laser. After this first
exposure, a transparent mask (on a 2"x1"x1 mm glass slide) with two rectangular (15 mm
x 4 ram) opaque aluminized regions separated by 1 cm, was placed against the exposed
photoresist grating. The resulting mask/grating sandwich was held in front of a xenon-arc
__ .- _= . ..... _-_-_ _- _ _._._ _-_ _ _i_ __ _ ........
lamp for 60 sec to completely expose all regions of the photoresist, except for the two
rectangular regions, and thus to delineate an input and output grating. At this point, an
in-situ developing technique z= was utilized to ensure that the resulting gratings were
developed down to the film. The entire structure then was baked at 110 ° C for 30 rain
to harden the photoresist gratings.
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To test the SLCGC, the 0.5145 p.m line of an Argon-ion laser was run through a
Glan-Thompson polarizer to give a TE polarized beam, and then gently focused (using
a 200 mm focal length piano-convex lens) onto the input grating. The SLCGC was
rotated and translated until the TE, mode was optimally coupled in. A Si PIN photodiode,
connected to a picoammeter, was placed 5 mm from the output grating (first on the air
side, and then on the substrata side) to capture the out-coupled light and convert it to a
current. Care was taken to reduce background radiation. The resulting current on the
picoammeter was used to calculate the branching ratio as follows:
(3)
where Iu and lu are the currents generated in the photodiode by the out-coupled light.
Using this procedure, an average (over several locations on the device) branching ratio
of 97.1% (:1:1%) was measured. The theoretical branching ratio from Fig. 5 (indicated by
the "x') is 96.2%.
Considering the somewhat limited accuracy with which we know the buffer layer
thickness (_'-0.02 p.m), and that the theoretical design point shown by the "xw in figure 5
is not on a fiat region of that plot, the agreement between the theoretical and
experimentally measured branching ratio is surprisingly good. While this single sample
is insufficient to validate the computer model, it does demonstrate the validity and
usefulness of the design concept. Work continues in the fabrication of more devices in
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order to obtain enough data points to validate the model.
VI. Future Appllcatlons
By extending the work reported in this paper, several interesting and potentially
useful device configurations can be envisioned:
As mentioned previously, the basic SLCGC design can be combined with variable
depth gratings to form efficient couplers with beam-shaping capabilities, or with
chirped gratings to form efficient focusing elements.
Although only a simple broadband quarterwavestack design was utilizedhere, the
reflecting stack easily could be designed to perform filtedng and/or polarizing
functions as well.
• Instead of placing the buffer layer and reflector under the guiding film and grating.
they could be placed on top of the grating region. This would allow for the
preferred single-mode device operation, while retaining a high branching ratio in
structures where it is not possible to place the stack between the substrate and
guiding region, such as in ion-exchanged or ion-diffused waveguides.
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VII. Conclusions
We have modelled the characteristics of the SLCGC proposed by Agrawal et al. lg
and have fabricated the device using vacuum deposit/on and wet-chemical techniques.
The branching ratio of the SLCGC has been measured to be 97.1%, much greater than
the typical values of 40-60% exhibited by unmodified output couplers. Modelling indicates
that the SLCGC branching ratio is independent of grating depth and period, but depends
upon the buffer layer thickness when the number of layers in the reflective stack is small.
As the number of stack layers increases, the branching ratio becomes independent of the
buffer layer thickness over a broad range. These modelling results indicate that
fabrication tolerances on the layer and grating components of the SLCGC are quite broad.
They also indicate that the SLCGC design concept can be applied to more sophisticated
grating applications including focussing and beam-shaping elements.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 - Configuration of a typical triangular-groove profile blazed grating.
Figure 2 - Schematic illustration of a symmetric-groove profile waveguide grating coupler,
and it's basic operation.
Figure 3 - Ray-optic schematic illustration of a 9-layer stack SLCGC, and it's principle of
operation for achieving high branching ratios.
Figure 4 - Transverse electric field intensity profiles for the device illustrated in figure 3,
and with the parameters given in Table 1, for the TE_ (dashed line) and TE4
(solid line) guided modes. The vertical lines represent the boundaries between
adjacent layers. The waveguiding layer is centered at 0.0. The horizontal axis
is in units of p.m.
Figure 5 - Plot of branching ratio (%) vs. buffer layer thickness (_m) for devices having
3 layers (dashed line) and 9-layers (solid line) in the dielectric stack. Devices
having 5 and 7 layer stacks fall between these two plots. The 'x' indicates the
point where the 9-layer stack device falls.
V
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Figure 6 - Plot of branching ratio (%) and leakage rate (cm1) vs. grating depth (IJ.m), for
a 9-layer stack SLCGC. The solid line is the branching ratio. The dashed line
is the leakage rate. The arrows indicate which vertical axis corresponds to
each curve. Note that branching ratio effectively is independent of both grating
depth, and leakage rate.
Figure 7 - Plot of branching ratio (%) vs. grating period _m), for a 9-layer stack SLCGC,
showing that branching ratio effectively is independent of the grating period.
Figure 8 - Plot of measured reflectance vs. _. for a 9-layer stack, after baking at 500 ° C
for 30 min. Peak refiectivity is 97.5% in the range 500-507 rim.
Table 1 - Modelling and fabrication parameters for the SLCGC structure shown in figure
3.
Table 2 - Computed effective indexes for the TE modes (at _.=0.5145 I_m) of a nine-layer
stack SLCGC (shown in figure 3) having the parameters listed in table 1.
%J
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n,=1.461
nH=2.380
nL=l .460
dH=0.0525 p.m
dt.=0.0856 p.m
na=1.49
nf=1.663 dr---0.200 p.m
Table 1
ng=1.66
A=0.30 p.m
do=0.10 p.m
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Mode Neff
TEo
TE,
TE2
TE3
TE4
1.8870
1.8204
1.7056
1.5460
1.5328
Table 2
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A MODAL ANALYSIS OF
DIFFRACTION GRATINGS IN CONICAL MOUNTINGS
Lifeng Li
Optical Sciences Center
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ, 85721, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT. A rigorous modal analysis of lamellar gratings, i.e.,
gratings having rectangular grooves, in conical mountings is presented. It is
an extension of the analysis of Botten et aL which considered non-conical
mountings. A key step in the extension is a decomposition of the
electromagnetic field in the grating region into two orthogonal components.
A computer program implementing this extended modal analysis is capable of
dealing with plane wave diffraction by dielectric and metallic gratings with
deep grooves, at al:bitrary angles of incidence, and having arbitrary incident
polarizations. Some numerical examples are included.
1. INTRODUCTION
The modal approach has been applied by many authors to lamellar, non-perfectly
conducting gratings in the past [1-10]. Most noticeably, Bonen et al. [5-7] presented a series
of three papers, in 1981, on the modal analysis of dielectric, finitely conducting, and highly
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conducting lameUar gratings. Their work was later formulated in a more systematic way, and
its certain numerical aspects were improved, by Suratteau et al. [8] and by Tayeb and Petit
[9]. However, these analyses are limited to non-conical mountings. In many applications,
lamellar gratings are used in conical mountings [11]. Recently, a modal analysis of lamellar
gratings in conical mountings was presented by Peng [12].
The present work differs substantially from that of Peng [12] in mathematical
formulation and numerical implementation. In Peng's work, the validity of the
decomposition of the electromagnetic field in the corrugated region into two orthogonal
components is assumed without proof. The eigen-functions (the modal fields in the
corrugated region) for a grating in a conical mountings are constructed by geometrical means
from the 'rE and TM eigen-functions for the grating in a equivalent non-conical (also called
classical) mounting. The completeness and orthogonality of the eigen-funcfions assembled
in this manner are not addressed. In this paper, the eigen-funcfions along with their
completeness and orthogonality are derived rigorously and systematically from the boundary-
value problems.
The present work can be considered as an extension of the works of Botten et al. and
Suratteau et aL to conical mountings. A key step in its development is the proof of the field
decomposition mentioned above. Once this is done, the task of finding eigenvalues and
eigen-functions for a conical mounting reduces to that of a classical mounting, and the
previous results of the above authors, including their powerful and sophisticated numerical
W
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methods for finding the eigenvalues, can be used.
The mathematical formulation of the modal analysis is presented in section 2, and the
numerical aspects of the analysis are addressed in section 3. Section 4 provides some
numerical results. The validity of the field decomposition is proved in Appendix A. For the
sake of the normal flow of the paper, some of the results available in Ref. 5-9 are re-stated
in sections 2 and 3, but often are formulated differently. In other instances, the reader is
referred to the original references.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
2.1. Notation
A lamellar grating in a con/ca/diffraction configuration is depicted in Fig. 1. The
coordinate system is chosen such that the x-axis is perpendicular to, and the z-axis is parallel
to, the grating grooves, and the y-axis is the normal of the overall structure. A
monochromatic plane wave of vacuum wavelength )-o is incident on the lamellar grating at
a polar angle 0 and an azimuthal angle 0. The range of 0 is 0 _<0 < I,/2 and that of ¢
is -st < 0 < _r, with the clockwise direction being the positive direction for ¢. The same
conventions will be used for the diffracted waves that are not shown. The incident
polarization is in general elliptical.
The geometry of the lamellar grating is shown in Fig. 2. The grating period is d, and
the widths of medium 1 and medium 2 are d I and d z. We shall call the regions of space
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where y > h/2, y < - h/2, and - h/2 < y < hi2, regions 1, 2, and 0, respectively, where h is
the grating groove depth. We shah use the superscript (]), where j = 1, 2, to denote
quantities associated with regions j and the subscript j to denote quantities associated with
the two media in region 0. Thus, the permittivity and permeability of the medium in region
1 are e Ct)and _s0), and those in region 2 are e(2) and _(2). The permittivity and permeability
of region 0 areperiodicfunctionsofx,
E(x) =E I, _(x) =_i,
E(x) =_, _(x) = _2,
o_ Ixl_dJ2, I (I)
a,12< Ixl<all2. J
Although for most optical applications, the permeability is a constant and equals that of the
vacuum, to reveal the symmetry of the electric and magnetic fields, _t and _ are formally
assumed to be different. The Gaussian system of units is used in this paper.
Let ko be the magnitude of the vacuum wave-vector. The magnitudes of the wave-
vector in regions j - 1, 2 and region 0 are denoted by kO and k(x),
k_2. c_) l+¢n/c_, (2)
_:(x) - E(x)_(X)ko2. (3)
The wave-vector of the inddent plane wave is
_". ko)(_sinec,,_ - _cose + tsmesin+). (4)
We denote the z-component of the incident wave-vector by k,,
k,= kO)sinOsin4,. (5)
and we definethe reduced magnitudes of thewave-vectorsby _')and _:(x),
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(6)
(7)
Since the physical problem is time and z-invariant, the electromagnetic field may be
assumed to be of the form
E(x,y,z,O - _x,y) • l_-''', (8a)
H(x,y,z,t) -/.7(x,y) • i_'l"' (8b)
Throughout this paper, i = J-1. Substituting (Sa) and (8b) into MaxweH's equations, we
may express the transverse components of the electromagnetic field in terms of the
longitudinal (z) components,
E,tx.,y) -
c_2(x)[ kzVtE:(x,y) - _ko_xVrHz(x,y) ], (9a)
fl,(x,y) - (9b)
where V_ = ._ + _9_. So in solving the conical diffraction problem, it is only necessary to
work with the z-components of the electric and magnetic fields.
As usual, the fields above and below the corrugated region may be written in
Rayleigh expansions [13]:
E_(x,y)- l_ • ÷ ,
_m -Q
(lOa)
H:(x,y) ffi I_(*) ci"_- tr_)y + _., R_h)ei,,_ • tP_.)y
llvD -4m
(lOb)
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for y > h/2, and
Ez(x,,y ) . _ _)e'":-')_ ', (11a)
Ru-_
+t
//z(x,y) = _ T_a),":-'l? ' (llb)
mm-_
W
for y < h/2, where
a, =a0 + 2nnld, a0 = kV)sin0coe4_, (12)
[!(/)2 . /_(/)2 2 . (13)
_.., I,,.[P(.J)I,' o
In (10) and (I1), I: (0, I: 0), R,, (c), R,, 0), T,("), and T,,q') are, respectively, the complex
amplitudes of the z-components of the incident and diffracted electric and magnetic fields
in regions 1 and 2.
2.2. Field Decomposition
Suppose h tends to infinity in Fig. 2, yielding a medium that is periodic in x and
infinite in y and z. If the general expression for the electromagnetic field in this infinite
medium is known, by imposing the interface conditions at y = ± h/2 between this field and
those givenin (10)and (11),we can determine allthe unknown fieldamplitudes.
Q
W
U
w
qW
For a z- and y-invariant medium, the following system of equations for the fields E z
and H z can be derived from the original Maxwelrs equations
W
W
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wvk./
v
(14)I 0.
£2 a a a2 2
To determine the modal representation of the electromagnetic field we need to solve (14)
subject to the pseudo-periodic boundary conditions [13]
E,(d/2,y) .. • ''_E,(-d/2,y), H,(d/2,y) - e ''o+H,(-a/2,y), 'I
_(d/2,y) = e"'OE'--_-(-d/2,y),"_ (d/2'y). e''ed-_(-d/2'y)"I (15)
In addition, we also need the interface conditions for the fields and their derivatives at the
medium discontinuities. However, the burden of mentioning the interface conditions can be
relieved if we understand Maxwell's equations in the sense of distn'bution [13].
Equation (14) is a coupled system of equations for E, and H v whose direct solution
] J_ _seems to bedifficult. However, by the following field decomposition, its solution is simplified.
In a z- and y-invariant medium, an electromagnetic field is said to be EJ. (Ha.) if the x-
component of its electric (magnetic) field vanishes. Let the superscript (e) denote the Ea.
field, and (h) the Ha. field. Then from (9)
,_ a ,.,(,> (16a)
,t,_.a__,_(,>..-t+_"_,,, - o,
a H m a (16b)
,,,, , - , to .o.
In Appendix A, we prove that any field (E+ ,H,) T, where superscript T signifies matrix
transpose, satisfying (14) and (15) can be uniquely expressed as a sum of an .Ea. field and
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an Ha. field, and these two component fields satisfy (14) and (15) independently. Thus the
task of solving the vector-valued boundary-value problem (14) plus (15) is reduced to two
independent scalar ones to be derived below.
Using (16a) to eliminate H_ from the first equation of (14), and using (16b) to
elLminate E: in the second of (14), we obtain,
a(l aE(,) ) 0a E(o) + _aE_) = 0 '0y 2 :
• _ gg, ) 0y-_,
(17a)
(17b)
In these two equations, the electric field and the magnetic field are no longer coupled.
Actually, these two equations are identical to the equations for the TE and TM polarized
fields in classical mountings [5-8], provided that/d is replaced by _.
The symmetry exhibited by (17a) and (1To) with respect to Ez Ce)and H_ h) and with
respect to, and/_ suggests that they can be rewritten as
o,,,o_.(±a_vo,) . L , e vo, . o, (18)
where, and henceforth, s = e, h, and
F _) = R(*) F_) = R (_ o_ o _)
_, , .., , -_(x), =,(x). (19)
Let G O) denote quantities complementary to F O) such that
G (,) = F/o) G(A) = F_(h)
--Z J --Z "
(20)
Then, (16a) and (16b) become
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=Go) = 8o) k: 0 Fo), (21)
ao_k, ax
where
8 tt) - - 1, 8 tk) - 1. (22)
The new notations introduced in (19), (20), and (22) allow the E± and H_. fields to be
treated identically in the rest of this paper.
V
V
Let a trial solution of (18) be
F_(x,y) ffi u_(x) _t_(y).
Then the standard procedure of separation of variables leads to
÷ : o,
(23)
(24)
where _.(*)is a constant. The differential equation (24) and the boundary conditions (15)
together pose a boundary-value problem which is considered in the next section.
2.3. The Boundary-Value Problem
In this secti-on and the next'sectibn, fdr-slmpliCity, we omit the superscript (s) in the
Let L be a differential operator defined byrelevant quantifies.
(25)
Then the boundary-value problem for determining the eigenvalues and the eigen-functions
of the modal fields is given by
=
V
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Lit = pu,
u(all2) - e'''f u(- dl2),
u'(dl2) = e"_'u'(-al2),
(26)
where a prime indicates the differentiation with respect to x, and
p = _2. (27)
Let us now define an inner product (,) for any two integrable, complex-valued functions
(u,v) ; f.12 1
-.12_-_ .(x) _x),_.
u(x) and v(x) by
(28)
where a bar indicates the complex conjugate. For a lossless dielectric grating (e(x) > 0, _(x)
> 0), it is easily seen that L is self-adjoint, i.e.,
(l.u,v) = (u, Lv) (29) g
From the theory of ordinary differential equations [14], we know that the eigenvalues
determined by the boundary-value problem (26)ar e real and they fo_ a denumerable
sequence. Furthermore, the eigen-functions form a complete, orthonormal basis in the sense
that any continuous and piecewise differentiable functionf(x) satisfying the pseudo-periodic
boundary conditions in (26) can be expanded in the eigen-functions.
W
In order to embrace the most general cases, however, we assume that region 0 is
composed of two media of complex permittivities and permeabilities, i.e., the functions e (x)
and p(x) are in general complex valued. In addition, we assume a0, and possibly k_ to be
complex. (This is a minor generalization of the works of Ref. 5-9.) This permits us to apply W
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the current model to the homogeneous problem of grating diffraction [15]. In either case,
the operator L is no longer self-adjoint; therefore, the eigenvalues of (26) are no longer
necessarily real and the eigen-functions are no longer onhogonal and complete. In order
to be able to use the modal field expansions for the total field, it is necessary to consider the
adjoint of (26), which is defined by
L°_ * = p*U °,
u+(dl2) = e+r'_a+(-d/2),
. "(all2) = ++;"+. +'(-d12),
(30)
where the superscript + indicates the adjoint and L + is the differential operator adjoint to
L. It is easily seen that
(Lu,.., +) = (u,/."v +) (31)
if
. = + (32)
From the theory of non-self-adjoint boundary-value problems [14,16], we know that under
certain conditions, which (26) and (30) satisfy, two mutually adjoint boundary-value problems
have the following properties: (a) Both boundary-value problems possess an infinite number
of eigenvalues and the eigenvalues can be ordered such that
p+__.+., =-o,I,2, .... (33)
(b) The eigen-functions {u,,,} and {u_+}", are bi-orthonormal, i.e.,
(..,..')- a.. (34)
(c) Any continuous and piecewise differentiablefunctionf(x) satisfying the boundary
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conditiom has a uniformly convergent formal expansion
i ./(x) -- O',u,,,)u.(x).
mo0
(35)
Hence, even for lossy dielectric or metallic gratings, it is still mathematically justified to
represent the total electromagnetic field in region 0 by a superposition of modal fields, as
has been done by Botten et al.
Incidently, the Rayleigh expansions (10a, b) and (lla, b) can be viewed as expansions
inbasisfunctions
e.(x) = e _'_. (36)
It is easy to verify that en(x ) are eigen-functions of (26) with L replaced by d2/d.x"2. The
adjoint of this new boundary-value problem, with respect to a new inner product (,)
defined by
(u,v) - f._2u(x) _(x) dx,
is (30) with L + again replaced by d2/d_, and
(37)
em*(x)= d e'_'x (38)
are the adjoint eigen-functions.
2.4. Eigenvalues and Eigen.Functions
The explicit forms of the characteristic equation for determining the eigenvalues and
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eigen-funcfions can be most conveniently derived by taking advantage of the simplicity and
symmetry of ((x) and/_(x) given in (1). It is easy to verify that the following two functions
are two linearly independent solutions of (24)
C08yIX,
d,
""
°t Y2
0_lxl_ dx
2
(39)
_O at
!_,x, O_lxl_,
YI 2
where, for j = 1, 2,
(40)
¥_ (41)
,,_2_ p.
Clearly, e, is an even function and e, is an odd function. The general solution of (24) is
therefore given by
u(x) = Ae,(x) + B_,,(x), (42)
where A and B are arbitrary constants. Imposition of the boundary conditions in (26) on
(42) gives the characteristic equation
=0, (43)
where
K = £ isOd . (44)
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It is obvious that when x = -.+ 1, i.e., in Littrow mountings for which the normal incidence
is a special case, 4(p) is a product of two factors. For general angles of incidence,
factorization of A(p) is impossible, and the explicit form of the characteristic equation is
_Yxdt _Y_£_-'_( °2Y'_'[l+o,Y2 o2ytOJYJ)s_nYtd:si'nY2d'_- _a°d = O" (45)
This is a transcendental equation for 0, whose solutions are, in general, complex numbers.
The eigen-functions of (26), expressed in terms of q_, and q)o, are given by
i C Cpo(X),
u(x) = I i C _,(x),
I.c[ (x +,c) ,Po(d/2) _.(x) -(l -,c) _.(d12) %(x) ].
K " + 1, _,(d/2) = O,
_l' k = - 1, %(d12) = O,
else,
(46)
where C is the normalization constant. The eigen-functions of the adjoint problem (30) can
be simply obtained by replacing the relevant quantities in (39-46) by their adjoint
counterparts. It can be shown that for each eigenvalue, there is in general only one eigen-
function and accidental degeneracy of an eigenvalue can only occur in Littrow mountings.
Since the normalization constants C for u(x) and C ÷ for u+(x) are not individually fixed by
(34), we can demand _-+ = C. Then it can be shown that
u'(x) - ,c-'u(-x). (47)
This direct relationship between the two mutually adjoint eigen-functions is very useful in
the numerical implementation of the theory.
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2.5. Modal Field Representation
Since the basis functions {u,,,Cs)}are complete and bi-orthogonal in the sense stated
in 2.3, the general solution of (18) for bX,) can be written as
u
v_,. E ,,._'(,,._'(_).
a,'O
(48)
rBv
where
= a= coIX=y + b_ sing.=y, (49)
V
and a,,,(') and b,, 0') are modal field amplitudes to be determined later. Substituting (48) into
(21) and integrating with respect to y, we obtain an expression for G _'),
n
III=0
(5O)
where
÷ 002
- b_, C_S_.,,,y
and
wy_ - _ ÷_.7 _ _ _ " (52)
(The integration constant that would appear in (50) can be shown to be zero.) Thus, by
(48), (50), and (A-l) we complete the derivation of the following modal field representation
? 17
of the total electromagnetic field in region 0:
[ £z(x'Y) / [ _)(Y)u_9(x) / (X@=)(Y)W_=)(x) I (53)
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Before closing this section, we give the orthogonality relation between the vector-
valued Ea- solution and Ha. solution. For this purpose, we define an inner product [, ] of
two vector-valued functions q_ and ¢ such that
[q_,_] =:at2 r/_l/p O)
_.dt2 _ _ 0 lie "_ dx. (54)
Let ¢,,,(') ffi (urn(e), win('))T, and ¢+(h) = (w+(h), Us+(h))T. Then it can be shown that
(o) (55)o.
2.6 Matching Interface Conditions
Having obtained the expressiom of the electromagnetic fields in all regions of the
space, we are now ready to form the final system of linear equations for determining the
unknown field amplitudes by applying the interface conditions at y = ± h/2. The interface
conditiom are the following:
e,. - g_, Hz÷ = Hz_, (56a)
Ex. - Ez., llz. - H=., (56b)
where the subscripts _ indicate limits from above and below the interface respectively, and
++,4 a ,
from (ga)and (9b),
(57a)
(57b)
Substituting (i0a, b), (ila,b), and (53) into (56a) and (56b) and carrying out some tedious
algebra, we have, for the continuity of Ez and H z at y = + h/2,
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and
•i
l as -- _im
_(h) .(A) Bm_),,. ,.. + _.o,,),.,_,,<x>]
(58a)
_.[(_<."6._').<."<_)- " " "(,_...-,.,_:),.<_>]+ + + U a
.-o (58b)
m
- _',oC•>• E _.",.c•).
m Iii _m
For the continuity of E, and H, at y ffi - h/2, we have
and
For the continuity of Ex and H x at y ffi + h/2, we have
_.,,,.°. -ff
m
nl s -_
_._,,.._o,,),,.<x>
(59a)
r_a
and
._.o <h>_h>luck>(x)_1111
m
-o,. ).0c_>E _,"
JII • --_
Finally, for the continuity of Ex and H_ at y = - h/2, we have
(59b)
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ms w
1-0 -q)
and
U
m"O PI= -m)
- ,[)a,_")a.(x). (59d)
In the above equations the unknowns are
h/2), (60)
(61)
and the rest of the new notations are defined in Appendix B.
equations (58) and (59) will be considered in section 3.2.
The numerical solution of
2.7 Diffraction Efficiency and Polarization
Once/_,,0) and _,,0) are solved from (58) and (59), R,, 0) and T,, 0) are given by (61).
By virtue of (9a) and (9b), all quantities of practical interest can be readily expressed in
terms of R,,0) and T, 0). Suppose the media in regions 1 and 2 are lossless, and the incident
plane wave is normalized such that
 co,)
_0.._._(e(,)11(,_ [a + )LO)[l_k)12) . 1. (62)
Then, the diffraction efficiencies for the reflected and the transmitted propagating waves of
order n are given by
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-"_ " I_" I 12)_. -_,,.(_"' I_+ _'" _,>
k'"""
(63a)
and
_'. _"12 _ (63b)
If the media in region 0 are also lossless, the energy balance theorem holds:
_(t)
R ii I
(64)
where n and n' run t_ough all propagating orders in regions 1 and 2, respectively.
In many applications involving conical mountings, it is very important to be able to
predict the states of polarization of the diffracted orders. Let us associate with a
propagating order having a wave-vector
n
two unit vectors $,03 and p,03 such that
_t/) .
(65)
k_m/) (66)he, . _ x--.
kO_
In (65) the plm sign is forj = 1, and the minus sign is forj = 2. The polarization of this
V
diffracted order can be descn'bed with the following two angular parameters [17]:
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where E,u O) and E,_, O) are the s- and p-components of the electric field.
should not be confused with a. defined in (12).)
diffracted wave in medium 1,
(67)
(The notation a,,03
It is a simple exercise to show that for a
(68)
The expression for a diffracted wave in medium 2 may be obtained from (68) by replacing
R,,(') by Tn0), superscript (1) by (2), and #,0) by. _, (2).
3. NUMERICAL ASPEL'TS
3.1 Solution of the Characteristic Equation
An efficient, reliable, and accurate numerical method for solving the characteristic
equation (45) is of vital importance to the performance of a computer program
implementing the modal analysis. Two very different numerical methods have been
employed. The method of Botten et al. [7,18] is a general one capable of finding all zeros
of an analytic function in a prescn'bed region of the complex plane. That of Suratteau et al.
[8] and Tayeb and Petit [9] is a problem-specific method that takes advantage of the fact
that (45) can be factored in Littrow mountings. Both of these methods systematically find
all eigenvalues of (45) in a prescribed region of the complex plane, and both of them
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Vperform well even for highly conducting gratings. As reported by the authors of the second
method, their method is as effective as the first method but requires significantly shorter
computation time. For this reason, we have decided to use the second method in our
• numerical implementation of this work. For details of these numerical methods, the
interested reader is referred to the references cited above.
3.2 Solution of the Field Amplitudes
Before embarking on the numerical solution of (58) and (59), we first analyze the
composition of these equations. In (58) and (59) there are eight equations and eight sets of
unknowns. The fight-hand sides of these equatiom are expanded in basis functions {e,,),
which are bi-orthogonal to their adjoint {e,+}. The left-hand sides are expanded in four
different sets of functions {urn(')} , {u,,,(h)), {w,,,(')}, and {wm(h)}. Of these four, as scalar-
valued functions, {u,,(')} and {urn(h)} are bi-orthogonal to their respective adjoints, but not
to each other. The functions {w,,,(')) and {w,, (h)) are proportional to the derivatives of
{u,,, (e)} and {u,,,(h)) and they are not orthogonal to any other functions.
Equations (58) and (59) constitute a system of equations in known function
expansiom with unknown expansion coefficients. Such a system can be solved by the
method of moments [19], which consists of three steps. First, a projection basis, i.e., a set
of linearly independent testing functions, is chosen. Then, both sides of the series expansion
equatiom are projected onto this basis by forming appropriate inner products with the
testing functions. TI_ ste_i eliminates the x-dependence of the equations and produces an
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algebraic linear system of equations of infinite dimension. Finally, the linear system is
truncated to a finite order and its solution is obtained by the standard numerical techniques.
Since equations (58) and (59) are already expanded in terms of bi-orthonormal basis
functions, it is advantageous to choose the adjoints of these basis functions as the testing
functions so that the subsequent numerical solution can be simplified. For each of the eight
equations we have two convenient projection bases, {u+0)} and {e + }. Therefore, there can
be many different combinations of choices of projection bases for the overall system.
Following Suratteau et aL, a projection method in which the "interface con_ditio _ for the z-
components are projected onto one basis and those for the x-components are projected onto
the other basis is called a hybrid method. A proj¢ctignmethod in w_ch all interface
conditions are projected onto one basis is called a homogeneo_ meth_. Forthe case of
non-conical mountings, Suratteau et al. have proved that the numerical solutions resulting
from the hybrid methods satisfy the energy balance and reciprocity criteria automatically
(independent of the truncation orders) while those resulting from the homogeneous methods
do not. It can be shown that the above statement is also true in the case of conical
mountings. : :
In this paper, we adopt the homogeneous method utilizing the projection basis
{u+O)}, so that the energy balance and reciprocity criteria are not automatically satisfied.
Multiplying equations (58) by a:_S)(x)/at')(x), and equations (59) by a+O)(x), then integrating
over a grating period, and making use of the bi-orthogonality relation (34), we have the
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vfollowing matrix equations:
WY = UX + UI,
D Y = QX + PI,
(69)
(70)
V
V
where £
X= , Y=
act)
I z
0
(71)
60,, is the Kronecker delta, and the rest of the matrices are defined in Appendix B. In (71).
each element of the column vectors is itself a column vector, and the elements of X and Y
are related to the unknown field amplitudes listed in (60) and (61). The matrix D in (70)
isdiagonal,so vectorY can be expressedin terms ofXwithout numerical matrixinversion.
Substituting the expression of Y into (69), we have
(WD'IQ- U) X =(U- WD'1P)I. (72)
This isthe finallinearsystem of equationsfrom which we numericallydetermine the field
amplitudes.
In order to solve the linear system (72) on a computer, we unavoidably have to
truncate the matrices. We designate N as the total number of terms retained in Rayleigh
expansions (we truncate the Rayleigh expansions symmetrically with respect to the zero
diffraction order) and M as that retained in the modal expansions. The integers N and M
are called the truncation orders. It is easily seen that for the solution of (72) to be well
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v(neither under- nor over-) specified, the two truncation orders must be the same. Thus, the
matrices W, U, P, Q, and D in (72) are 4N by 4N square matrices.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section we present some numerical results. The computer program is written
in Fortran 77 and double precision is used for real and complex arithmetic. For the special
case of non-conical mountings, the program has been checked using published data with
good agreement. For the general case, it meets the energy balance and reciprocity criteria
with reasonable accuracy. Table I tabulates TE and TM diffraction efficiencies of a metallic
grating in a non-conical mounting. The data of Botten et aL are taken from Table I of Ref.
6. Note that Botten et al. adopted a hybrid projection method that allows unequal
truncation orders N and M. Clearly, the agreement is very good, especially for the TE
polarization.
To date, there is no numerical data, especially data of the polarization parameters,
for non-perfectly conducting lamellar gratings in conical mountings available in the literature;
therefore, we present some original data in the rest of this section. Listed in Table 2 are
diffraction efficiencies (n), polarization angles (a,6), and diffraction angies (0,¢) of a
dielectric grating in a conical mounting (the parameters are listed in the table caption).
Note that the incident plane wave is right-hand, circularly polarized. Listed in Table 3 are
diffraction efficiencies(rl), polarization angles (a,6), and diffraction angles (0'¢0 of a highly
conducting grating in a conical mounting. The incident plane wave is linearly polarized with
g
U
m
W
w
W
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Vequal s and p component amplitudes. In both cases, the truncation orders are chosen to
ensure that the accuracy of the data is better than one percent (see discussion below).
v
W
In Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c we show the change of diffraction efficiencies rt and
polarization angles _ and a of a small period dielectric grating as the incident azimuthal
angle _ sweeps through the first quadrant. The incident plane wave is always p polarized
and it strikes the grating from the optically denser medium at a polar angle greater than the
critical angle (for total internal reflection). This configuration is reminiscent of what occurs
in a planar waveguide grating coupler for a TM polarized guided-wave [20]. The reflected
and the transmitted negative first orders pass off at about 0 " 37 ° and 0 -- 60 °,
respectively. It is evident that as soon as ¢ is nonzero, the diffraction orders become
elliptically polarized. The two first orders are nearly circularly polarized at _ - 20 °. Also,
the senses of polarization of the two first orders remain right-handed throughout the angular
range of their existence.
Next, we illustrate the excellent convergence rate of the modal method.
purpose, we define a measure of error A_ as follows
For this
(73)
where fN stands for any one of the physical quantities, such as a diffraction efficiency or a
polarization angle, computed with truncation order N, and f -- fN., where N* > N is an
integer. Iff stands for the sum of the diffraction efficiencies for a lossless grating, f = 1.0.
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Roughly speaking, the negative of AN gives the number of correct significant digits in the
numerical results.
Fig. 4 shows the convergence of the sum of the diffraction efficiencies and the
efficiencies of the negative first orders in reflection and in transmission for a dielectric
grating. The physical parameters are the same as those of Table 2. The truncation order
N varies from 11 to 61 in increment of 2, and N* = 63. It is evident from the figure that
better than one percent accuracy is achieved as soon as the truncation order is greater than
11. The convergence is not monotonic. The large oscillation in the convergence sequence
of the reflected order is probably due to the smallness of the diffraction efficiency (see row
3, column 2 of Table 2). If we make a low order polynomial fit of each set of the data in
the figure, the three resulting curves will have more or less similar shapes and close
locations. This implies that the energy balance criterion can be used as a good accuracy
indicator, thanks to our choice of the homogeneous projection method.
Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the diffraction efficiency and diffraction angles a and
of the negative first order of a metallic grating. The physical parameters are the same as
those of Table 3. The truncation order N varies from 11 to 69 in increment of 2, and N" =
71. Since now the grating is metallic, the convergence in this case is, as expected, slower
than that of Fig. 4. However, better than one percent accuracy can still be achieved with
a truncation orders of 40 or greater.
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As the authors of Ref. 5-8 have shown, one of the unique features of the modal
method is that it works very well even for deep, highly conducting gratings. This feature is
also true for the extension of the method to conical mountings as developed in this paper.
This is understandable, since the fundamental analytical and numerical issues for conical and
non-conical mountings are essentially the same. For the sake of saving space, however, we
will not provide any numerical evidence here.
5. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have extended the rigorous modal method of Botten et al. to the
case of conical mountings. A crucial step in accomplishing the extension is the field
decomposition discussed in section 2.2 and Appendix A. The field decomposition reduces
the vector-valued boundary-value problem given by (14) and (15) to a scalar one given by
(26), thus tremendously simplifying the subsequent analysis and allowing the previous works
of Botten et al. and Suratteau et al. be used here. The completeness and orthogonality of
the modal fields in the corrugated region are carefully established. The computer program
implementing the extended modal method can treat a plane wave of arbitrary angle of
incidence and polarization. It converges very well for highly conducting grating materials
and very deep grating grooves. We have included some original numerical data of both
diffraction efficiencies and diffraction polarizations for conical diffraction configurations.
V
The mathematical formulation presented in this paper has been kept general. In fact,
the explicit x-dependence Of _(x) and _(x) given in (1) is not used, except for the derivation
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of the characteristic equation and the eigen-functions in section 2.4. Therefore, the
formulation is valid for any periodic e(x) and _(x). However, it is precisely the simple x-
dependence of _(x) and _(x) in (i) that makes the easy derivations in section 2.4 possible.
For any other permittivity and permeability variations, the solutions for the eigenvalues and
eigen-funetions become very complicated, and the modal analysis quickly loses its advantages
over other grating methods.
The present analysis can be easily extended to treat gratings of arbitrary groove
shapes and waveguide gratings with a number of uniform layers above and below the
corrugated region. These extensions will be the subject of a future paper.
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7. APPENDIC"F_
7.1 Appendix A
Theorem: .....
Any solution of (14) and (15) can be decomposed such that
where (Ez (c) , H,(e)) "r and (E_ (h)
,,: +{,,:.,j.
, Hz(h}) "r are Ea. and I-I±, respectively, and they satisfy (14}
m
V
W
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and (15) independently.
Proof:
The decomposition (A-l) is, in general, unique.
Since there is no explicit y-dependence in (14), any solution of (14) is necessarily of
the following form
e,
ea(x,Y) }'
where
H_(x,y) = e'_' n_(x)
Substituting (A-3) into (14), and eliminating the y-dependence, we have
Z +ixg -tZ
(A-2)
(A-3)
= 0. (A-4)
Equation (A-4) is a linear, tw_ensidfihl vector-valued, second-order ordinary differential
equation. It, therefore, has four linearly independent solutions. Suppose (E:x, H:x) T is E.
Then, from (16a)
1 1 k, d _x(x). (A-5)
v)x(x) = iX_dx
Substitution of (A-5) into (A-4) results in two second-order equations for _x(x). These two
equations are not independent; one can be derived from the other. Thus, we have two
linearly independent solutions of (A-4) that satisfy the Ea. condition (16a). Similarly, if we
demand (Ezii-Hzx) T to bc Ha., then ....................
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1 lk_ d ........... (A-6)
_(x) - iX e_ _(x),
and we have two linearly independent solutions of (A-4) that satisfy the Ha. condition (16b).
Therefore, anyClearly, the solutions of Ea. type and Ha. type are linearly independent.
solution of (A-4) has the following form
/ ,r+/ /+}= + CI_| + + C_.2 sn_(x) c c.> c.> . m _m
v_! v_2 u_! u_
(A-7)
where cu ('), 1 = 1, 2, s = e, h, are constants, (uu(O, vxt(O)"r and (vxt0), uxtO)) v are Ea. and Ha_
solutions of (A-4) respectively. So; the decomposition (A-l) is always possible.
Next, we impose the pseudo-periodic boundary conditions (15) on the general
solution (A-7). This leads to the following characteristic equation
(A-8)
=0,
where
vg _ = ._(a/2) - et'oa._(-al2),
= v_(d/2)-¢'%'v_(-d/2),
001
= - ¢ uxt t -d12),
t {s)l
" _x,(,//2) -g'°avff(-a/2).
(A-9)
By elementary row manipulation and making use of (A-5) and (A-6) for the Ez and H:.
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solutions, it can be shown that the two off-diagonal two-by-two matrices in (A-8) can be
made zero. Therefore, the E± and H± solutions of (A-4), and hence those of (14), satisfy
the boundary conditions (15) independently.
Suppose the decomposition (A-l) is not unique. Then we may have a decomposition
of the zero field into two non-zero orthogonal modal fields. Furthermore, each of these
fields satisfies both the Ea. and the H± conditions simultaneously. However, this leads to
kz2 + Lz = 0, a condition which is, in general, not true. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
7.2 Appendix B
As in the main text of the paper, j = 1, 2, and s = e, h.
/z'_) - I_ ) e "JD'mkl2
c °3 ,c_) I_O3
In (58) and (59)
(B-l)
O)k,, h
ctan , (B-2)
2
kz (B-3)
For the sake of clarity, the matrices in (69) and (70) are expressed in block forms,
followed by the definitions of each sub-matrix.
1 - 1 - W<')A _) W_') B <h>
W_h)A (*_ W_) B ¢°) 1 1
- W_h)A _') W_k)B ¢') 1 - 1
(B-4)
26S
UU c') 0 0 0
0 U c') 0 0
0 0 U Ch) 0
0 0 0 U Ck)
(B-5)
D=2
A °) 0 0 0
0 B (') 0 0
0 0 A o*) 0
0 0 0 B CA)
(B-6)
Q
0 ¢') 0 0 0
0 0 ¢') 0 o
0 0 0 _) o
o o o 0 °)
(')13(1)-,_a_ fi'). -_,_,
= (e,,u= ),,
Wtms_e) . (h) *(,).= q'wm 'ltm )e'
- B."8..
13(" = I_ 8..
m
U_ = (e,,u m ).
l_h) - (#) *O0.,= I.w_ ,It,, )k"
(B-7)
(B-8)
(B-9)
(B-10)
(B-11)
To get the expression for matrix P, we only need to reverse the sign of #O in (B-7). In (B-
10) and (B-11) the inner products are those defined in (28) and (37), and the subscript s
indicates that the weight function o ¢*)should be used in the integral. By using (55) and (47),
it can be shown that the two sub-matrices in (B-11) are related such that
I_ + I+'_ -- O. (B-12)
Hence, there are five sub-matrices involving the eigen-functions to be calculated. It can be
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shown that these sub-matrix elements can be expressed in terms of the left and right limits
of u,,,(*) and its derivative at -'- dl/2, if the periodic medium is characterized by (1).
Since w,,,0) and ra03 are proportional to k_, the matrices defined in (B-4) through (B-
7) become block-diagonalized when kz = 0. Of course, this means that in non-conical
mountings, E z and I-Iz are de-coupled.
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TABLE CAPTIONS
, Numerical comparison with the results of Botten et al. for a metallic grating in a non-
conical mounting. Parameters: d = 1.0 _m, d I 0.4001 _m, h = 0.1 _m, _o) = _2)
= ex = 1.0, e z = (1.5+il.0) 2, _.0 = 0.8 #m, 0 = 11.5 °, ¢, = 0°. Truncation orders:
Botten et aL, M = 20, N = 51; this paper, M = N = 31.
i Diffraction efficiencies (r/), polarization angles (a,6), and diffraction angles (0,¢) of
a dielectric grating in a conical mounting. All angular values are in degrees.
Parameters: d = 1.0 _,m, d I = 0.5/_m, h = 0.5 _,m, e (t) - e_ --- 1.0, e C2)= e 2 = 2.25,
k0 - 0.5 #m. Incident polarization: a - 45 °, 6 - 90 °. Incident angle: 0 - ¢ - 45 °.
Truncation orders: M = N - 31.
. Diffraction efficiencies (r/), polarization angles (a,6), and diffraction angles (0,¢) of
a metaRic grating in a conical mounting. All angular values are in degrees.
Parameters: d = 1.0 _m, d_ -- 0.5 #m, h - 1.0 _m, e o) - • 1 ---" 1.0, e (2) = E 2 ----
(0"1+i5"0) 2, _'0 -- 0.5 #m. Incident polarization: a = 45 °, 6 = 0°. Incident angle:
0 = 30 °, _ - 45 °. Truncation orders: M = N = 51.
m
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w
FIGURE CAPTIONS
.
,
The coordinate system for a lamellar grating in a conical mounting.
The geometry of a lameHar grating.
,
.
5,
Diffraction efficiencies rl (Fig. a) and polarization angles a (Fig. b) and _ (Fig. c) of
a dielectric grating versus the incident azimuthal angle #. The polarization angles are
measured in degrees. Parameters: d - 0.3 _m, d, = 0.15 _m, h = 0.15 _m, _O) =
• , = 1.5, E(2) -- • 2 = 1.0, _.0 = 0.5 _m. Incident polarization: a = 0°. Incident polar
angle: 0 = 60 °. Truncation orders: M = N = 45.
Illustration of convergence for a dielectric grating. Round dots: sum of all diffraction
efficiencies. Hollow squares: diffraction efficiency of - 1 order in reflection. Hollow
triangles: diffraction efficiency of- 1 order in transmission. The parameters are the
same as for Table 2.
Illustration of convergence for a metallic grating. Round dots: diffraction efficiency
of-1 order. Hollow squares:polarizationangle a. Hollow triangles: polarization
angle 6. The parameters are the same-as for Table 3.
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0
L INTRODUCTION
Among the many existing rigorous methods for analyzing diffraction of electromagnetic waves
by diffraction gratings, the coupled-wave approach Istanch out because of its versatility and simplicity.
It can be applied to volume gratings and surface relief gratings, and its numerical implementation is
much simpler than others. In addition, its predictions have been experimentally validated in several
cases 2"4.These facts explain the popularity of the coupled-wave approach among many optical
engineers in the field of diffractive optics. However, a comprehensive analDis of the convergence
of the model predictions has never been presented, although several authors s'6have recently reported
convergence difficulties with the model when it is used for metallic gratings in TM polarization.
In this short paper, we will make three points: (1) In the TM case, the coupled-wave approach
converges much slower than the modal approach of Botten et al. _. (2) The slow convogence is caused
by the use of Fourier expansions for the pennittivity and the fields in the grating region, and (3) is
manifested by the slow convergence of the eigenvalues and the associated modal fields. The reader is
assumed to be familiar with the mathematical formulations of the coupled-wave approach and the
modal approach.
IL ANALYSIS
a. Two _tpes of Modal Approaches
There are two types of modal approaches: Modal Approach using a Scalar (characteristic)
Equation _j (MASE) and Modal Approach using a Matrix (characteristic) Equation' (MAME). The
coupled.wave approach (CWA) is equivale_ to a MAME. In the MASE, the eigenvalues and modal
fields in the grating region are solved one at a time from a scalar characteristic equation. Each modal
field thus found satisfies Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions exactly. In the MAME,
however, N eigenvalues and modal fields are solved simultaneously from a matrix characteristic
equation. Unless N = _ none of these modes satisfies Maxwell's equation exactly.
b. Two _ of Infinities
When solvinggratingproblems by any method, one alwayshas to deal with two kinds of
infinities:the infimtyof the discretesetZ (thesetof allintegers),and the infinityof the continuum
[O,d),where d isthe gratingperiod. The f'h-stinfinityisdue to the periodicityof the grating,which
generatesan infinitenumber of diffractionorders.The second infinityisrelatedto the continuous
natureof Maxwell'sequations. In any method, one has to solveMax-well'sequationson [O,d),with
the pseudo-periodicboundary condition.In the MASE, the infinityof [O,d)ishandled analytically.
The infinityof Z isnot truncateduntilthe matching ofboundary conditionsatthe interfacesbetween
uniform regiom and corrugated region is completed. In the MAME, the infinity of Z is handled
similarly. However, the infinity of [O,d) is transformed into that of the coefficients of the Fourier
expansions, which happens to be degenerate with the infinity of the diffraction orders. It is this
tempering of the infinity of [0,d) that leads to the slow convergence of the CWA.
c. Two Convergence Processes
In the CWA, the permittivity of the periodic medium in the grating region is represented by
its Fourier expansion. When this infinite expansion is truncated, the physical problem is changed (the
original discontinuous pcrmittivity is changed to a smooth-varying one). Hence, both the
electromagnetic field and the grating profile are approximated as a result of the truncation. This
means that the convergence of the diffraction efficiency and phase values relies on the convergence
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rof both the modal fields and the permittivity representation.
d. The Convergence Rates of Related Fourier Series
The analysis above indicates that the CWA, or the MAME in general, should be expected to
converge slower than the MASE. This point is reinforced by the following asymptotic analysis of the
Fourier coefficients for the permittivity and the fields. Let the permittivity be E(x+d) ffi t(x), E(x)
= E,, lx l < a, and E(x) = G_, a < IxI < d/2. It is easy to check that c, -- O(n _) as n -. ®, where
c, is a Fourier coefficient of E(z). Evidently, the convergence of the permittivity expansion is very
slow.
We now consider the Fourier expansion coefficient, f,, of the fields. For TE polarization, the
boundary conditions demand that both the electric field and its derivative be continuous at the
permittivity discontinuity. Consequently, f, _ O(n'3), as n .. -. For TM polarization, the magnetic
field is continuous, but its derivative is not. Imtead, we have G,'_(dH./dx)[_.u,e=Gz'_(dH/dx)I,-_,_o;
therefore, f, = O(n'*), as n -. _ Hence the Fourier expansion for a TM field converges slower than
that for a TE field. Next, suppose E, = 1, and the pola_fion is TM. For a Iossless die!ectri¢
grating, E_ and Ez are both positive; while for a metallic grating, el and ez have different signs, if the
small imaginary part of t: is neglected. Accordingly, the H-field at the permittivity discontinuity in
a dielectric grating is "smoother" than it is in a metallic grating, In other words, the H-field has
weaker high frequency components in a dielectric grating than it has in a metallic grating. The
analysis above rationalizes why the CWA converges slower for TM pol_tion than for TE
polarization, and why it converges slower for metallic gratings than for dielectric gratings.
e. Eigenvalues and Modal fields
The difficulty in the analysis of gratings Hes in the accurate characterization of the fields in
the grating region. For modal approaches of both types (including the CWA), this means that it is
imperative to determine the eigenvalues accurately because it is trivial to determine the modal fields
once the eigenvalues are known. In the CWA approach, the eigenvalues are solved from the
characteristic matrix equation, which is obtained from the truncated and slowly converging Fourier
expansions of the permittivity and the fields. Thus, the convergence of the eigenvalues is slow, as
numerically demonstrated in the next section.
ill NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Let us arbitrarily choose a fixed groove depth to wavelength ratio, say d/k=l, from Fig. 3 of
Ref. 5 (a gold lamellar grating). We examine how the diffraction efficiencies and the eigenvalues
converge with the CWA and with the MASE. Our numerical implementation of the CWA is based
on the third paper in Ref. 1. The truncated matrix ¢.," is obtained by numerically taking the inverse
of t_, as recommended by Moharam and Gaytord u. Our numerical implementation of the MASE
is based on Refit. 7 and 8. Both computer prograna have been thoroughly checked against the
available results in the literature and agalmt each other. In the following, N denotes the total
number of space-harmonics retained in the computations. For the results of the MASE, the number
of modal fields is set to equal N.
Figs. la and lb show the convergence of diffraction efficiencies as N increases for TE and
"I'M poladzatiom. For both polarizations, the MASE converges extremely fast. For TE polarization,
the CWA converges reasonably fast toward the MASE. For TM polarization, however, the CWA
converges very slowly toward the MASE; in fact, it does not begin converging until N > 40.
Figs. 2a and 2b show the convergence of the real and imaginary parts of the square of the
tenth TE eigenvalue and the ninth TM eigenvalue, respectively. Similar to the convergence of
diffraction efficiencies, the TE eigenvalue computed with CWA converges reasonably fast toward that
computed with the MASE (dashed-lines), but the TM eigenvalue converges very slowly. We should
mention that all the TE eigenvalues computed with CWA converge at a rate similar to that in Fig.
2a, and some of the TM eigenvalues do converge faster than the one shown in Fig. 2b.
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Fig. 2. Convergence of eigenvalues computed with coupled-wave approach.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated with numerical examples that the predictions of the CWA converge
slowly toward those of the MASE of Botten et aL for metallic gratings in "I'M polarization. We have
shown that the slow convergence is caused by the use of slowly convergent Fourier expansions for
the pctmittivity and the fields in the grating region. _e/t2 _, ver_atilily, and simplicizy,
the co, led.wave approach shmdd be used with caution for metallic surface relie_ grating_ in TM
po/ar/zat/on. Although we have only compared the CWA with the MASE, much of the analysis
applies to the MAME and differential methods utilizing Fourier expansions in general.
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